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62 Talbot Road,
WILLOWDALE, Ontario|, Mr. Tamm

Mr. Sizoo.

Mr. Winterrowd.

Tde. Room
i

Mr. Holloman^.

Miss

Dear Fellow Citizen:

^"Pawns In The GaineJ[' has been sent to you by a friend who believes
you willoe interested inTIeiping to solve the political and economic problems
which the author explains have been in the past, and st\ll are today, the
"CAUSES" which produce the adverse "EFFECTS" which have so seriously affected
all our lives during the past half century.

If you agree with the proposals made in Chapter 18 to remedy the situai
tion and preserve o\ir heritage for our children and generations still unborn,
then help us in our work by sending copies of this book to yotir friends. If yoi,

wish, we will mail them to the addresses you submit with a copy of this letter
enclosed.

We realize only too well that you may have good reasons for not wisjfiing

tOitake an active and open part in our "Crusade". If this is so, we will be only
top pleased to keep your name strictly confidential.

The MSS of "Pawns In The Game" was submitted to recognised—authorities

—

on Geopolitical Science, Political Economy, Education, Orglinized Labotir, Industry,
Religion, Politics, and those responsible for our Internal and Ejcbernal security
BEFORE publication. It was the consensus of opinion that the book shoTild be
published in the public interest. Copies of the book have been filed with the .

R.C.M.P., The F.B.I., and sent to over five hjahdred other citizens we consider
'

are like yourself, interested in the futura^elfare of otir coimtries and our
civilization. > . ' ^ .
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TheTt^ational Federation of Christian Laymi

non-politicay and non-dehomiHati’SHSl; ""'"O®' purpose
all sinceres^ristians and their organizations
force of ouwS^mbined energies and united eff^
direct the World Revolutionary Movement from
continue ta permit them to divide us and conquer by the simple expedient of
making us fight each other,

(N.F.C.L.) is strictly
to unite the efforts of

& that we may direct the full
against the men who secretly
d the scenes, rather than

r,

f\ •

i n-

Yours faithfully.

§4; JblM 151955

•*^ED-6t will;^ GUY CAm,,^
'"lubrications Chairman,
National Federation of

/ -- Christian Laymen,,

b" Bt ,JUN P ’955
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The following message a^-pears on page
3 of the foreword of the , .tached book:

'’Dear Mr. Hoover, Please let me know
what you think of this book,

/s/ William Guy Carr
May 30th 1955”

No record located in Bureau files on

William Guy Carr or the National
Federation of Christian Ltaymen,
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^
Office l^etnoranduin • united states government

s Mr^ NichfolsTO

FROM f MC/^A

DATE: June 3y 1955

SUBJECT:

( /

7

g)
WILLIAM aUY CARR
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF CHRISTIAN LAYMEN
WILLOWDALEy ONTARIOy CANADA

Bureau has received a form letter from, captioned
individual in which he is described as Publications Chairman
of above organisation. Bufiles contain no record of Carr
or his organisation. He enclosed a book entitled "Riwns in
the Game" which he wrote and noted in pen "Dear Mr. Hoover
Please let me know what you think of this book." The book /

Mas been rapidly reviewed in the Crime Records Section and j
appears to be an interpretation of the world revolutionary J
movement^ traced through history and appears to be outspokenly

^

anti-semjk’tic in its concept. /,

BECOMMENDATIONS

:

(l) In view of anti-semptic undertones of book
and lack of background information in Bureau files on Ca-rr,
it is recommended that receipt of this book not be acknowledged
at the Bureau.

to
(2)

the Central

AI,L IHFORMATIOS COITAIWH)

ilEP,F.IK IS UNCLASSrr^ffi
ft/ wCu)

It is recommendecL^^^fi^^the book be forwdrded
Research Desk forfrev^w.

//
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Utn • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT b7c

TO MR. A. H. BELMONT

FROM » W. C. Sullivan

DATE: June 7, 1955

BBgn gJ f{j$i

irajBcri^LIAM GUY CARR

‘^NAIIQNAL FEDERATION OF CHRISTIANXAXMEN

TOLOWDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA

Tolson

Boardnian

Nichols

Belmont

Harbo

Mohr

Parsons

Rosen L
Tamm

Sizoo

Winterrowd _
Tele, Room _

Holloman

ly

r

A review of the explanatory information regarding the National Federation

of Christian Laymen set forth at the conclusion of the enclosed book does not
j

i

indicate that a review of the book would be of any value to the Central Researcl/^'7

Section. Since this group is now being organized in 'Canada, its activities ma/

possibly be of interest to the Espionage Section. \

RECOMMENDATION:

It is recommendedvthat the enclosed book be forwarded to the Espionage

Section to determine whether or not the activities of the National Federation of

Christian Laymen are of any interestirom an investigative standpoint.

Enclosure

JFC:mjh
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1 Belmont^^i^
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. Parsons

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tamm

Mr. Trotter

Mr. Jones

Mr. Nease

Tele. Room

Mr. Holloman

Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy





lar. J.Sdgar Hoover,

Sir. of F.B.I.

Washington, D.O,

U.S.A.

January, 1957- ^

Vol.
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THE ^

Published by PublicatiQns Committee T^oHonal Federation Christian Laymen

(
“ 11 I Editor/^iUi^m Gu
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HUNGAEY^S BETEAYAL • y -

( _tJ ^ '

In November N.B.N. stated that it was
informed The Voice of America, and Radio- Free

Europe had encouraged Hungarian students, to

start a revolt by making them promises of
outside help which the broadcasters knew
coilLdn’t be kept. The result of this betrayal

is that 55^ of the anti-communists in Hungary
have*.-been-. slaughtered

,
-or forced, into exile .

The anti -communist underground has, been exposed.

The Communist secret police and ‘ authorities
have been killed or thrown out of office.
Agentur of the Illuminati are now. in absolute
control .

'
^

On Dec , 3rd, the Globe and Mail, Toronto,
told how a Jesuit Priest, Fr. F. Osuski,. now of

Guelph, Ontario, had given spiritual, solace to

three million Communist-dominated Slovaks who
listened to his sermons illegally . Fr. Osuski

is reported to have said "From 195^ onward we
knew, as- a clear and definite policy^ that we

must not, under any circumstances >
' of

revolution to; the people behind the Iron
Curtain.

,
We knew . . . that the Americans could

not help the uprisings"-, :

. ONE WORLDERS

Al'l those who advocate .any.,kind of a ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT, other than the Kingship of

Christ, knowingly, or unknowingly, further the

Illuminati's long range plans for ultimate un-

disputed control of the world's affairs because
the Illuminati conspire to usurp the powers of

that government as soon as it-- is formed.

The N.B.N. in the October issue explained
how the Illuminati planned in the final phase
of their cons piracy

> to make Atheists and
Christians exterminate each other and leave the
field clear for them to crown their leader
King-despot of the Universe. The Hungarian
abortive revolt was engineered by agents of the
Illuminati to try out the. effectiveness of
their plot to subjugate mankind .

The Ottawa Journal Nov.2ist, 195^’^i pub-
lished a story headed ^'SOMETHING BETTER AFTER
COMMUNISM , SAYS CHINA 'S CHOU" . ’ It readg "Com-

munist China's Premier, was quoted here, Singa-
pore, Monday night as saying he is quite sure

that after Communism would come ’Sbmethihgi
Better'." \

Why did. the G & M inform Communist leaders

that three million of their slaves listened to

Radio Free Europe? Why did the. members of the

. U.S, Legatid?h“ in Budapest not warn the students
they were beifig""d^eived? On Nov. 25th a news

dispatch from Washington' admitted the U.S.
Legation in Budapest ha'd been operating an
illegal short-wave radio. They must have known
all; that was going on.

What happened in Hungary is a typical
example of how the 'SECRET ' government of the
Illuminati operates behind the scenes of the
government foimed, of men elected by the people,/
ALL electors should demand that their repre^^
sentatives dig out the traitors.

0^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAU®

HERON IS UaClASSifltt^
ion 0^16^5^ 5^1

On Dec. 4th many newspapers quoted 01^
WQRLDER Dr. Brock Chisholm, Vice-president of

the World Federal Mental Health Organization,
as saying, "The job/of the present generation
is to help people survive eveiywhere until that

supra-national government can be formed". At
a Mental Health meeting held in Victoria Col-
lege B.C., he said,' "There must be a major
change in the world 's thinking, eliminating
such boundaries to' brotherhood as color, creed,

and geography. Up to how we have jiost swallow-
ed whatever our parents told us . TJhere is no

reason why^n^^of As shour!^ beli^j^anything
f/c^r .parents Ttfelic^ . 6'Th^ iS^a^ew world."

rfe is pqy^iipnolitic s in the raw.

. , , „
not recorded"^

18 JAN 31 1957

1



CHRISTIM LAYMEN U] £ r
;

One of our readers accused us of being un-

truthful when we said "Ordained ministers of

the Gospel have been disciplined and gagged by
their superiors for telling the TRJTH regarding

the danger from Fluorination^ and for making
known the fact that the Illuminati have estab-

-lished a SECRET GOVERNMMT behind the scenes of

the vlsable goveiriment . . He demanded the names

of those who have been silenced.

N.B.N.- will never divulge the names of

those who supply truthful information. We
don^t name those who disciplined, the priests

because we believe they^ like millions of
others^ don’t realize their .danger .. Our policy
is to .try and restore unity of purpose among
ALL Christians by making known the TRUTH re-

garding the. Luciferian conspiracy.-

With this purpose in mind members of our

editorial board* have
.
interviewed several

Ecclesiastical authorities. -None have been
able to deny the TRUTH of any statement pub-
lished to date. One of the Highest church
authorities said he thought too much attention

was being paid to. the protocols ; We replied

that we based our campaign on our knowledge of
the “ORIGINAL WRITINGS OF THE ORDER AND SECT

OF THE ILLUMINATI” AS EXPOSED BY THE BAVARIAN
GOVEIiNMENT IN I786, and by study ^ of the de-
velopment of this conspiracy as revealed by
history since that date.

Another top-level church authority said

"We had to silence cer*tain Priests. Parishion-

,ers became alarmed who we could never get in-

Itcrested in' parish affairs. They demanded the

bhurch take immediate action. We advised them

to pray and. leave the matter in God's hands".
We thank.God for this evidence that our message

is taking hold, on thinking people . We ask ALL
Christians to pray earnestly for their mini-
sters..

We agree that there is no need for alarm.

.In the final analysis the Gates of Hell will
not prevail against the church of Christ. What
is needed is more Christian action to back up

our prayers . We need to organize well informed

public opinion and then direct its FORCE along
constitutional

.
channels . If^this advice had

been taken the' abortive revolt in Hungary would

never have started. The. blame for the sacri-

fice of thousands of lives and the exile of
tens of thousands of other Christians rests
squarely on the shoulders of those who having
eyes with which to see refuse to recognise

the TRUTH wh( ^it was made known to them.

-..The. sooner ALL Christians* place spiritual

values before material consideration 'in our
homes, -and places of worship, the sooner will
God intervene and save those who deserve to be
saved

.

POLITICAL CHICANERY

N.B.N. told .how the Abbes Dion and
O'Neill, professors at Laval University,
Quebec, were disciplined because they publish-
ed a brief condemning political chicanery.
Since then the Hon. Yves Prevost, Provincial
Secretary in Duplessis Union National Quebec
Government

,
smeared, the priests by telling ' the

press the professors had. stated "Communism is a
myth." He asked the public to believe Commu-
nism is ;no myth.. He assured them , that - the
Duplessis 'Tadlock laws" provided full protect-

ion against the menace.

The Abbes actually wrote as follows;
"Communism, as presented to the masses of
Quebec , is a n^th. Communist reality is not
that which the popular image irasks." That is

very different from what Mr. Prevost would like

the public to believe. We may well ask "Why
would. a minister of the government try to de-

ceive the public 'on a matter of this kind?"

The answer is simple. The "Padlock Laws"

control Communism in Quebec, they do not

abolish or destroy it. Similarly the R.C.M.P.

and the- F’.B'.r. . control Communism on the Natibh-
al level in North America . Any person, group
or govemmait will always try to control the

destructive forces they intend to use to fur-

ther their own selfish plans and ambitions .

This being a fact. Communism, as presented to

the masses, is a myth. The Abbes are right.
Mr. Prevost is wrong. COMMUNISM COULD BE
WIPED OUT IN NORTH AMERICA IN 2k HOURS WITH-
OUT BLOODSHED IF THE ILLUMINATI DID NOT. PRO-
TECT THE COMMUNIST PARTIES., .The Illuminati
intend to use the destructive force of Com-
munism until they are ready to crown their

leader King-Despot of the universe.

NOTICE

"News Behind The News" is now the official
organl^bf; the National Federation of Christian
Laymen It's growth will depend entirely upon

the, support it receives from readers.



. NM YEARS GRESn.

We hope 1957 "he the tnost challenging

y^r to All our readers*. ’ We ^e' in the semi-

fiml round in our fight agadr^t the Luciferian

conspiracy. Earnest prayers, ‘cpupled with un-

tiring effort, will give us spiritual strength
to deliver the knockout blow. Victory is as-
sured . Our strategy should be., to .cut down the

length of time before that blow is deiiyered.

God helps those who help themselves . He' will
send His beloved Son again to' restore law and
order just as soon as we PROVE we* deseiwe His
intervention oh 'bur behalf .

• He. wants us "to

exercise our God given RIGHTS in accordance
with His Law and the Constitutions of our
countries . . WlBt has happened' .to the brave 'an-

ti -communists in Hungary bears out; the TRUTH
of- -what Comdr. Carr has stated repeatedly...

**Wars and Revolutions are^ not the solution to

our ' problems ,

" '

IS NASSER A JEW ?

in, previous issues, said Nasser
was an agerit .of the Illuminati .

' He has been
made head of Grand Or ient Masonry in Eg'^t

.

Welshaupt). when head of the Illuminati in 1772,

organized the ’Grand Orient: Lodges to be the

secret headquarters from which the Illuminati's

agents could direct the Luciferian conspiracy

.

Ever since then the Grand. Orient Lodges have
bebh financed by international Jewiah '-Bankers .

But most of them 'are Khazafs who secretly l ikte

the 'Lesser Jews '
. Christ denounced them’ as

"Them who say they are Jews, but are not, and
do liei". Nasser is now reported persecuting
the 'Lesser Jews' in revenge for Israel's in-

vasion of the Sinai Desert. Reporters can't
understand why 500 wealthy money-lenders and
the Chief ,

Rabbis in Egypt go free,;

The answer is simple. The Illuminati
used, the Zionists to spmk the blaze that caus-

ed: Britain' and France to take action which
split* the we’stem allies and strained the re:-

iationship between Zionists and Arabs almost
to breaking point. One of N.B.N's correspon-
dents in Germany reports: "According to
Genevieve Tabouis, the well know ‘European
journalist, Nasser is the grandson of a Polish
(Khazar) Jew named Nasserbaum whose tomb is in
Cairo. The head -stone bears, the proper name in
Yiddish, and Nasser in Arabic".

What is happening in Egypt is only a re-

petition of what Comdr, Carr explained in
* "Pawns In The Game" happened to the 'Lesser

Jews' in Russia prior to 1917^ Q*nd in Germany

prior to 1^ - They were used to foment
trouble to further the plans of the Illuminati
and th^ left to their fate. Jacob Schiff and
his associates financed the 'Lesser Jews in
Russia, The same group financed Lenin to usurp

power once the Jewish ;Mensheviks had done the.

dirty work.

The Warburgs financed the 'Lesser Jews
'

'to,*

foment trouble 'in Germeiny from 1917 onwards .

Warburg's international bahkirig associates,
financed Hitler's rise to power. . This caused

,

World' War Two Again the ''Lesser Jews' were
abandoned to their fate. The Illuminati try to

conceal the fact that approximately 5,500,000
'Lesser Jews' reported to have been exterminat-
ed in Germany were smuggled into Palestine,
North Africa, and North America. Once again
they are being used by the Illuminati to foment

.

conditions^ calculated to result in. World War
Three

.

The Protocols clearly state .that 'those who
direct the conspiracy will sacrifice as many of
the 'Lesser Jews' as is necessary to further
their secret plans and ambitions,- . By making
these truths known many Jews are being conver-
ted to the Christian religion. One 'young Jew
with.a brilliant mind, a chaiTning .personality,

and a most ethical approach to all business
problems' became deeply interested in what
Commander Garr had exposed, in this regard . He
began to tell other Jewish business meh the
TRUTH. N.B.N. tes been informed, as this is

being written, that the man referred to has
just, been killed accidental ly . May God rest
his soul.

WORLD GOVERNMENT
Mr. Gilbert McAllister, Secretary -

General of the World Association of Parliamen-
tarians for World Government has long supported^

the work of building a Jewish National Home
in Palestine.

Mr. McAllister must have known that' 'the

State of Israel was only given sovereignty to

enable the Illuminati to enter the second last
phase of their conspiracy -- War "between Islam
and Political Zionism.

Lectures based, on the Illuminati's ; plan
were published by Victor Marsden in 19?1. Ch.3
- Par. 15 says: "Ever since that time .we have

been leading the Peoples from one disenchant-
ment to another so that in the end they should

tum also from us in favor of a King -despot . . . !

whom we are preparing for the world". In our ^

booklet look up "Israel", we explain how con-
|

dltions will develop in the Middle East. >



:finmcial policy of ? .c.l.

The National Federation of Christian Lay-

men follow a pay as we go policy. . We do not

employ any paid, help or authorize agents to

solicit money on our. behalf . We rely entire-

ly on the sale of our literature to finance our

educational program^ We deeply appreciate the

generosity of those who have enabled us to do

what has already been accomplished. The in-

terest in our work^ being shown by the general

public, is most encouraging.- Give us the

names of people who are just slumbering but

not dead

.

''CARDINAL MINDSZMTY'*

Dec. 5th newspapers told how 29 days of

torture caused Cardinal Mindszenty to make- a

confession of guilt he knew, to be a lie.. 'Look”

magazine says the Cardinal told Leslie Bain
that he was stripped, naked, beaten for . days

with,a rubber hose, deprived of food, forced to

watch obscene orgies, and questioned for hours

without being permitted to sleep.

This- treatment .is called pain and drug
hypnosis according to the, Luciferian inspired

theories of Freud. In the, Lenin Institute,
Moscow, it is called, Psychbpolitics . Those
who have been experimenting in .'scientific brain

washing have used men and women as subjects .who

were known for their patriotism, valour, phy-
sical endurance, or for their faith and piety.

The results have proved beyond doubt that it is

scientifically possible to turn the strongest

men and women into abject slaves ready to do,

\oT. say, anything they are told by those who

Lave control over them. The object is to de-

prive .human .beings of the use of the intellect

and Free wills with which God. endowed, us.

The vast majority of Psychiatrists are
honest men devoted , to the cure of those suffer-

ing mental sickness. They acknowledge their
special talents come from God . But there are
those who serve the Illuminati in the sphere
of Psychopolitics as explained, in "Brainwash-
ing" by K. Goff and. in "The Red Fog Over
America" by W . G. Carr.

RECOMMENDED READING
We ask you to help us distribute more

widely the following.
"News Behind the News"

12 issues ; $2 .00

"Pawns In The^"' me"
by Wm, Guy\..trr. .

- 1.50
The history and ramifications of

iLe Luciferian conspiracy.

"The Red. Fog Over America"
by Wm. Guy Carr 1.50
How the conspiracy was intio-

duced and developed in America.

"The protocols"

by Victor I^rsden .75

Who direct the plot, and how.

"The Devils Poison" '

by Wm. Guy Carr .15

The truth about flourine- and
fluoridation.

"The. International Conspiracy"
by Wm. Guy Carr ,10

A handy, condensed version of
the Luciferian Plot.

"The Menace of World Government"
by A. k. Ciiesterton. .10

"Brainwashing"
by Kenneth Goff 1:50
Psychopolltics exposed

"The Mystery of Freemasonry Dnveiled"
by Cardinal Y. Rodriguez of Chile.. 3.00

"Canadian- Intelligence Service"
Ron Gostick Editor 12 issues 2.00

"The Synagogue of Satan" .10

"Look Up Israel" .10
‘

Special discounts for quantity orders. Please
send money order or in Canada ask that litera-
ture be. sent C . 0, D.

NOTICE
This **News Behind the News" IsnpubTishiedibly’

the N.F .C.L. Those receiving this issue are
invited to support this effort to keep the
public informed.
i: Purchase and distribute copies to your

friends - 12 for $1; 50 for $3; 100 for $5.
2 . Take out an annual subscription - $2 for

12 issues, $5 for three years.

3 . Contribute to the Publications Committee of

the N.F.C.L. to enable us to send copies to

our representatives at all levels of
government, and to others interested in
politics, education and religion.

Help us to counteract the false and evil
'

propaganda undermining Christian society.

A. Herridge, Secretary,
publications Committee, N.F.C.L., '

77 Otter Crescent, Toronto, Ont

.

U.

Printed in Canada by Key Advertising Service' Ltd
. ,

Willowdale, Ontario.
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SUBJUGATION THROUGH FLUORIDATION '

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -

or
THE TRUTH ABOUT FLUORINE QMifVr—

^
^

Having twenty seven grandchildren, I decided to find out if fluoridation would he bene
ficial to them or not, and, having been closely connected with' hospitals and medical research work'

ers since 1925 ;
I had ready access' to men-^and^ women who are recognised as the greatest authorities

in the field of medical and' nutritional research. What I"learned -about Fluorine and fluorine poi-
soning, I pass on to the parents and doctors of America, and challenge any fluoridationist to deny
the jTEUTH of what I publish.

Fluorine is the most lethal poison known to man. -Its 'wildness' and, uncontrollability
are due to its intense affinities for so many other elements; its eagerness to form stable com-
pounds; its terrible lethal qualities and its peculiarities. It is odorless, tasteless and color-
less, Scientists, before the era of the Roman Empire,-' referred to it as "The Devil's Breath". In
the late 1700's Scheele called it "Chemistry’s Hell Cat", Moisson, in l886,' lirst produced it in
gaseous form. It was first compounded with carbon by Joseph Simons, in the mid 1930 *s, while doin^

research work at Pennsylvania State College, German scientists discovered how to produce a pure
essence of Fluorine which is so deadly that if ORE SIRGLE DROP comes in contact with the skin of
ARY living creature -animal or man- it will cause' death.' One of the strange peculiarities of Fluor-
ine is its ability to travel along the nerve trunks and paralyze the breathing apparatus, like Po-

lio. ; '

.

'

Scientists in the University of Toronto/ proved that Fluorine ingested into the HUMAN bod;;

is cumulative and harmful . (Professors M. P. Ham and Doreen Smith, Dep't. of Food Chemistry wrote
"Fluorine Balance Studies on Four Infants" and "Fluorine Balance Studies On Three Women" published
in the "Journal of Nutrition" (American) Vol. 53^ !ro . 2,' June 195^. These studies proved conclu-
sively that the greater part of fluorine ingested by human beings in food and drink is retained in

the body .
•

.

Despite the claims made by fluoridationist s, there is a great difference between natural
Fluorine and Sodium Fluoride; nat'ural Fluorine is found in' the leaves and fruit of 'ALL members of
the vegetable kingdom. Sodium Fluoride is extracted from ore during the manufacture of. Aluminum
and other metals.

, ,

The Creator caused Fluorine in the earth's crust to combine with other elements, thus cor

trolling its 'Wildness^ , Small quantities are released into the soil and the waters of the earth
by' erosion. Land and marine plants pick' up minute quantities of this fluorine through their roots,

and, after a miraculous process known as metabolism, the fluorine is deposited in the leaves and
fruits of the plants. All creatures feeding on grasses, leaves and fruits ingest this natural
fluorine .

-

’

Living on a normal diet of 'Natural foods' an adult human being ingests from kj6 to 7^6
milligrams of Fluorine per day. (Machle, Scott and Fargent, ''42; McClure,- '^9; Ham and Smith, '5^!

Nature (God) intended fluorine to GRADUALLY harden the bony structure. When a h-uman

being eats a NATURAL Diet, from infancy to maturity, the balance of the trace element- fluorine- in_.-

the growing body is PERFECT; the hardening of the bony structure of the body proceeds gradually,
and the person reaches normal size with strong bones and teeth. Lack of natural fluorine in the
body, during the. growing period, results in soft bones which .are vulnerable to attack by germs
which cause caries in the teeth, T.B., and other diseases of- the bones. Too much fluorine, in-

gested too soon, causes the premature hardening and arrested growth femur or thigh-bones (known as

Legg-Perthes disease). The calcium of the bones is extracted by the fluorine.'
According to research workers, visible signs of fluorine poisoning are mottled teeth; mi£

placed and malformed teeth; enlarged and misshapen roots. Fluorine, in excess of the trace intende

by nature, also causes malformation of the jaw bone by r^ucLng^^the^ of th^^othsockets , This

harmful effect can proceed to the stage where and shut off the

supply of blood to the nerve in the cusp. Th&roo^ of^tlle^^te^il^fuse with the jaw bone and ex-

traction becomes difficult without breaking off the Dead' teeth
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cause pyorrhea and gingivitis. Dr. H‘. Trendley Dean^ former dental director o'f the.U.S. ^

Public Health Service^ published a long series of reports on the poisonous effects of naturally \

occurring fluorides on teeth 1933 to 19^9* Dr. Webster^ head of the Royal College of Dental S-ur-^

geonS;, Toronto^ had previously discovered what Dr. Dean made the subject of his reports.)
Because human beings do not mature physically until their early twenties^ Nature (God) ar-

ranged we should grow two' sets of teeth; the first to serve early childhood; the second set to
serve us. the rest of our lives. Baby teeth are intended to fall out as the permanent teeth ma-
ture. This will not happen if too much fluorine has been ingested during infancy; that is why
manufacturers of toothpastes containing fluorides warn parents that children under, six years of
age should not be permitted to use their brands.

Research workers in Departments of Food Chemistry have been doing research on thousands of
childrens teeth for the past fifteen years. According to my information^ the hardening 'of the
enamel is only the FIRST effect of fluorine on the childrens teeth. As the poison accumulates^
the aforementioned damage occirrs and dentists have to use braces and prolonged . expensive treat-
ments .'to correct the misplaced and- damaged teeth. No person raised from infancy on a natural diet
of live foods j which' have NOT heen,,denatured by preservatives -or . manufacturing processes^ will be
affected by caries. " Caries ^ misplaced teeth and malformed jaws 'were'^ unknown among .aboriginal .

peoples \ontil after they departed from their natural diet/ due to contact with so-called civiliza-
tion. (l have the written assurance of pra,ctising dentists that .even painting teeth with fluor-
ine causes them to' become so brittle in five years time that it is impossible to use a drill on
them without shattering the tooth. .

- •

' Scientists reasoned that if upsetting' the balance of. fluorine could have such drastic ef-
fects on the teeth^ jaws and thigh bones^ then it must surely have harmful effects on other parts
of the body because of its eagerness to combine and form stable compounds.

Recent basic scientific research indicates that flourides exert poisonous action by forming
insoluble compounds with the alkali earth elements^ especially calciima (lime) and magnesiimi that
are essential for. the processes of life. The trace element Magnesium .plays a critical role in the
action of the vital enzymes essential to ALL life.. Fluorine' - even one part in fifteen million
parts of water - was proved by McClure, to paralyze enzymes. Dr. E. M. Josephson says that when
enzymes cease to function MfASTHENIA. GRAVIS^ diabetes and- cancer in infants and children result

.

Another source of Fluorine is found in the use of aluminum utensils'. ' Research workers ex-

plained to me that when foods are cooked in or stored in aluminum^ a chemical, reaction takes
place which releases traces of fluorine which are absorbed by the food and . then ingested by those
who eat it. Directing their research along the.se lines^ hospital records proved. that since alu-

minum took the place of iron^ steely copper^ tin' and earthenware for the preparation^ cooking and
storing of foods

^
and prepared baby foods have been put bn the market^ there has been a steady in-

crease in. the number of people afflicted with the following diseases;
1. COLITIS (Disturbances in the intestines and alimentary tracts

.

)

2. COELIAC (Disturbances of organs in the area^of the diaphragm)
3. LEGG- PERTHES DISEASE (Arrested development ^d .prematirre hardening of the femur and. thigh and
knee joints in children approaching teen age. This disease was extremely rare prior to 19^5.
Since 195^ Dr. Alan Carrie of Toronto has treated between 120 and l4o cases a year.)
4; POLIO, (Paralysis of the muscles which control the breathing apparatus. Polio kills its vic-
tims in exactly the . same manner. as Nerve ^Gas-Fluorine . Atropine as an antidote is reported ef-
fective in both 'cases.)
5. NEPHROSIS. Diseases of the kidneys^ both chronic and acute^ generally diagnosed a^ nephritis.
(Nephritis is now credited with killing more children under I5 years of age than other more pub-
licized diseases^ including all forms of tuberculosis^ polio^ rhe\omatic fever and heart disease.)
6. MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (Seems related to polio.) -

/l^CANCER in children (Practically unknown 30 years ago. )

8. MYASTHENIA GRAVIS^ Cystic fibrosis and Oferebral palsy all of which attack infants and .very .

young children^ either before birth or soon after they are born.. Approximately 10^ 000 babies are
born '.each year with Cerebral palsy;. ,7^000 with Cystic fibrosis^ and'100j,000 infants develop
Myasthenia Gravis

.

9- BRONCHITIS and chronic ailments of the breathing apparatus

.

Dr; Lbo Spira^ M.D.^ Ph.D.^ M.R.C.S.^ London^ Vienna and New York - recognized as one of the
greatest living authorities on Fluorine - is author of the book "The Drama of Fluorine" - states
definitely that he has. proved that thousands of people^ whose ailments have, been diagnosed under
a great variety of medical terms are^ in actual fact^ suffering from fluorine poisoning^ having
ingested more fluorine than natiire intended. He states positively that aluminum utensils do re ^

lease fluorine i|j|^^H^j^tating how he cured thousands of cases of eczema (which had defied
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J-reatment -fo^r years) by simpi;^^dvisihg; those afflicted to discontinue using almiinum utensils in '

their homes . He also names other symptoms of chronic fluorine poisoning constipation, alternating
with diarrhea; chronic gastric and duodenal distiirbanceS;. gas/, etc

. , BoilS’ and ulcers ; . Britti'e fin-

ger and toe rihiis . Bronchitis. (l am informed on reliable authority that those AT THE TOP per-

suaded the UiS. Government to. name Fluorine gas as stockpiled for war purposes) “NERVE GAS“> so the

lethal^ diabolical qualities of fluorine- would not become generally . known and spoil their chances
of having fluoridation of the public water supplies being generally accepted. NERVE GAS will kill .

AEL; FLESH with v/hich it cdhies iri cbhtact if used as a spray for military purposes. Thb German mi-
litarists had tons of this gas .stockpiled when they surrendered. Why they- did not use it to ward
off defeat and .unconditional surrender^, has never been made public.) .

• Dr. Victor Vaughan^ for thirty years head of the Medical. College of the University of Michi-
gan^ Ann j Arbor> and Df; A. P. Matthews of the College of Medicine^ University of Cincinnati ^ Ohio^
both confirm the'hafmfUi effects of fluorine^ everi when . ingested in minute quantities regularly .-

They explained to the U;S. Federal Trade Commission^ in .detail^ HOW fluorine poison works and HOW
it attacks the blood; tissues^ and bones of the, human body: also that the degree of. .acute symptoms
.and sudden death depends on* how much is ingested at .one time^. and. how ’ cumulative quantities produce
chronic syii^toms

.
(A condensation of their evidence can be obtained by sending for “Devil,' s Poison^

The. Truth about Fluorine'* as, piublished by the National Federation of Christian Laymen. “Pawns In

The Game" and “The Red Fog 0\rer America”' also refer to this.) .

- -

.
.These research workers did not express opinions - they stated . proven FACTS.- Dr. Victor Vau-

ghan says in -regard .to Fluorine; "
I say, most of these poisons are carried by the blood and lymphs

to every part of the body^ or to various parts of the body^ and they have the opportunity, to.be -
. .

brought
.
in contact with all features of the body... They have a selective action; they combine ‘

with certain tisspes; others -they will not combine with.
. They, may add something foreign; 'they may

take something away^ or they may simply rearrange the structure of the living tissue. Then the body
tries to get, rid of these things (Flugrides) and, pours them back into -the intestines^, and they m^
be. absorbed and go round again. "

-

This, evidence explains why postmortems (performed on animals, and human beings' that died from
chronic fluorine poisoning)^ invariably disclose signs of serious deterioration in the intestinal
and alimentary tracts. , The kidneys also become diseased trying to eliminate the poison. This
should explain to the medical- profession WHY Colitis/' and Coeliac have become- so common in’children
under- teen-age^ and WHY Nephrosis has -become the killer of more children under teen-age than many of
the more widely publicized diseases.

'

Chittenden and -Underhill/ internationally known research workers;, also discovered that Fluor-
dne ingested with food and drink destroyed their nutritional value .by destroying the vitamins and
enzymes.- McClurC;, another' recognized authority on Fluorine;,- reported;, between 1933 193^/ that
bow-legs

;,
hemophilia^ crippling arthritis^ pyorrhea;, loss of teeth;,, diabetes., kidney disease., steri-

lity^: blindness due to cataracts and cancer^ and other diseases are' traceable to fluorides naturally
occurring in water . His researches disclosed that the average adult eating a normal diet ingests
from 476 to 706 milligrams of Fluorine per day.'

Doctors and Dentists who. advocate fluoridation invariably state ."Very little is known about
fluorine except that it is not harmful when ingested 1 PPM., in water" . When they, make- this state:t-“'

ment. they. tell a half truth; 1 PPM. in water'. will not have immediate harmful effects;, but -McClure
^

says; "One part of fluoride in fifteen million partes of water inhibits^ or paralyzes^ the action- of
enzymes upon which life depends." .

.

- Taking their cue from McClure's findings;, research workers in the University of Toronto^ and
elsewhere^ found that fluorine ingested with food;, destroyed its nutritional values and caused pel-

lagra;, which; in plain language) means vitamin and other dietary deficiencies. They also confirmed
the findings- o.f Chittenden, and Underhill. Dr. Albert P. Matthews explained how fluorine; did this

to the U. S. Federal Trade Commission; docket 5^0 records him, as saying:- “Fluorine unites with the

various essential constituents of the food subst^ces called FOOD ACCESSORY* SUBSTANCES OR VITAMINS
and then changes these substances so they no longer exert their usual beneficial action on the body*.*

In other .words
; fluoridation would not only provide a market for the poisono.us by-product of firms

manufacturing aluminum and other metalS; it would build up .the business of those who sell vitamin
pills. Dentists would lose business' filling cavities caused by carieS; but would reap a much richer
harvest; financially; by treating misplaced and deformed 'teeth in children; treating pyorrhea and
gingivitis in people of middle age; and, extracting teeth and. supplying dentures for people past mid-

dle age. The medical profession would have more and more, patients to treat from the cradle' to the

grave i
. ,

..
,

According to, the authorities quoted; . it would appear tha-t every human. being who drinks fluor-

inated water, takes a sufficient quantity to make them
.

invalids suffering f^rjmjpne form of disease or
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pother after -passing middle age . T?reatment • could prolong dur lives^ut would, not cure^us from th^
harmful cumulative effects of the fluorine! Doctors would reap a tremendous harvest keeping us.

•alive! These FACTS rather knock on the- head the claims by dentists and medical men^ who promote
fluoridation^ -"That they act unselfishly". '

,

'

*

.

If your doctor does not know the TRUTH -about -Fluorine;, as stated in the medical- .encyclopedias ^

"and publications we have referred to^ then he is obviously unable to diagnose acute and chronic
fluorosis when he sees.it. He is therefore not qualified to act as your family doctor... We urge the

mothers of Anlerica to ask their doctors the following questions; demand satisfactory answers and do

not let -.them put you off

.

ONE. If medical research had not ' associated fluorine with cancer^ particularly as it is affecting
more and more children^ .why have hospitals treating cancer patients stopped using aluminum utensils
for preparing^ cooking and storing foods? If Fluorine (l PFM.) is not. harmful^ why do these same-

..institutions use PUKE water even in fluoridated areas?-
TWO. - If -what we have published regarding the harmful- effects of fluorine is not true why did the
-British medical authorities warn the.-merabers of the medical profession in the mid- 1930 to stop
recommending ."Pabl’um". for fuse ^by, mothers ; about .to wean their children^ and as a -bland diet for in- •

.valids- because of its high fluorine' 'content? .

•

THREE , Why did the . British Government PROHIBIT fluorides' in any form (including alum) to be used
"-as preservatives in foods -and beverages manufactured for human consiimption? Is it'not true that, to

comply with- this .law the British. Medical Association (or members of it) made up a special weaning .

food of- their . own which eliminated animal bone meal with a high fluorine content contained in the •

original formulas? .

FOUR;- If the-' fluorine cohtent of Pablum (manufactured according to the original formula until 195^)
had not been proved harmful to infants^ children and teen-agers^ then WHY. was. the formula changed \

and Tri Basic Calcium Phosphate . substituted for -the animal bone meal? That this was done is vouch-
ed for in a letter to your editor^ written by Mr. Menzies^ President of the firm manufacturing

.

"Pablum";, May. 1954..
FIVE. Ask your doctor if he considers it advisable to give -• infants "Pablum."

formula^ as Mr'. Mehzies letter states that the new product still contains 1.

ine .
‘

.

even with its present
to 2.2 PPM. of Fluor-

SIX. Is it not true that the Pure Food LawS(.-©f ctheUU..S;A. ^vandCCanada permit foods manufactured and
processed for human consumption to contain only .2. PPM. ‘If so'^ 'WHY is "Pablum" permitted to be
-sold?

.

’

SEVEN. - Why have the governments of the U.S.A. and Canada prohibited the use of bones of animals
over TWO YEARS -OF AGE for the manufacture of bone meal^ intended for human consumption^ if the fluor

ine introduced- into baby foods and invalid foods^ has not been proved to be harmful to health due

to L it S' cumulative poisonous effects? _ '

. . ,

EIGHT..; Is it not true that Colitis^ Coeliac^ Nephrosis^ etc.^ are only general terms to cover di- ..

seasesi of the intestinal and alimentary tracts; the area of the diaphragm^ and the kidneys^ which'
could -be acute and chronic forms of fluorine poisoning^ particularly if the victims^ while infants
were fed baby foods high in- fluorine?
NINE.-' How can we find out^ definitely

^

the fluorine content of the manufactured foods we feed our
children?

;

’ •
.

-

TEN. .
- Last but NOT least -- If your family ^ doctor knows -what we write is the TRUTH^ and admits it ^

,

then ask him WHf in heaven's name he is. not opposing those who. advocate putting this .'devil's poi-

son'' into our drinking water?. If he replies he does not "Know much about fluorine - and fluorine
poisoning'% change your family doctor for one who does!

'
.. We wish it* to be clearly understood we only mention "Pablum" by name because we used this in-

ternationally advertised product ' in : our researches., ANY^ and ALL
^

baby.- and invalid foods are harm-
ful if they have a higher, fluorine content than that allowed by law^ i.e.

.

.2 PPM.

.
;

FORTIFIED BREAD.
.

' '

.^Make sure the .Fortified bread you feed YOUR children is .not loaded with fluorine also!
.

En-r

quire of the firm which. bakes the bread you eat -if animal bone- meal is used in their formula. Our
information is that .because baby specialists introduced bone meal into their formulas^ many bakers
did the same things, feeling they were* doing the right thing and improving their products.

. Fluorine Wastes - A Disposal Problem!

Long before the Roman Empire was firmly established^ .'smelting industries- were' plagued with

this problem. Quite recently the U.S. Steel Corporation : settled ‘ some' 9OO claims^ at a cost of

450^,23^.., to pay for cattle which research chemists PROVED had died from fluorine poison^ con-
-in .q i-. .q r>TaVit,.<=: 'nf^a.r Provo. Utah. It had contaminated the
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fodder and water where the cattle had ranged. The company's chemists never ' suspected that the

quantity of fluorine contained in the smoke and other waste material would prove lethal to cattle

grazing many miles away/ but it did - U. S. Steel had' to pay for the mistake , their chemists had

made. Before the cattle died they developed symptoms characteristic of the. diseases previously
,

named^ which have killed more and more people every' year during the past thirty years. THAT is the

really interesting feature of this case!

If what we claim is not true why have Foundations, been organized^ and permitted to appeal to

the public for funds to finance research work to find cures for the diseases named? Many research
workers feel^ as I do, and with whom I have discussed the matter;, that it would be a lot cheaper
and much better for humanity;, if the cause - Fluorine* - was removed^ rather than continue expensive
research to find cures for the diseases it causes or aggravates.

The hews behind the news about the, 'Red Tide! - February issue of N.B.N. - (which has. 'killed

millions of fish in the coastal waters off the West. Coast of Florida)^ is that research chemists

are seriously considering the fact that fluorine wastes from industries established in the area
find their way into the waters chiefly affected^ could be a contributary cause if not the actual

,

cause of the wholesale slaughter of marine life. Investigating this angle;, I’ read the analytical-
report on a 'Sheepshead' (a fish caught in Florida's coastal waters and highly regarded for its eat
ing qualities). The report showed the fish’ had a fluorine content of 59*2 PPM. Despite this evi-_
dence^ Fluoridationists are fighting hard to fluoridate St.. Petersburg's drinking water again! The

practice was stopped last. July! (Since writing the -foregoing^ the move has been defeated and St.

Petersburg has natural ^ water to drink.)
In this long article we* have confined our remarks to telling how Fluorine has been proved to '

injure the- whole structure of the HUMAN body. While I was investigating what the fluorine content
actually- was^ I found evidence which' proved that EXPERTS in the field of animal nutrition had made
ghastly mistakes also. Because Baby Specialists^ and bread bakers had included, animal bone meal* in

formulas for Baby foods ^ invalid foods
^
and fortified breads^ those who manufactured and sold cer-

tain brands of prepared animal- foods followed suite What was claimed, to be good for babies and
invalids MUST be good for Chinchillas-. The -story of how Fluorine killed Mr. W,. R. Cox's Chinchil-
las^ until medical research PROVED the cause-, was fluorine^ contained in their, special diet^

.

can be
read in the book he published - "Hello Test Ahi^als .. .Chinchillas . And You and your grand child-

ren". See listing on back pages'.
.

- Your' Druggist 'Can confirm the TRUTH! .
. .

If any reader still doubts the TRUTH of what .1 write about Fluorine^ just take a walk to the'

nearest drug store and ask the .dispensing chemist to let you look at his copy of "The Dispensatory
of the United States of America" 2^th edition. Turn to page- 1^56 and you will read: "Fluorides
are -violent poisons to ALL LIVING TISSUE because of their precipitation of calcium. - They uuuse
fall of blood pressure; respiratory failure and 'general paralysis. - Continuous ingestion of non-
fatal doses- (according to Sollman Pharmacol i921^ 17^ 197; ) cause general cachexia^ and permanent
inhibition of growth‘s analogous changes in the teeih; bones become hard and fragile." When human
beings grow really old^ they have ingested so much fluorine^ even with an ordinary diet ^ that their
bones become brittle and fragile. Due to this condition elderly

,

people break their thigh bones so

easily. It is because fluorine extracts the calcium from the bones^ that those in elderly people
seldom knit, after they are broken. . •

.
. ,

.

The United States Year Book 1939 "FOOD and LIFE"j, pages 212-213 state: "It is especially im-

.portant that fluorine be avoided ‘from birth to’ the age of -twelve years". Why would such a speci-
fic warning be given if .it was not for the reasons explained in this -article? •

-

,

ooogOOOOOOOOoooo .
.

'

REV. KENNETH GOFF'S TESTIMONY
The Rev. K. Goff;, on the 26th March^ 1957; the State . of , Colorado ^ County of Arapahoe^ be-

fore Notary Public Joe R. Atancio^ signed this affidavit;
“To whom.it may concern:

J‘I^ Oliver Kenneth Goff
^
was a member of the Coramimist Party and the Young Communist League^-

from May 2^ 1936; to October 9> 1939- During this period of time^ I operated imder the alias of
John Keats and the number 18-B2. My. testimony before the Government is incorporated in Volume 9
of the Un-American Activities Report for the year 1939

,

"While a member of the Communist Party I attended Communist underground training ' schools out-
side the -city of New York; in the Bues Hall^ and 113 East Wells Street^. Milwaukee^ Wisconsin, t The
East Wells- Street School operated under the name of the Eugene Debs .School^ here; under the ' tutor-

ing of Eugene DenniS;, M. ' Sparks^ Morris' Childs^ Jack King and others^j we we4e schooled in the art
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Rev. Kenneth Goff^s-:— eont'd.

of revolutionary, overthrow of the established Government.
^

‘

-

'

''‘We were trained on how- to dismantle and as'semble mimeograph machines^ to -use for propaganda ^

purposes during the revolution; how to work on guide wire's and fuel lihea of airplanes so that they
would either burst into flames or crash to the ground because' of lack of control; how to work on

ties 'and. rails to wreck trains;' and also the art of poisoning water supplies.
"WE discussed' QUITE THOROUGHLY- THE' FLUORIDATION OF WATER SUPPLIES AND HOW WE WERE' USING IT IN

'
=

RUSSIA, AS A .TRANQUILIZER IN THE PRISON CAMPS. (Emphasis' added-Ed.) /'The leaders of our school felt
'

that -if it. could be induced (introduced) into the -American water, supply^ it would bring about a

spirit of lethargy" in the nation; where it would keep the general public docile during a. steady en-

croachment of .. Communism. We also discussed .the fact that 'keeping a store, of deadly fluoride- near
the water reservoir, would be advantageous during the time of the.- revolution^ as it. would^give us an
opportunity -to dump this poison into the -water, supply and either kill off ' the populace '’or

^

threaten
,them with liquidation^ so they would surrender to obtain fresh' water ,

"We discussed, -in these schools the complete art of revolution^ the seizure of the main utilities
such as , light power;, gas^ 'and water; but it was felt by the leadership that if a programme of fluo-

ridation, of .the .water could be carried out in the nation^ it would go a' long way toward the advance-

ment of the revolution."
'

'

. * * /^ * * * * *
'

'

-

_ THE. ILLUNI.NATI AND PUBLIC OPINION
The Illuminati . realize that the FORCE of united Public Opinion^, if properly informed^ can defeat

fehdirtplahsi.r^'ieyen if their conspiracy has entered the final," stage . Therefore^ they plot to prevent
those they, intend to subjugate from, being united in the common Cause of establishing God's, plan for

^the Rule of the- Universe upon this earth. Dealing with this important .problem;, the Illuminati's
'lecturer told the Age'ntur; "For ’a time we might be successfully dealt with by a coalitio'n of the •

Goyim of all the world; but from this danger we are secured by the discord existing among them...

We: have set one against another^ the personal and national reckonings of the Goyim; religious and

,

race ^' hatreds^ which we fostered into a. huge, growth in the course of the, past twenty centuries.. .We

are too strong .. .there is no evading our power. The nations , cannot coirie to an even inconsiderable
private agreement without our secretly having a hand in it." So afraid are the Illimiinati of the

FORCE of united publmc' opinion that the. lectur.er went on to explain;- "The principal object of our

directorate consists- in this - ,to debilitate the public mind by criticism; to lead it away from

serious reflections calculated to arouse resistance;- to distract, the forces of the mind towards a -

sham fight of enipty eloquence." ' (Listen to some politicians I Is this, not excatly what they, have ..

succeeded, in -doing? ) The lecturer , continues : "In order that the 'masses' themselves, may not guess

what they
,

(the Illuminati) iare .''about; we further distract them with amusements;
:
games; pastimeS;

passionS;’ people's palaces.... Soon we' shall begin;' through the presS; to propose competitions in

art; in sports of all kinds. ' T'hese interests will finally distract . their minds from questions in

which we should have to .oppose them.' Growing more and more < disaccustomed to reflect and form opin^

ions of their own; people will begin to talk in* the same tone as we; because 'we, alone shall;*be . of- .

fering them new directions of thought ^ . .of > course .through such persons as iwill not be suspected of'

solidarity with us."' '

N.B.N. does not have -to name- the people in Britain; France; ‘‘.the 'i United States 'and Canada who

have served the purpose of the Illuminati from 177^ to date - thbse w^o \kerve them have been built

up to positions, of prominence and power as a reward for their services l Our parliaments have, been-

turned into "talkeries". ' The minds of - the '

'masses ' have been subjugated until the majority think oi

little else than Horse RaceS; Numbers; Dog RaceS; Professional Sp'qrtS; etc. etc. Have not the press

promoted competitions in the arts until all those who- try to uphold the ideals of Christianity and

morals are ridiculed 'and pushed into', the background; while .those ;who promote Luciferianism are made

into Stars and public idols? Do not the newspapers; radio stations; j and T.V
.
programmes do the

thinking for the vast majority of people. Control of the publishing houses has made it almost im-

possible -to make known the existence of the Luciferian conspiracy 1

We have exchanged our God-given rights of FREEDOM for LIBERALISM. We have -.swallowed the bait oJ

Social Security and surrendered our PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE. . We accepted the- United Nations Organi-

zation and surrendered our National Sovereignty. We became slaves of the.-Illuminati . Don't ^blame

GOD; let "us remember; WE and WE ALONE are to blame 1 --He .warned us personally; and through His pro-

phets; down through the Ages of Time; but we have succumbed to the wiles ‘and deceits of Satan ,- dir-

ector of the Luciferian conspiracy against God and the Human Race on this earth. ,We are now ac-

cepting the .idea of a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT;
.
little realizing that .'"THE NEW ORDER" will be' a Luci-

ferian Totalitarian Dictatorship enforced by Satanic despotism. Do we ever stop to ask ourselves
,

how the Godless tribe who now control the U.N.O. would wish to establish a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT op-

erated in accordance
•1 c -H-iTno 4-0

GOD'S plan for the rule- of .the universe? Are we both blind, and deaf?
i.-hnn'r is late^ I

-

It
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"THE MYSTERY OF FREEMASONRY UNVEILED" by Cardinal Caro y Rodriguez $ 3-00

How the Illimiinati infiltrate into organizations to obtain control.

"ROCKEFELLER INTERNATIONALIST" by E. M. Josephson, M.D. . $ ^<-.00

Explains the part 'Charitable.' Foundations play in thought control.

"YOUR LIFE IS THEIR TOY" by E. M. Josephson, M.D $ 3-50

Tells how Illuminati control Medical & Mental Health Organizations

.

"ROOSEVELT'S COMMUNIST MANIFESTO " by E. M. Josephson, M.D. . .
' ' $ 3-00

Proves that F.D.R. 's ancestors served the Illuminati as he did.

"
THE- DRAMA OF FLUORINE" by Leo Spira, M.D., Ph.D. (Med) . $ 2.00

An- international authority tells the effects of fluorine poisoning.

"SECRET SOCIETIES, -ae SUBVERSIVE MOVEMENTS " by Nesta Webster $ ij-.OO

A historian explains the part they play in the international conspiracy

.

"FROM ADMIRAL TO CABIN- BQY " by Admiral Sir Barry Domvile, K.B.E., C.B., C.M.G. ... $ 3-00
Tells what happens to patriots who try to prevent, wars revolutions.

" THE NAMELESS WAR " by Capt . A. H. Ramsay, M.P. $ I .50

Tells the TRUE story of Tyler Kent & exposes political intrigue.

"HIDDEN GOVERNMENT" by Col. J. Creagh Scott, D.S.'O., O.'B.E. . . $ I .50

Throws more light on "The Secret Powers" operating behind the. scenes

.

"THE IRON CURTAIN OVER AMERICA" by John Beaty $ ^.00

Tells how the conspiracy has been conducted in America,

"THE PALESTINE PLOT " by B. Jensen $ 1.00

The chronological account of the development of Political Zionism.

The above named books are MUST reading for those .who wish to help defeat the Luciferian

conspiracy which prevents God's plan for the rule of Creation being put into effect. Truth-

fully informed PUBLIC OPINION directed properly into constitutional channels is the ONLY force

which can defeat the plans of the conspirators . You owe it as a duty to your covuatry , your

families, and yourselves to. become fully informed regarding this all .important matter.

.aik..



"THE DEVIL'S POISON" This has helped defeat Fluoridation in many places ' '

* .15^ i

"THE ILLUMINATI '& THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" A reprint from "American Press" .10

"THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" & "WHAT' THE N .F.C .L,- STAND FOR"’ •. .10

"THE MENACE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT" By A.K. Chesterton
’ ‘

.10

"THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" Tells how Scriptures expose the conspiracy .10

"LOOK UP ISRAEL" a message of hope. Explains WHY Devil's days are ‘numbered .10

"THE DRAGON WAS WRATH WITH THE WOMAN" Further Scriptural quotations ' .10

"PERSONAL INCOME & CORPORATION TAXES UNCONSTITUTIONAL" k0$ discount allowed on quantity .10

****** **-x-**** .

PERIODICALS
"News BEHIND THE NEWS" Monthly news-letter of N.F.C.L. Editor Wm. Guy Carr
Tells of the causes which produce the Effects reported in the Press $ 2.00

"CANADIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICE" Ron Gostick - Editor •

.

An informative independent news-letter well worth reading 12 issues $,2.00

"DON BELL REPORTS" by Don Bell . 52 issues
’

' $10.00

"CLOSER UP" Time for Truth Press ' $15-00
Fearless and accurate reports on subversion in .America. Both papers yearly. $25-00

ANY AND ALL. THE LITERATURE LISTED ON THIS -AND THE PRECEDING PAGE MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH:

Publications Committee^
National Federation Christian Laymen^

c/o 77 Otter Crescent^ ' ‘

Toronto 12^ Ontario

-

.IMPORTANT NOTICE

CANADIANS Please send money order or order C.O.D. If checks used please allow for bank
charges. Registration- costs 20^ extra. ^

AMERICAN CITIZENS Please send money order. C.O.D. orders not permitted by Postal authorities.
If checks are used please allow enough for bank charges and existing rate of
exchange. 20^ extra ensures registration. ^

. S P E C I A L N 0 T I C E ..

‘

.
"RED FOG..OVER AMERICA" NEW EDITION. NOW AVAILABLE

00000000

The new edition of "RED FOG" will have an index. It has been enlarged so the details of
the continuing Luciferian Conspiracy have been brought up to date. i.e. October 15th,, 1957-
story of the Secret Meeting on St. Simon's Island February ikth to 17th, 1957 - The details of E.

H. Norman's subversive activities, 1939 "to 1957 Q-^d the suspicious circumstances surrounding the
death of Senator J. McCarthy have also been included. ....

Cloth bound copies - $ 3 . 00
Paper backed copies - - - - $ 2.00

NEWS__BMIND THE pWS_ _ _VERY MPORTMT NOTICE^TO -SURSCRpERS

Extra copies of N.B.N. may be had for $3-00 for 50^ $5-00 for 100 copies, WHILE THEY
LAST. If orders justify our doing so an extra edition will be run at the end of the month. The

circulation of the May and June issues went over 35^000 copies.
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Dear Mr Hoover:- I / r ], , ChufJp

h

m ph

Because I published the exposure of how those whoycontrox the >

’Illuminati* ,and the"New and Eefonned Palladian'Eiie'also carganized Naziism, ,/

Communism,and Political 2^ionism so these international, movements could he uae&— .

to further their ovm secret plans andNdiabolical ambitions,! have been flooded
with 3:eq.uests to cpranent on your recently published book "Masters Of Deceit”

/ c t hi / i if 4Ai'Ng V/sS ^>1 >^ 'th^ H - WL
I have studied ALL' aspects of the World Hevolutionary Movement since 1911 in
almost ALL countries of the world. I have had access to the archives of many
governments and universities.! have had the help and cooperation of f(^ men who
at one time or another were Directors of British and Canadian Naval Intelligence.
Mhen ! published what ipy research and investigations have discovered in 1954
! did so because^ ! had proved it was utterly impossible to persuade the HEADS
of Church and State to accept the TRUTH'^because it became obviousquthat to-day,
as in the dajis of Christ, those who further the Luciferian ideology, as diametricalljpM^
opposed to God’s plan for the Rule of the Universe

,
control ALL those in High

-Places. '

1 sent you! the Head of the R.C.M.P., ( I worked with during 1944-46 ) cc

and British and Canadian Directors of Intelligence copies of "Pawns In Ihe Eeme" ct

and "The Red Fog Over America" .Copies were also sent to a great many elected ^
represenatlves of the people in Britain,Canada,and the U.S.A. It was the e^osure S
that Prime Minister MacRenzie Ring had been educated and trained to serve the^ya^^. ^
interests of the Illuminati (One Worlders) from his boyhood days,and had furthere^^'r^ o.

the interests of the Rockeffelers to the extent that he had secretly agreed the
British ^plre should be disfolved in the interests of a One World Government,
that caused the defeat of the Liberal Party in the recent election.The TRUTH
that King and the MAJORITI of those he had picked as his cabinet were secretly
One Worlders was oiade known to a few honest and sincere Christians in nearly
every cammunity in Canada and the United States between June 1955 and election
day 1957 .When we saw the effect we redoubled our efforts with the result that
those who had comprised the Cabinet under the Liberal regAdme ’Hit. the Dust*.
Our task now is to~ educate the newly elected MJPs into itdiat goes on BEHIND the

scenes of government,and who constitute the Secret Power. .

tX-135 REC- 91 /<: 6 - • 0

!

1 have received a vast amount of additional infoma%inn~sinoe~I~published
my books and I have kept my readers located in almo^ ever^ c^p^and town throu^out
the worldfthls side of the Iron and Bamboo Curtainsp^^Sb^nSd-'^gs^^lng the

way the international conspiracy is being advanced to its final goal by publishing
"News Behind The News", monthly. I send copies to the FvBtT'. every'SBmth but never
receive an acknowledgement. I must have hiit on the TRUTH because those who con-

trol, ALL subversive organizations and international movements have ordered^^at I

cRME»
I will^ook forwaro xo hearing from you. I had a letter fram a former D»ector

of N^al Intelligence, who had read my books, and he said he was 58 years of age
* ' be^^ he became convinced that ’A SECRET POWER* controlled the policies of AIL

^
Ju^mm&S^^iional Governments but he admitted he had not identified WHC^coDQirised

&rS»iW«.r until n. had Kad njr
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"THE CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY ALL EXISTING
GOVERNMENTS AMD RELIGIONS .

"

by

William Guy Carr E .D .

In 1796 John Robison
j
Professor of Human Philosophy^ and. Secretary of the Royal Society,

Edinburgh, Scotland^ published documents vhich had been entrusted to his care by members of Wei-
shaupt's Illuminati while he had been touring Europe prior to the outbreak of the French revolu- •

tion in I789. Robison was a hi^ degree Mason, it was for this reason he had been entrusted with
the secret documents. He had them in his possession for a considerable time before he read them.
When he had finished he realized they were a copy of Weishaupt^s revised version of the Age Old

Luciferian conspiracy and an explanation of how he intended to use the members of the Order and
Sect of the Illuminati to drive it through to its final goal which is control of the FIRST- World
Government to be established, and the imposition of the Luciferian ideology upon the Human Race by
despotic Satanism.

John Robison ^s publication was entitled "Proof of a conspiracy to destroy all religions and
Governments in Europe." The information contained in it simply confirmed what the Bavarian Govern-
ment had published under the title "The Original Writings (Protocols) of The Order and Sect of the
Illuminati" in I786, and what Zwack had also published under the title "Einige Originals chriften .

"

The Bavarian Government sent copies of Weishaupt's plan, to use his recently organized Illuminati
to destroy ALL existing governments and religions, to ALL .the heads of Church and State prior to
the outbreak of the French Revolution in I789. But the warning was ignored. The fact that the Il-
luminati have had the power to maintain their identity, and intention, to enslave the Human Race
body, mind and soul, secret, has enabled the conspirators to develop the conspiracy to its semi-
final stage. The purpose of this article is to tell'how the conspiracy was developed since I798 *

to the present time. We also expose ihe details of the blue-print drawn up by General Albert Pike,
1850 to 1886, to carry it to its conclusion.

Weishaupt was Professor of Canon Law at Ingolstadt University when he revised, and modernized,
the age old Lucuferian conspiracy to prevent the Human Race from establishing God^s plan for the
Rule of Creation upon this earth so that they could ultimately impose the Luciferian ideology upon
the Goyim (human cattle) by means of Satanic despotism. From 1770 to 1776 he was financed by the
newly organized House of Rothschild in exactly the same way as those, who direct the Illuminati's.'

activities to-day, are financed -by the Tax-Free Foundations established by multi-millionaires
Rockefellers, Carnegies and Fords for that purpose. ,

The Bavarian Government discovered Weishaupt -s conspiracy when, in 1786, God struck one of
his couriers dead by a stroke of lightning as he rode through Ratisbon on his way to Paris, The
police found a copy of the revised version of the conspiracy in transit to members of Weishaupt 's

Illuminati who had been charged with the responsibility of fomenting the GREAT FREHCH REVOLUTION.
This first major project, leading to the ultimate destruction of ALL governments and religions,
was scheduled to break out in I789.

Weishaupt 's plan is extremely simple. He organized, the Illuminati and then formed the Grand
Orient Lodges to infiltrate the Illuminati into Blue or European Masonry, using the lodges. as their
secret headquarters. Thus the conspirators could operate under the cloak of philanthropy. Wei- .

shaupt never intended that any except specially selected masons, from the Higher Degrees, should
learn "The Full Secret". Only those known to have defected completely from Almighty God were ini--

tiated into the Higher Degrees of the Grand Orient Lodges and told that the Illuminati were a sec-
ret organization within the order, dedicated to the cause of forming a One World Government - in
some form - the powers of which they intended to usurp so they could, impose their ideology upon
mankind; the worship of Lucifer. Weishaupt statedg^h^j^^j^i^^^ ensure permanent peace and
prosperity. Only initiates to the final degree were permtt^erf to know that the Luciferian Ideology
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was toibe imposed on the Human Race by' Satanic despotism.
As' will be proved^ only the adepts, of the FINAL DEGREE are initiated as High Priests of the

Synagogue of Satan; they worship Lucifer asropposed to our God whom they name Adonay.
The plan the Illuminati' put into effect is to use monetary and sex-bribery to place influentia'

people under their contror:'*' They then use them to further the Illuminati is secret plans. Youths
belonging to well bred families with international leanings are also selected and sent to private'
schools where Illuminists indoctrinate them with international ideas and then train them so they
qualify to fill positions in politics^ and religion as “Specialists"^ “Experts"^ and “Advisers". .Th

Illuminati then use .the wealthy power; and influence of the members to place their "Agentur" in key
positions behind the scenes of all' governments financial; industrial; educational; and religious.
They then mould policy so that it fits in with the Luciferian ^plan to promote wars and revolutions
on an ever increasing scale. Weishaupt stipulated that the Illimiinati should organize; finance;

direct; 'and control Communism; ^N.aziism; and ' Political Zionism to facilitate the Illuminati's task
of dividing the world's population into opposing camps in ever increasing numbers.

• ^ This policy of self- elimination was to continue until ONLY Communism and Christendom remain as

world powers. When this stage of the conspiracy is reached the Illuminati are to provoke the great-

est social cataclysm the world has ever known and the Goyim (Human Cattle) controlled by ' atheistic-
Communists and those who profess Christianity are to be kept fighting until they have slaughtered
each other ‘by 'the tens of millions. It is during these world wars that the devil reaps his richest
harvest in souls . This wholesale slaughter is to continue; , while' the Illuminati; their millionaire
friendS; scientists; and agentur relax in safety and luxury in pre-established, self contained sanc-
tuaries (Southern Florida; the West- Indies; and- islands of the Caribbean Seas); mtil both. .sides

have been literally bled white and become absolutely exhausted physically and economically. They '

;

will then have no alternative but to- accept a One World Government as their ONLY hope. The Illumii^,

nati will then usurp the powers of that government and crown THEIR leader king-despot of the entire
world.

Then and not until then;’ the
,
Synagogue of Satan (who always have and do now control ALL subver-

sive organizations)will; by universal manifestation; make known to the Goyim; FOR THE FIRST TIME;

the TRUE LIGHT OF ^ THE ' PURE. DOCTRINE OF THE LUCIFERIAN DOCTRINE AND .IMPOSE THE LUCIFERIAN IDEOLOGY
UPON WHAT REMAINS OF THE HUMAN RACE BY MEANS OF SATANIC DESPOTISM.'

Thus we see that the issue is NOT temporal and materialistic as those who direct the cons--
(

piracy would have us believe. We are involved in a continuation of the Luciferian revolt against
the suprenik power and authority.^ of Almighty God whom' the Luciferians name ADONAY. ,We are taught
about the infinite goodness of our ‘God but we are kept in ignorance of the fact that the Luciferian
revolt started in the celestial* world we call Heaven because Lucifer challenged the supremacy of
Adonay on the/gro.unds that his'plan^ for the Rule of the Universe was weak and impractical because, i'

was' based^on* the premise that all lesser beings could- be EDUCATED into knowing Him; loving Him; and
serving 'Him; out- of respect for ‘His infinite, perfections

.

Lucifer claimed that the ONLY way to rule the entire universe is to establish a totalitarian-
dictatorship; and enforce the Will of the Dictator with ABSOLUTE despotism. The word universe; as

used by those who' have accepted the Luciferian ideology in this and other celestial worlds; means
“The totality of existing thingS; including the earth; the heavenly or celestial bodies; and ALL
else throughout space.

•

One cannot understand this all important subject unless we know the WHOLE TRUTH. We must know
the Luciferian ideology as well as the Scriptural history of the struggle which has gone on through
the ages of time. in this .and other worlds between God and Lucifer to 'decide which plan for the rule
of creation will finally be put - into effect. Unless we know the WHOLE TRUTH we cannot , decide by ou.

God-given gifts of an intellect ' and FREE will whether we wish to accept God's plan and love;, serve

and obey Him for all eternity or literally go to the devil (Lucifer).

The purpose of those who direct the Luciferian conspiracy is, to prevent the’ masses' “The Goyim"
the Human Cattle - from knowing the whole TRUTH because they know that if we did' we. would automati-
cally accept God's plan. .

The Luciferians therefore rely upon their ability to lie to and deceive thdse they .plan''to en-

slave body; mind; and soul; into believing ANYTHING but the TRUTH. That is the ''reason Christ re-
ferred to the Synagogue of Satan; who direct the Luqiferian conspiracy upon this earth as “Sons of
the devil; whose lusts ye shall do. He was a murderer from the beginning. He knows not the TRUTH
because the TRUTH is not in Him". We must also remember that the words -'Synagogue of Satan' do not
repeat not; mean the Jews because Christ also made it perfectly clear that the Synagogue of 'Satan
“Are those who call themselves Jews; but are not; and do lie“ . The Synagogue of Satan is composed

1

of men and women of mmy nationalities which have their ORIGIN in CaiU; Eve's son; conceived as the
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result of her intercourse with Satan.
,

My knowledge of the Luciferian Creed has been acquired by
reading' all the literature I could obtain dealing with the subject and particularly by studying
translations of the writings of his Eminence Caro y. Rodriguez^ Cardinal of Santiago^ Chile. I pass
on that knowledge in order that you .'may decide the issue .one way or the other.

The Luciferian Creed teaches that Lucifer was the brightest and most intelligent of the Hea-

venly host. His power and influence were so great that when he challenged the power and supremacy
of God (Adonay) he caused a vast number of .higher ranks of celestial beings to defect from God and
join him. Among these was Satan^ THE ELDEST SON OF ADONAY, According to. the Luciferian belief St.

Michael^ Archangel^ is Satan's brother
^
and the younger son of Adonay. The Luciferian teachings .

admit' that St. Michael defeated those who had espoused the Luciferian Cause in Heaven. This star-

ted the eternal enmity between. Satan and St, Michael. According to the Luciferian teaching 'HELL'

is the word used to designate the celestial world to which God banished Lucifer and the more intel-
ligent of the celestial beings who had followed him of their own free will. According to the Luci-
ferian Creed God (Adonay) decided to give those creatures^ he considered had been deceived into
joining the Luciferian revolt^ another chance.

He therefore created other worlds including this earth and inhabited them with the less guilty
who had defected from Him in heaven at the time of the revolt. He made. them to His 'own image and
likeness inasmuch as they were bodies infused with the spiritual light of sanctifying grace . In •

appearance they looked the same as Christ when he permitted Peter^ James and John to see him trans-
figured.. God introduced these fallen angels to the new worlds by a method 'of birth which deprived

.

them of personal knowledge of their previous existence. He endowed them however with an intellect^
and gave' them the use of a FREE WILL. Their minds were so constructed that they could receive
INSPIMTIONS from the celestial world both from those who remained faithful to God and those who. had
joined the Luciferian Cauae . Those on trial are intended to sort out these inspirations by using
their intellect. The body puts the decisions of the mind into ACTION. All bodily actions must be
"either positive or negative.

"'^E^ery bodily action is recorded in "The Book of Life"’. The individual ' thus decides his eter-
nal future; by his bodily actions he proves if he has accepted God's plan for the Rule of the Uni-
verse or Lucifer's plan. The results' are either 'Good' or 'Evil'.

^

According to the Luciferian Greedy Lucifer made Satan “Prince of this world" at the time of
its creation. Hfs task was to cause our first parents to defect from God (Adonay)^ and to prevent
their progeny from establishing His plan for the Rule of Creation upon this earth. This creed also
teaches that' God walked in the Garden of Eden (Paradise) with our first parents instructing them
regarding His plan and His way-of-life.

,

’ ‘ '

Up to this point there appears no great difference between the teachings of. the Luciferian
Creed and the Holy Scriptures; the difference begins to appear from the time Satan arrived on the
scene. The Luciferian Creed teaches (to the initiates of the lower degress of the .New Palladian
Rites^ as organized by Albert Pike - of which^ more later) that God^ (Adonay) is a jealous and sel-

fish God; He withheld from gur first parents knowledge of the pleasures of sexual intercourse - the
secret of procreation -’because He wished to reserve these pleasures for Himself. This is of course
the lie .- God simply postponed making His WILL regarding procreation known to our ‘first parents un-

til He had thoroughly tested their honesty^ integrity and obedience^ to make sure they were reli- .

able enough to be entrusted with the secret^ and worthy enough to perform that holy and sacred func-
tion which would give others a chance to accept God's plan for the rule of creation. Those ini-
tiated into the New Palladian Rite are told that Satan bestowed the greatest possible benefaction
upon the human race .when ^ initiated Eve into the pleasures of sexual intercourse^, thus making
known to her the secret of procreation. 'The Holy Scriptures tell us that Satan caused her to dis-
obey God (“Of the tree of knowledge thou shall not eat") by promising her that if she accepted his

advances^ both she and Adam would be made equal in power to God and' never know death. In other
words^ Satan introduced Eve to the Luciferian ideology regarding sex and sexual relations (carnal
knowledge) which are diametrically opposed to God's intentions; 'the act of procreation was to be

performed by one man and one woman united for life, in the bonds of matrimony. The ritual was to be
performed in strict privacy; the ^love-play was to be based on mutual expressions of JOY^ appre-
ciation^ devotion and gratitude each showed for the other. The climax/was to be reached by the
spiritual desire of both parties to promote God’s plan for the habitation of the world by creating
another being who would grow up to love^ honour and obey God so as to live happily with Him forever.

Satan's conquest of Eve was an entirely different matter^ a^s it is re-enacted in the ritual of
the Adonaicide Mass (Black Mass). According to the ritual in this Mass^ Satan's love-play was cal-
culated to arouse the animal passions in Eve to the point when the gratification of the sexual urge
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overcame all’ other, consideratloi^^ He taught her to be voluptuo^|instead of modest and' restrained;

to be promiscuous instead of con^aht to her spouse; to engage in exhibitionism instead of observ-

ing strict privacy; to enter into perversions and. indulge in excesses instead of moderationi Ac-

cording to Satanism it is perfectly norma! to use any 'medium to gratify the sexual, urge^ regardless
whether it ^ be animal or human. The Babylonian Talmud^ (based on the' Cabalistic teachings of the
promoters of the Luciferiah conspiracy)., teaches it is perfectly proper ' for a man. to use children
as young as three years of age to' satisfy his diabolical animal passions. The Luciferian Creed'

claims Cain was born as the result of the union between Satan and Eve ! ' Knowing these horrors- re-

garding \ sex are according to the Luciferian ideology/ we can recognize 'the Satanic influence which
inspires^ such ideas. Bub it is hard to understand how ministers' of Christian denominations ' can
expound the /following theories regarding the marriage act . '

^

'

' Reeently^we read in-. Church publications.,
.

which voice the opinions of 'the leaders 'of two dif-
ferent ''denominations^ that it is perfectly right and proper for- a married couple to engage in

sexual intercourse anywhere convenient; at any time (including the menstrual period) and in any
position., provided the act terminates in .the way which permits of conception'. 'After reading this
abominable advice we' concluded the authors had undoubtedly kept their vows of . celibacy I There is

a vast' difference' between sexual indulgence for the sake of merely gratifying the animal passions,

and the holy and sacred relationship entered into by a man with his wife who iS; and remains^ PURE
'

in body^ mind and soul. 'Gratifying animal- passion • is gross^ '.aggressive^ often perverted and sa-

distic. The act of love and affection performed between a man and his wife, in love with one an-

other is a holy and sacred ritual which Is truly termed "A Sacrament “

.

Under the influence of the Illuminati's propaganda far too many individuals have ^entered the
marriage contract for the purpose of legalizing sexual relations. Many marriages are nothing but
legalized prostitution; still more marriages are marriages of convenience. Is it any wonder then^

that we humans are born with the. stain of Original- Sin? We are ‘conceived in sin because the act.

of procreation Is not in accordance with the Will of God^ but in keeping with the perversions in-

troduced, by Satan when he seduced Eve. God in' Hid anger,. with our' first parents withdrew the light
of sanctifying grace from their bodies; because ‘of their sin they were reduced from the status of ,

immortals to mortals and were condemned to suffer privations^ physical suffering/ sickness and
death-. But God^ in His mercy and goodness^ through His beloved ‘son, Jesus Christ/ gave us another
chance to reject the Luciferian ideology as taught by Satanists, and accept His plan for the rule
of creation. .

'

.

‘

If whajb'we explain is NOT the, TRUTH then why does the Roman Catholic Church put such great im-

portance on-' the dogma of the Immaculate conception' of 'Mary' the mother of Jesus Christ? The Roman
Catholic Faith requires' ALL its members to believe that Mary is the only human being born without
the stain of original sin because she conceived of the Holy Ghost in accordance with God's plan for

the process of procreation.
,,

.

'

.

If Satan hadn't used a perverted version of the sexual' relationship to wean Adam and Eve away
from God, then why is it that the Skoptsi- have practiced self- emasculation since before the advent
of Chr.ist, and still emasculate- themselves, in order' to prove that they reject sex as introduced to
the human race in its perverted form by Satan. The 'Skoptsi believe- that only by emasculating them-
selves can they devote themselves one hundred percent to the service of Almighty God and the estab-

lishing of His, plan for the rule . of creation upon this earth.
The Skoptsi scoff at ministers and- priests of the Christian religion who are afraid to emas-

'

culate themselves so they can render PERFECT service to Almighty God. Christ's apostles were often
asked by those who wished to become their disciple^ if self-emasculation was mandatory. St. Mat-
thew deals with this very delicate

'

question in Chapter !9^ 7-12. Verse 12 reads "For there are

eunuchs which were made eunuchs of men; and there 'be eunuchs which have made themselves eunuchs for

the Kingdom of Heaven ' s-' sake . ,

He who is able to receive it (perform this extraordinary sacrifice)

let him receive it /V ' '

Dealing with this same subject S.t . Paul told his followers that it is better for human beings
to renounce sexual relationship, as based on the -perverted satanic version, but warned that, if they
find they cannot' contain their sexual urges' it is better that they marry, than burn.

It is on the premise that Satan ' s perverted version of sexual relationship separates many
human beings from Almighty God that caused Thessalonians 1-7 to, be written into the Holy Scrip-
tures "Brethren, even as' you 'have learned from u's how you OUGHT to walk,- and to please God--as in-

deed you are walking---we beseech and exhort you, in the Lord Jesus, to make even 'greater progress.

For you know what precepts I have given to you by ''the Lord Je'sus. FOR THIS IS THE WILL OF GOD;

YOUR SANCTIFICATION; that you abstain from immorality; that everyone 'of you learn how to possess

his vessel' in HOLINESS and HONOR, not in the PASSION OF LUST like the gentiles -(“Luc iferlans or Sa-

tanists) who do not know God--Tfor God has not called us unto uncleaness, but unto holiness in

Christ Jesus our Lord". '
'
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It is on this premise that. St. Augustine bases his opinion that it was the perversion of the
sexual relationship^ as intended by Almighty God;, coupled with disobedience by Adam; and Eve to His

law and revealed, plan for the rule of Creation^ aggravated by a display of lack of Faith in His per-

fections- and infinite goodness which constitutes Original Sin.

Once this great TRUTH is accepted and understood -• it is a simple matter to understand how the

continuing Luciferian conspiracy has been developed on this earthy for the purpose of enslaving the

survivors of the Human Race;, body^ mind and soul, (it also explains the current flood of -sex appeal
by radio, T/V; pornographic Jjicturesj lewd- displays of the female figure; sexy songs - Presley rythm-

Rock and Roll) . .

‘

*

Voltaire wrote .that; ""In . order to lead^the masses into new subjection the Illuminati must lie

to them like the Devil himself, not timidly or for a time only,
,
but . boldly and always. He told his

fellow Illiominists; ^Ve must make them lavish promises and use extravagant’ phrases .. .The opposite of
what we promise may be done afterwards .. .that is of no consequence

It is on the premise that a human being can't indulge his sexual desires, and serve God effi-
ciently, that causes the Roman Catholic Church to require those who seek Holy Orders to take the vow
of chastity and celibacy. But most revealing of ail is the facVthat the knowledge of the terrible
and tremendous influence sex, as taught by Satanism, has over the lives of its adepts, that some men
who have been admitted as High Priests of the Luciferian Creed have emasculated themselves, or or-^

dered their doctors to emasculate them, to prevent sexual considerations interfering with their de-

termination to establish the Luciferian totalitarian. dictatorship upon this earth. According to re-

liable sources of information Kadar is one such person.
,

,

One of America's leading magazines, late in 195^^ published the story of how Kadar took over in

Hungary and put an end. to the abortive uprising. The author claimed Kadar had been emasculated by
his enemies while in their custody. That statement is a lie. Kadar was castrated by .his own physi-
cian at his own request. He wished to become a perfect adept of the Luciferian Cause,.

Kadar is such a fanatic that, after he had suppresse'd the Hungarian revolt, he ordered ^5,000
Hungarian youths, who had. been taken prisoners, ‘ to be emasculated. He then sent them to special
camps where they have been trained to become Agentur of the Illuminati to be used to develop the Lu-
ciferiah conspiracy to its final phase. This is all very horrible, but TRUE. N.B.N. stated in 195^
that the Hungarian revolt had been organized by the Illuminati outside Hungary, and that its purpose
Vae to test out in actual practice the feasibility of Pike's plan to provoke the final social cata-

clysm between people controlled by Atheistic-Communists, and those who profess Christianity. Evi-
ience since received .proves we were absolutely correct in our contentions .

The Luciferian Creed teaches that the Luciferian conspiracy advanced at such a pace that God
iecided to send St. Michael on earth, iri the form of Jesus Christ’, to^ halt the conspiracy and rout
bhose who comprised the Synagogue of Satan;, it also teaches that' St. Michael (Christ) failed in His
Tiission. Pike built up the ceremonial of the Adqnaicide Mass around the seduction of Eve by Satan;

bhe Luciferian 's victory over Christ,' and His death at the' instigation of the Illiaminati.

'Christ did come to redeem us by setting .us free from the bonds of Satan with which we are bound.
He told us Satan had obtained -CONTROL over all those in high places in government, religion, the
sciences and social services. His birth in a stable proves to, us that if we wish to establish God's
plan for the rule of Creation upon this earth, we must start at the bottom to educate the majority
3f mankind. Christ made it abundantly clear that it was hopeless, and useless, to even TRY to start

\T THE TOP. Acceptance of this lesson will create a spiritual revolution!
Christ also told us that there is only ONE way to end the Luciferian' conspiracy and that is to

beach the WHOLE TRUTH concerning it to the people of ALL nations. He assured us that if we ma!de the
TRUTH generally known, and explained to the masses that the Luciferian ideology requires their ab-

solute enslavement body, mind, and soul, the, reaction would be such .that public opinion would' become
i greater force than .they could control. Weishaupt and Pike both admit this truth. They insist that

a-ny Illuminist executive so much, as suspected of defecting must be executed as a traitor. Weishaupt
^^rqte that if ONE man was allowed to devulge their secret their plans could be set back three thou-
sand years or ended completely. This is very consoling information. It is to carry out this man-

iate as given to us'-by Christ that we tell how Weidhaupt used Thomas Jefferson to transfer the re-

vised version of the Luciferian conspiracy to America.
Jefferson -was among the financiers, politicians, economists,- scientists, industrialists, pro-

Tessionai men, and religious leaders who had accepted the. idea that a One World Government directed
Dy men of BRAINS (illuminists) was the only way to end wars and ’ revolutions . Jefferson was so high
Ln the executive councils of the Illuminati that he secretly had their ihsi^ia inscribed upon the

Dack of , the Great Seal of America in readiness for the day they would take over the government . This

Information will shock a great number of Americanscitizens, so we will quote authentic documents and
listorical events, knowledge of which hasc been carefully withheld from the general public in Canada
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and the U.S'.A. . W • ' W- *

1789. John Robison^ himself a high mason^ confirmed that the Illuminati-vhad- infiltrated into

American Masonic lodges.,
, .

' ‘

- July 19th^ 1798 >
David A. Pappan^ President of Harvard University^ ; warned 'the graduating class

regarding the influence Illuminism was having on American 'politics' and , religion.
'

(We wonder what he

would have to say about Harvard itself if he were alive today?)-
'

'

'

.....

Thanksgiving Day 1789^ Jedediak Morse preached against Illuminism. He warned his congregation^
and the people of the United States/ that the Illuminists cover their true purpose' by infiltrating
into Masonic lodges and hiding their subversive acts and intentions under the cloak o.f philanthropy.

1799. John Cosens Ogden exposed the fact that Illuminists in New England were indefatigably en-

gaged in destroying religion and government in America .. .under feigned regard for- their safety."
1800. John Quincy Adams- opposed Jefferson for the presidency of the United States. Adams had

organized the 'New England Masonic Lodges. He wrote- three letters to Col.’Wm. L. Stone exposing Jef-

ferson’s subversive activities. The^ information contained in these letters is credited with enab-
ling Adams to win the election. The letters referred to are (or were), on exhibition in the Ritten-
house Sq_. Library^ -Philadelphia.-

,

-

'

1826. Captain Wm. Morgan took upon himself the duty' of informing other Masons HOW 'and WH7 the
Illuminati were using their lodges for subversive purposes. The, Illuminati delegated one of their
members^ Richard Howard^ to execute ' Morgan as a traitor. Morgan tried to escape to Canada. He

failed.
' '

Avery Allyn made an affidavit and swore that he had. heard Richard Howard report to a meeting of
Knights Templars in St. John's Hall^ New York^, how -he had completed his mission to 'execute' Morgan
successfully. Arrangements had then been made to ship Howard, back to Liverpool,, England. Masonic
records prove that as the' result of this incident thousands of M^^sons' seceded from the Northern

Jurisdiction.' •

1829. An English Illuminist named "Fanni" Wright lectured to. a carefully selected group of Il-

luminists -in the new Masonic Temple in New York. 'She explained the Luciferian ideology regarding
*^Free Love" and "Sexual Liberty". She also -informed the American Illuminists it was intended to' or-

ganize^ and finance^ Atheistic -Communism for the purpose of furthering their own secret plans and
ambitions. Among those who helped put this phase- of the Luciferian conspiracy' into effect were
Clinton Roosevelt^ (a direct ancestor of - F.D . Roosevelt ) Horace Greeley, and Charles. Dada. '

1834.-
. To cover up- their - real purpose the above named-, organized the Loco-Foco Party.'

1835* They changed the 'name to "The Whig Party/' and used it to raise the funds used to finance
Mordecai Mark Levi (Karl Marx) .while he .-j^rote "The Communist Manifesto" and “Das Kapital" in Soho,

London, England. Both these publications were written under direct supervision of the Illuminati.
They were designed’.to enable the. Illuminati to organize Atheistic-Communism as required by Adam Wei-

shaupt ' s plan completedtn I776.

1834. The Illuminati appointed Guiseppe- Mazzini their “Director of Political Action". This
title was a cover-up for the office of "Director of Revo'lutionary Activities." Leon de Poncins on
page 65 confirms what I had published in this regard in "Pawns In The Game", and "Red Fog Over America
l.e. that Mazzini was in close contact 'with, and directed the revolutionary activities of leaders
located throughout the entire world. Mazzini met General Albert Pike shortly after President Jef-
ferson Davis had disbanded his -Indian Auxiliary Troops on account of atrocities they had committed
under ’the cloak of' war. Pike was totalitarian minded and readily agreed to join the Illuminati.

1850. At the age of 4l Albert Pike 'infiltrated, into Freemasonry and was initiated^ into the -Wes-

tern Star. Lodge in Little Rock, Arks. Backed by the Illuminati his rise within Masonry was pheno-
menal.

.

,

• '.
_

1859*' On January 2nd,- Pike was' elected Sovereign Grand Commander of the Supreme Council of- the

Southern. Jurisdic.tion of the U.S.A. He came in close contact with an adept of the Luciferian Creed
named Moses Holbrook who. was Sovereign Commander of the Supreme Council of Charleston, S.G. , Togethei

they worked out the ritual for a modernized version of the Luciferian "Black Mass" based on Cabalis-

tic teachings'. Then Holbrook died and Pike introduced the “Adonaicide Mass", to be used by those .who

had-.been admitted to the FULL SECRET and the final degree- of the NEW Palladian Rites. •

The ritual of the "Adonaicide Mass" requires the celebrant to initiate the . Priestess, who plays
the part. of Eve, in the pleasures of sex as taught to' Eve by Satan. Thus Satan’s victory of Eve is'

perpetuated, and those present are reminded how' sex is still used to cause those they wish to control
to 'defect from God also.

. The .ritual also requires the 'immolation of a victim-human, animal, or fowl. ' This sacrifice is -

loffered to Lucifer to commemorate the Synagogue of Satan’s victory, over Christ. The blood of the
victim is .passed around and sipped by those present,'' then parts of the .flesh are eaten. This is

.

'

done to ridicule Christ for telling us that "He- who eateth 'my flesh and drinketh my blood will have
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The celebrant also desecrates and defiles a Host consecrated by a Priest of the Eoman Catholic'
Church. This act is performed to prove to those present that God Adonay is not supreme. It also

indicates the determination of those present to destroy ALL other religions. Note: Just recently

agentur of the Illuminati stole the Tabernacle out of a iRoman Catholic Church in New Jersey to ob-

tain consecrated Hosts. . _

All Adonaicide Masses terminate in an orgy of eating^ drinking^ and sexual indulgences. Pike-,;

ruled "That in order for an adept of the highest degrees to be in complete control of his passions’^
;

.

which lead so many hearts astray^ thou must use women often and without passion ; thou wilt thus be-

come master of thy desires^ and thou wilt enchain women." Pike also wrote "The Lodges of Brothers,

which fail to annex a lodge, of Sisters for the common use is incomplete" . See page 578 of "La Femme

et I'enfant dans la. Franc -Maconnerie Universelles .

" by A. C. De La Rive^ which deals specifically ,

with Lodges of Adoption which are used to introduce women into Palladian Rites. Note: Wilma Montesi
died after being used as a priestess at an Adonaicide Mass. She had taken part in a sexual marathon.

She died of an overdose of drugs^ administered to stimulate the sexual appetite^ and from physical ,

exhaustion. Her body was found on a beach near Naples in Italy. The scandal involved High Officials
of both Church and State in Italy.

Because of his diligence in the Luciferian Cause^ Pike was elected Sovereign Pontiff of'Univerr
sal Freemasonry. As such he was assisted by ten Ancients of the Supreme Lodge of the Grand Orient;;

of Charleston^ S.C. Working in the mansion he built in Little Rock^ Arks.^ in l840 he drew up the.,

blue-print for the final stages of the Luciferian conspiracy. As we will prove later the final so^

cial cataclysm is to be between the masses controlled by Atheistic -Communists and the masses which'
adhere to the Christian religion. It is this diabolical plan which Justifies the definition . of the
word "Goyim" to mean "Himian cattle being prepared for the slaughter."

In order to put this diabolically inspired plot into effect Pike organized the New Palladian
^

Rites.' He ordered Mazzini to establish supreme councils in Rome and Berlin to work in cooperation
with the headquarters he had established in Charleston^ S.C. The Supreme Council in Rome was to
direct "Political Action"; the one in Berlin was to be the Dogmatic Directory. The three supreme
couuacils were to -direct the subversive activities of the 23 other councils Pike organized in stra-

tegic locations in North America; South America; Europe; Asia; Africa; and Oceania. .Note: It was ,

executive members of these councils who flew to Georgia to attend the secret meeting held in the
^ing & Prince Hotel on St:. SlmoiDl-s Island; Feb. l^th to 17th; 1957; as reported in the .May issue

Df N.B.N.
To prove that the ’Full Secret’ is only made known to those who qualify for initiation in the

final degree of the 'Palladian Rits; which makes them members of "The Great White Lodge"; and High '

Priests of the Luciferian Creed; we will quote a letter written by Mazzini to Dro Breidenstine be-,

fore he was made an adept of the final rite. He wrote: "We form an association of brothers in all
points, of the globe. We wish to break every yoke. Yet there is one that is unseen; that can be
lardly felt; yet that weighs on us. Whence comes it? Where is it? No one knowS; or at least no
she tells. This association is secret even to uS; the veterans of secret societies."

In order to, be able to provoke the final social cataclysm between Communists and Christians;
Pike had to put Illuminists in control of the Vatican’s political. policies . To enable the Illumi-
lati to infiltrate into the Vatican Pike ordered Mazzini to build up an anti-Vatican atmosphere in
Europe until; as we knoW; the lives of all within the Vatican were threatened. At this point Karl
Rothschild;, the son of Mayer Anselm Rothschild (who financed Weishaupt ’s organization of the Illumi-
lati) intervened on behalf of the Vatican on the grounds that he wished to prevent unnecessary bldod-
3hed. Thus one of. the highest members of the Illuminati won the gratitude and appreciation of the.

Pope and Vatican officials. He then placed agentur of the ' Illuminati within the Vatican as Experts
nad advisers on finance and politics. Thus they made good Weishaupt ’s boast when he wrote "We will
Infiltrate into that place (The Vatican) and once inside we will never come out. We will bore from
iithin until -it remains nothing but an empty shell." r'

Since the Illuminati infiltrated into the Vatican those who direct the Luciferian conspiracy
mve fomented two world warS; which divided Christendom into opposing armies. . Christians of ALL de-
aominations blew each other off the face of this earth by the millions . The net result is that the •,

'

aasses controlled by Atheistic -Communist are now equal in strength to what remains of Christendom.,

\?hat has happened- to date is strictly in
.

accordance with Weishaupt ’s revision of the Luciferian con-
spiracy. How it has happened is strictly in keeping with the blue-print of action drawn up by Al-

)ert Pike; 185O to I886; in his mansion in Little Rock; Arks. The Secret Archives of the Vatican are
lore complete than any others in this world. What a difference there would have been in the pages of
listory if the Illuminati hadn't had the power to impose a conspiracy of silence upon ALL Covern-

lents; political and religious.
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'I have many ‘letters from Priests who have 'lived- in Rome; and studied in the Vatican. They give

a wealth of evidence to PROVE that the Holy Father is little better than a prisoner within the Vati-
can exactly in' the same way that the president of the United States is a prisoner within the White
House; the Queen of England a prisoner in Buckingham Palace; and Khrushchev a prisoner within' the
Kremlin. Only once; in recent years; has the constant surveillance maintained over the Pop’e .been

relaxed. That was when his Holiness 'was ' thought to be at death ^s door. We are told he had sunk so

low that only a-modern miracle could have- given him the" strength to summon an official he knew he-

could trust. He ordered this official to send out an appeal arid ask all Roman Catholics ”
To

'

pray
for'' the silent Church.

'

'Pike restricted initiation into the New Palladian Rite to men and women who had been proved. to
have defected from God and sold their souls to Satan in return for material success and carnal
pleasures. But such is 'the cunning; and guile; of those who control the Synagogue of Satan that not
even members' of the New Palladian Rite are admitted to the FULL SECRET until they have been tested
further. The manner in which "The Great White Lodge" (The High Priests of the Luciferian Creed)
maintain their secret was fully illustrated when another Act of God caused top secret documents;
issued by Pike; to fall into hands other than intended. Mazzini died in l872- Pike picked Adriano
Lemmi 'to succeed him as Director of Political Action. Lemmi had been initiated in the New Palla-
dian Rite. He was a worshiper of Satan. Pike instructed him in the FULL SECRET. He explained /that
Lucifer is the ONLY God other than Adonay; and that the ultimate purpose of the continuing conspir-
acy is to impose the Luciferian ideology upon mankind. -

'

" The facts surrounding this incident were disclosed by Margiotta's book "Adriano Lemmi Chef Sup-
reme des Franc -Macons"-. The fact that only the FEW initiated in the Highest degree of ‘ the Palladian
Rite are in possession of the FULL Secret was proved again when Pike found it necessary to issue the
following letter of instruction to those Illuminists he had selected to direct the activities of the

23 councils he had established throughout the world. A copy of this letter dated July lAth> 1889;
also got astray. It is q_uoted by A. C. De La Rive on page 587 of "La Femme et 1’ enfant daris la
Franc-Maconnerie Universelles"

.

We quote: "That which we must say to the crowd is 'We worship God' . But it is- the God that one
adores without superstition. .The' Masonic religion should be; by all of us initiates of the high
degree^; maintained in the purity of the Luciferian doctrine ...... If Lucifer- were 'not God; would
Adonay; whose deeds prove his cruelty; perfidy and hatred of men;, barbarism and repulsion for
science; would Adonay; and his priestS; calumniate him? Yes I Lucifer is God. And unfortunately
Adonay is also Go'd. For the eternal law is that there is no light without shade; no beauty without
ugliness;’ no white without black; for the absolute can only; exist as two Gods- Thus the -doctrine

of Satanism is a heresy; and ‘the’ true; and pure; philosophical religion is the belief in Lucifer;
the equal of Adonay; but Lucifer; God of- light and God of Good; - is struggling for humanity against
Adonay the God of darkness and evil."

History proves that since 177^ the conspiracy has been developed EXACTLY as Weishaupt intended
simply because those who direct it have been able to maintain secrecy regarding their ultimate in-
tention to enslave what remains of the human race body; mind; and soul. We will now' reveal the
plms the- Illuminati intend to follow from now to the end. Both Weishaupt and Pike required that
Political 'Zionism be organized; financed; and controlled by the Illuminati so that it could’be used

I

first to create' a sovereign state in which they; the ' Illuminati; would crown THEIR leader King-des-

!

pot of the entire . universe; and secondly to enable the Illuminati to foment World War Three. Poli-

tical Zionism- was organized by Herzl; 1897- Can any person; still able to exercise his God- given
intellect; deny that this part of the plot isn'tbeing developed' right now in the Near and Middle
East? If we permit World War Three'- to break out; Zionism and the Moslem world will be wiped out;

and the remaining nations eliminated as world power S; then ONLY AtheisticrCommunism .and Christianit;y

will remain standing between the Illuminati and their goal.*

In a letter Pike wrote to Mazzini Aug. 15th; I87I; he explains what is to happen when World War
Three has ended. (A copy of this "letter is' (or was) in the Library of the’ British Imperial Museum;
London; England.)

"We (the Illuminati) shall unleash the Nihilists and the Atheist S; and we shall provoke a for-
midable social cataclysm- which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effects of
absolute atheism; origin of savagery 'and of the most bloody turmoil. ’Then everywhere; the citizens
obliged to defend themselves against the ’World minority; or revolutionaries; will exterminate those
destroyers of civilization'; and the - multitude; -- disillusioned with Christianity; whose deistic
spirits will be from that moment without compass

,

(direction); - anxious for an ideal; but without
knowing where to render its adoration-; '‘will' receive the TRUE LIGHT; through the universal manifes-
tation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer; brought finally out in the public vieW; a manifestation
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^hich will result, from the general' reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Chris.-.

bianity and Atheism^ both conquered and exterminated at ^the-.same .time." If any person still- doubts
the truth let me tell that person that His Eminence Cardinal Caro y Rodriguez of Chili tried to

ffSivn both Catholics and Masons of their impending fate., in I92 5

.

When F. D. Roosevelt was elected president of the U.S.A. he was so sure the conspiracy .would

reach its final goal during his life, time that in 1933^ tie had the Illuminati's insignia^ (which

Jefferson secretly had embossed on' the back of the American Great Seal) printed on the. back of
American dollar bills. This was to notify Illuminists throughout the world that the Illuminati
rtTere now in absolute control of American ;financeV politics^ and the ’social sciences. Roosevelt
called this "TheJNew Deal."

.

Roosevelt's' foreign policy built up Atheistic-Commxmism xmtil it was equal. in strength in every
.

^ay to that, of Christendom. He was so confident that he. would be the first King-despot that he had
bhe audacity in 19^2 to .tell Winston Churchill "The time has come when the British Empire must, be

iissolved in the interests of world peace." This incident-! took place in Vallentia Harbour^ New-

[’oundland>, when they first met to discuss HATO. To what kind of peace did Roosevelt refer? Peace
mder a Luciferian dictatorship is what he meant 1 .

‘

We will now show how the Illuminati infiltrated into the British Royal Household. Since 19^2
\dmiral Louis Mountbatten has been' the "Power behind the throne" in Britain. Under his influence^
md direction^ India^ and several other parts of the British Empire^ have "Gained their indepen-
ience." This is a polite way of saying they .have seceded from the British Crown.. What the. public
:hought was wishful .thinking on Roosevelt ' s part is rapidly becoming an accomplished fact . Roose-
/elt knew what the Illuminati had planned. His slip of -the tongue when talking to ChurchillJproves
:he truth of the old saying "When drink is in the TRUTH, will out.",' The fact remains. The British
ilmpire^ in less than fifty years^ has been reduced from the greatest power on earth to a third ,

ilass power . Britain.' s Queen - is married- to Admiral Mountbatten ' s nephew. Philip was "Adopted" by
:he Admiral when a young boy.- Everyone knows that Prince Philip has extrem.ely’' LIBERAL views and
opinions. Very few know t-hat he was privately educated^ at. his uncle ' s - instigation^ ^ at Gordonstoun,
5cotland^ by. Dr. Kurt Hahn^ 'an- Jlluminist Hitler kicked out of Germany.

Dr. Kurt Hahn is unquestionably an agentur- of the Illimiinati. In Germany he served on the Exe-
cutive Committee of the Comnjunist Party but he is HOT an atheist. ‘ He directed the Commionist policy
Ln Germany so that it enabled the Illuminati to foment World War Two. Take him any way you wish_,

:he fact remains^ he is a' fully informed,, highly trained;, and experienced subversive.- Gordonstoun
School is only one of three he has established in accordance with Weishaupt ' s plan for the Illumi-
lati to indoctrinate and -train youths of 'well bred families with international leanings to be agen-l- :.

:ur of the Illuminati. The other two schools Dr. Kurt Hahn' established are located in Salem,, Ger-
lany^ and Anavryta^ . Greece . ,

We want to make- it absolutely clear that H.B.W.- doeS' NOT^ repeat NOT^ say that youths so -trained
'ealize the purpose for .which they are being trained.

.

E. H. Norman was one youth so trained. He
;ame to a very sticky end! So do many of the others. They are just "Pawns In The Game."

Queen Elizabeth II -is also Head of the Protestant Church of England. Obviously,,- because of
forces beyond her control; Canon C. E.' Raven has been appointed spiritual "adviser" to the Royal
lousehold. The Canon has been married THREE times. His third wife professed to be an Atheist. She
ras publicized as "A heroine of the French Resistance Movement." .One thing is certain^ since this
ippointment was made;' Her Majesty has never made reference to God Almighty. in her Christmas mes-
sages to her people. But most significantly; in her last addresS; she. used the jargon of the II-

.uminati and said "The chain reaction of the Powers of Light; to ILLUMINATE the new age (New Order)
ihead of us."-

Such is the power of those who direct the Illuminati that they instructed another of-'* their agen-
.ur (also named Hahn) to celebrate Elizabeth's accession to the- throne by having this German born .

.

lanadian.' artist alter the photo Her Majesty had approved to, -be used on Canadian Bank Notes. Hahn
:leverly-‘ concealed the face of Satan in the hair-do of the Queen. ; In Illuminist symbolism this
leant ’"We now have 'The ear of the Queen.' Our agentur are so close' to her person she doesn't, e.ven

;uspect their presence." N.B.N. brought this outrage .to the attention of the Canadian' House "of Com-
lonS; through Mr. John Blaclmiore; P.M.; .and as the result new plates were made -and new bank notes
.ssued. ‘We have tried to inform the 'Queen's husband of the true purpo.se of the Illuminati but so

'ar without success.

Since Roosevelt -died American Foreign Policy and that of the. U.N.O. has been decided by the -II--.

.uminists ‘bn the Council of Foreign Relations who occupy the. Harold. Pratt ' Building in New York."
'his headquarters of international intrigue was provided;- and is financed; by the Rockefeller; Ford;
ud Carnegie Tax-free foundations.. Since the -turn of the century

.

the.- Rockefellers have taken over
irection of the continuing conspiracy from the Rothschilds, The Foreign Policy has been to contain '
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Coimumism not to destroy it. International Communism has to be kept equal in strength to the whole
of Christendom otherwise Pike's diabolical

'
plan for the FINAL social cataclysm cannot be put. into

effect. It is this policy which explains WHf HacArthur wasn't allowed to DESTROY Communism during
the Korean War, It was this policy that caused the U.N.O. to demand that Britain and France with-
draw their troops when they landed in Suez with the firm intention of putting an end' to Nasser's
subversive activities in Egypt and the Middle East . When MacArthur persisted in his intention ^

to destroy communism he was fired. When Anthony Eden sent troops into Egypt he also was fired. For
what? Insubordination to those who direct the Illuminati?

Since Jefferson's time the citizens of the U.S.A. have gradually been conditioned for the day
when the Illuminati decide to take over. Exactly the same thing has been going on in Canada. We
will know the hour for subjugation has arrived when the President of the U.S.A,, and the Prime Mini-
ster in Canada, declare a "State of Emergency** and set up a military dictatorship on the pretense
that such action is necessary to protect the people from Communist aggression. The Communist Par-

ties, in both our countries, are being 'CONTAINED' because the Illuminati intend to use them to

bring about "The State of Emergency," The F.B.I. and the R.C.M.P. could, in 48 hours, clean out
every Communist, and every other kind and type of subversive IF PERMITTED TO DO SO. The' heads of
the F.B.I. and the R.C.M.P. know WHO are the secret power - "The Great White Lodge" - which pre-
vents them performing their duty. Only the general support of the public will free them from the
chains with which they, like the rest of us., are bound. ,

When the Communists are ordered to revolt they will be allowed to run wild as they were in Rus-
sia until they have murdered everybody whose names are on the ILLUMINATI '

S

liquidation lists'. Then
the agentur of the Illuminati will appear upon the scene and take over control under the pretense

'

they are the saviours of the people. Lenin boasted that "When the time arrives the United States
V7ill fall" into our (The Illuminati's) hands like over-ripe fruit." The plan by which the Illumi-
nati. intend to take over from the Communists is completed. The personnel have been selected to carrj

out the details of the pl'an. ‘ They are being trained in the building in Chicago -known as "THIRTEEN-
THIRTEEN" East 60th Street. It is located on property belonging to the University of Chicago. This

Illuminist trainip;g Centre is financed by the same foundations that finance the Council of Foreign '

Relations in' New York. The Illuminists engaged in this project call themselves "The Public Admini-
stration Services." They' pretend to improve the Civic Governments and > Social Services , In reality,
they train selected agentur to occupy key positions in all levels of civic government.

Graduates of the Public Administration Services have already been 'placed as "Specialists", "Ex-

perts", and "Advisers" by ' the Illuminati within the following associations.
1. Am, Public Works Assn. 12. Public Administration Service,
2. Municipal Finance' Officers Assn. 13 • Conference of Chief Justices.

3* Public Personnel Assn. l4. Am. Society for Public Administration.
4. National Assn. Attorneys General. 15- National Institute of Municipal Clerks.

5 . Governor's Conference. I6 . Am., Society of Planning Officials.
6. International City Mgrs. Assn. 17* Nat. Assn, of State Budget Officers.

7 . Am. Committee International' I8 , Nat. Assn, of Assessing Officers.

Municipal Cooperation. 19* Federation of Tax Administrators. '

8 . Council of State Governments. . 20. Nat. Assn. State Purchasing Officials.

9 . Am. Municipal Assn. 21. Nat. Assn, of Housing & Redevelopment.
10. Am. Public Welfare Assn. • 22. Nat. Legislative Conference.
11. Interstate Clearing House for

Mental Health
The policy of those who direct the Public Administration Services in "Thirteen-Thirteen" is to

get agentur trained under them appointed as City Managers. The City Managers then Appoint other
graduatescof" Thirteen-Thirteen" as heads of the various civic departments. These in turn -bring in

others trained in "Thirteen-Thirteen" until they have control of the municipal government AT THE TO]

They pretend they work in the interests of efficiency. What they do in actual fact is usurp the
powers of the electorate . Dade County and Miami, and Chicago, are already controlled by graduates
from "Thirteen-Thirteen." In the case, of Miami it was necessary that this control should be estab-

lished immediately. Southern Florida is one of the sanctuaries of the Illuminati and they must be

in a position to bring their friends into that sanctuary and exclude from it those for whom they •

have no use if_^ and when, a state 'of emergency is declared. Illuminists in Chicago and Miami contr<

the civic administration, not the people .

' ^

‘

.

Within the walls of Thirteen-Thirteen" agentur of the Illuminati are being trained how they ar<

to take over municipal governments, and state parliaments, and subjugate the Goyim (Human Cattle)
when ordered to do so. They are told how’ they must first of all represent themselves as "The
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Saviours of the people" sent to save the masses from further persecutions at the hetnds of the Com-

lunists. They are taught how to lead the masses from Communist oppression and place them under new
juhjection by the Illuminati. That ladies and gentlemen is the set up. If you wish to become bet-

ter informed about "Thirteen- Thirteen" send for "Closer-Up", c/o Time for Truth Press, P.O. Box 2223
,

^alm Beach, Fla., U.S.A. '
.

Our purpose in writing this article is to prove that the Illuminati was organized by Weishaupt
;o DIRECT the Luciferian conspiracy to its final goal; to prove that the Illuminati is controlled
lT the top by the Synagogue of Satan- The S.O.S. in turn is controlled by the FEW who are, in ac-

tual fact, the High Priests of the Luciferian Creed also known as "The Great White Lodge." We have
lIso tried to prove that the hidden purpose of the Luciferian hierarchy is to prevent us establish-
.ng God's plan for the rule of creation upon this earth in order to prevent God's Will being done
lere as it is in heaven. Their objective is to impose the Luciferian ideology upon mankind and en-
force their edicts by Satanic despotism. For purposes of deception they refer to the Luciferian
;otalitarian dictatorship as "The New Order."

The Luciferian ideology requires that "The New Order" shall consist of TWO classes - Governors
nd slaves. The Ruler and his governors will consist of the High Priests of the Luciferian Creed,
-heir Illuminati and top-level agentur, a few millionaires, scientists, economists, and professional
len who have proved themselves devoted to the Luciferian Cause, with sufficient police and soldiers
.0 enforce obedience upon the Goyim.

ALL other human beings are to be reduced to ONE common level by interbreeding Whites, Blacks,
ellows, and Reds. The mongrelization of the human race is to be speedily accomplished by artificial
nsemination. Women will be scientifically selected and used as human incubators-. They will be
Lade pregnant with semen taken from specially selected males. The birth rate will be strictly li-

dted to the requirements of THE STATE. As it is written in the Illuminati's diabolical plan "AFTER
F; obtain CONTROL THE VERY NAME OF GOD WILL BE ERASED FROM THE LEXICON OF LIFE." In the jargon of
he Illuminati this means that scientifically applied psychopolitics (brainwashing) will be used to

bliterate from the minds of. .the human slaves all knowledge of Almighty God (Adonay). The Illumin-

sts intend to make Zombies of all those for whom they haven't got some special use.

Let me issue this .final warning. Wars (regardless of whether they be called aggressive or pre-
entive . wars ) revolutions^"- ^regardless of whether or not they be called counter-revolutions) racial
ntolerance, religious bigotry, and persecution and hatred will not provide a solution to our pro-
lem. ONLY by making known the TRUTH and the WHOLE TRUTH will we put an end to the Luciferian con-

piracy upon this earth.' If we continue to keep silence, because of the risks involved, the Luci-'

erian conspiracy will progress to the final social cataclysm when the Goyim, with -the use of atomic
ombs and nerve gas, will slaughter each other by the tens of millions while the Illuminati, and
heir friends, bask in luxury on the sunny beaches of their sanctuaries. Those who wish to stand up
nd be counted as FOR GOD and AGAINST LUCIFER don't need arms. They don't need money. Ail they need
s set forth clearly in the scriptures. Read Ephesians 6, IO-I7.

"Brethren, be strengthened in the Lord, and in His power. Put on the armour of God, that you may
e able to stand against the. wiles of the devil. For our wrestling is not against flesh and blood,
ut against Principalities and the Powers, against the rulers of this darkness, against the spiritual
orces of wickedness on high. Therefore, take up the armour of God, that you may resist in the evil
ay, and stand in all things perfect. Stand therefore, having girded your loins with, the TRUTH , and
aving put on the breast-plate of justice, and having your feet shod with the readiness of the gos-

el of peace, in all things taking up the shield of FAITH, with which you may be able to quench all
he fiery darts of the most wicked one. And take unto you the helmet of salvation and the sword of
he spirit, that is, THE WORD OF GOD."

Could anything be plainer or clearer?
The only people we should HATE are those of the Synagogue of Satan. They are wolves in sheep's

lothing. Those are the ones Christ hated and exposed. If we break the conspiracy of silence; If
e insist 'that our elected representative stop playing politics and get to work and establish God's
Ian for the rule of creation on this earth, then God will intervene on behalf of those who PROVE'

hey wish' to be of His Elect. The issue is up to us. It is we who must make the decision. If we

incerely wish to live for all eternity according to God's plan then the ONLY way we can PROVE our
incerity is to work to put His plan into operation on this earth. .. .God's plan is detailedin the
oly Scriptures. It isn't in accordance with the United Nations Charter “or the ideology being ex-

ounded by the One Worlders.
Mail or distribute copies of this, issue to EVERYONE you can think of. It is marvelous the re-

ults that are obtained when a few copies fall into good hands. If you believe what we have ex-
lained then it is your DUTY to pass this knowledge on to as many others as you can contact . Some
ew will accent the truth. Others will re,1ect it. That is not your concern. You will be judged by
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the ettort you put into the work not by the results you obtain. You don't have to make yourself a

pest. Use patience instead of a club. Use reason instead of abuse. Be kind and considerate in-

stead of pugnacious and aggressive. Start people thinking and then let them feel they thought the
matter out themselves. Those who serve the Illuminati devote every waking hour to furthering their
cause. Can we, if we wish to EARN our eternal reward, do less?

We need the cooperation of the Clergy of ALL religions which teach belief in a God other than

Lucifer. We particularly need the active interest of ALL ministers of the Christian religion. If

can persuade them to lift the lid and break the conspiracy of silence, and tell the whole truth to

their congregations the Illuminati will not be able to proceed with their plan to foment World War

Three and the final social cataclysm. The ordained priests of God assimied a great responsibility

when they accepted Holy Orders. Regardless of what the consequences may be they are in duty, and

honor, bound to tell the members of their flocks the WHOLE TRUTH. If they don't they leave their

charges innocent victims of those who seek possession of their immortal souls.

: In conclusion I ask the 400,000,000 Catholics scattered throughout the world this question.
,

If

what I explain in this article is NOT THE TRUTH, why do you all recite the ' following prayer after

every low mass? "Holy St. Michael, Archangel, defend us in the day of battle; be our safeguard
against the snares and wickedness of the devil. May God rebuke him,' we humbly pray; and do thou, 0

Prince of the Heavenly Host, by the power of God ,
thrust down to ’hell Satan, and all wicked spirits,

who wander through this world seeking the ruin of souls."
Either what we tell you regarding the Luciferian conspiracy is THE TRUTH or else the words of tl

above prayer are nonsense. I know who composed this great prayer. I have told you WHY he composed
it. I feel certain God is ready to heed our prayers just as soon as we prove, by action, we are

worthy of His- intervention.
HOW TO MAKE THE TRUTH KNOWN

1. Give a copy of this issue to your Sunday School teacher and ask himuor her to make it the subjec

of instruction and discussion the following week. Keep after them.

2. Make an appointment to discuss the information contained in this article with your Priest or Pa£

tor. Ask them to make it the subject of a sermon.

3 . Give copies to your children of school age and instruct them to ask their teachers why these al]

important facts of history are NOT taught in school.
4. Go to the editor of your local paper and ask him, in the interest of freedom, to publish it in hif

paper. There is no restriction as far as N.B.N. is concerned.

5.

*^ DEMAND that your elected representatives, in ALL levels of government, give you the time and op-

portunity to discuss this matter with them intelligently.
6. Bring the facts to the .attention of, those who belong to secret societies.

7- Pass copies along to your neighbours. Bring the subject up as a topic for conversation and dis-

cussion.
8. Ask professors in your universities to read the article and then give you their honest opinion.

9 . Warn your municipal government that the City Manager idea is the thin edge of the wedge being
used by the Public Administration Services to take over the powers of civic governments after

tl . them.

10. Send copies to all your political representative in ALL levels of government. The more copies

they receive the more they will be impressed.
Order as many copies as you can afford. 10^ each, $7-50 per 100. Send in yoior orders as soon £

possible so we can make the extra run before the end of the month.
Thanks

.

STOP PRESS NOTICE
OBITUARY

N.B.N. regrets to announce the recent death of Mr. J, P. Quirion, manager of L'Eclaireur Print ii

Co. of Be'auceville, P.Q, Mr. Quirion was an honest God-fearing man who feared no human threat or

menace; It was this good' Canadian citizen who offered to print "The Red Fog Over America" after thf

publications committee of the N.F.C.L. had tried to find a firm who would undertake this task in th<

English-speaking parts of Canada.- Since October, 1955^ Mr. Quirion has published the first and se-

cond-editions of "The Red Fog Over America" and the second edition of "Pawns In The Game." Comdr.

Carr and his wife visited Mr, Quirion and his family last October on their way to Florida. On beha^

of our readers and members we extend to Mrs , Quirion and her family our deepest sympathy . In the

hope that it will lighten their burden of sorrow we remind the bereaved that we must all pass throu,

the Valley of Death in order to enjoy our eternal reward as we feel sure Mr. Quirion will now be en

joying his. *

T.T-: T T
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NOTICE.

Commander Wm. Guy Carr, R. D. is available for Lectures

in United States, May 1st to.v30th., 1958.

Commander and Mrs, Carr will be returning to Toronto June 1st,

1958, Many people have expressed the. wish to hear our Editor

discuss the subject of THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY, The

Commander is an experienced Public speaker having in the past made i

*

many lecture tours across Canada and the northern United States,

As President of the National Federation of Christian Laymen

he makes no charge for his services but we .would appreciate the

kind cooperation of those who would like to avail themselves of his

services if they will guarantee his expenses at a minimum of $50,

plus accommodation. Engagements will have to be limited to

States EAST of a line connecting Florida with Detroit, where he has

/an engagement May 3 0th. Write to him direct - Lot ,E-15, New Ranch

Trailer Park, Z291 Gulf to Bay Blvd, , ClearKvater, FLA,

-x- '

>;<: 5|c >jc
,

>;c ?;c

CONTROL OF LITERATURE

In order that those who control the; World 'Revolutionary Movement can control propaganda through
control of the Press and Publishing Houses., restrictions* have been introduced regarding what; can,
and what can't, be republished without permission. "News Behind the News" tells the whole world
they can reprint and republish any TRUTH we have published and take full credit, if they wish, that
what they publish is their own brainchild.

Although the editor of N^B.N. has already published nine books of 'non- fiction, hundreds of ar-
ticles of non-fiction, and many, many pamphlets and "letters -to the editor", he has been black-
listed since he persisted in publishing the TROTH regarding the Secret Power Behind the World Re-
volutionary Movement. To-day he cannot get any writings published in the controlled press. But by
giving permission for others to submit the TRUTH he has revealed in "Pawns In The Game", "The Red
Fog Over America" and "N.B.N," to other publications, under THEIR NAMES, we are finally breaking the
shell of the conspiracy of silence imposed upon controlled publications by those who direct the con-
tinuing Luciferian conspiracy against God's plan for the rule of creation, and the human race. So.

copy what you wish. Publish the TRUTH wherever you can. Give ^ no credit: Take all rewards. We
don't care - provided we are not misquoted or what we have published made a travesty of the ‘TRUTH.

If that happens, as it did recently in the Ottawa Journal, we will take legal action to expose the 1

TRUTH. That legal action is now pending against the Ottawa Joiornal. .

'

William Guy Carr.



"THE 'DEVIL'S POISON" This has helped defeat Fluoridation- in many places •
, 15^

"THE ILLUMINATI & THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY? A reprint from - -"^American Press" .10
"THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" & "WHAT THE ,N .F.C .L.- STAND FOR" .10
"THE- MENACE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT" By A. K. Chesterton . . r .10
"THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" Tells how Scriptures expose the conspiracy .10
"LOOK UP ISRAEL" a message of hope. Explains WHY Devil's days are numbered .10
"THE DRAGON WAS WRATH WITH THE WOMAN" ,, Further Scriptural quotations .10
"PERSONAL INCOME & CORPORATION TAXES UNCONSTITUTIONAL" discount allowed on quantity .10

* * * ********
PERIODICALS

"News BEHIND THE NEWS" Monthly news-le;tt^HL.2f N .F.C .L.“''“"Editor Wm. Guy: Carr
;^Tells the causes which produce t^ie Effects reported in the Press $ 2. GO

"CANADIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICE" Ron Gostick - Editor
An informative independent news-letter well worth reading \ 12 issues $ 2.00

"DON BELL REPORTS" by Don Bell
.

^ 52 issues $10.00

"CLOSER UP" Time for Truth Press $15.00
Fearless and accurate reports on subversion in America. Both papers yearly., $25.00

ANY AND ALL THE LITERATURE LISTED ON THIS AND THE PRECEDING PAGE MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH;

. Publications Committee^
National Federation Christian Laymen^
c/o 77 Otter Crescent^
Toronto 12^ Ontario.

IMPORTANT notice
CANADIANS Please send money order or order C.O.D. If checks used please allow for bank

charges. Registration costs 20^ extra. '

AMERICAN CITIZENS Please send money order, C.O.D. orders not permitted by Postal authorities.
If checks are used please allow enough for bank charges and existing rate of.
exchange. 20^ extra ensures registration. .

'

.

’ ’ "
' §.'1 E 9. L ^ k E 9 1 E 2 a

"RED FOG. OVER AMERICA" - NEW EDITION.
: :N0W AVAILABLE

00000000
:

I . . .

The new edition of "RED FOG" will have an index. It has been enlarged so the details of -

the Qontinuing Luciferian Conspiracy have been brought up to date. i.e. October 15th^ 1957* The
story, of the Secret Meeting on St. Simon's Island February lAth to 17th^ 1957 - The details of E.
H. Norman's subversive activities 1939 "to 1957^ the suspicious circumstances surrounding the
death of Senator J. McCarthy have also been included. . •

,

^ Cloth bound copies - $ 3 . 00

Paper backed copies - - - - $ 2.00

NEWS^BEHIND THE pWS _VERY MPORTMT N0TICE_T0 SUBSCRIBERS

Extra copies of N.B.N. may be had for $3-00 for 50^ and $5-00 for 100 copies, WHILE THEY
LAST. If orders justify our doing so an extra edition will be run at the end of the month. The
circulation of the Ma^ ^d June issues went over 35^000 copies-.
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JATIONAL FEDERATION CHMSTIAN’LAYMEN
77 OTTER CRESCENT
TORONTO 12. ONTARIO, CANADA ,, ,
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By letter dated April 17, 1958, tKe^iploned
individual wrote the Director enclosing a 14-page pamphlet entitled

"News Behind the News" which was mailed from Clearwater, Elorida:

where Carr states he is in residence for the month of May, 19i^8r*Tle

enclosed a stamped self-addressed envelope for the Director’ s reply

to his temporary address in Clearwater.

Carr is not identifiable in Bufiles insofar as background
or biographical data is concerned. He has. previously submitted similar

pamphlets bearing the same title which were not acknowledged because
they were anti-Semitic in nature and of no interest to this Bureau.
105-38603

/

The present issue of his, publication being volume
number six dated April, 1958, bears the caption "The Conspiracy to

Destroy aU Existing Governments and Religions. " It is of no particular

interest to the Bureau and from examination appears: to be devoted more
to sex than any other topic. The last page of this, issue makes known the

fact that Carr is available for lectures, in the United States during the

month of May and while there is no charge for his services, he requests
the kind cooperation of those inviting him to guarantee his ^penses at a
minimum of $50 plus accommodations. His subject will be "The
International Conspiracy.

"

RECOMMENDATION: } , .

,

That the letter from William Guy Carr of 4-17-58 not be
acknowledged.

135
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May 19, 1958

CLASSiFIED BY 7l^iU5/BTA/iy^>
DECLASSIFY ON; 25,

Your letter ot May 12, 1958^ has been received
ami the interest which prompted you to communicate with me
is certainly appreciated.

It was indeed thoughtful c£ you to comment as
you did, and I am pleased to learn that you have read my booh,

’’Masters of DeceiL ”

w In response to your inquiry concerning the bodto,
^Red Fog Over America” anq^'Fawns in the Game” 1^ WilhamJ^y

1'm^rx.^hile Z would lihe to be of assistance, I mustT^Sfwt^
that this Bureau in its edacity as a fact<^gathering agency does
not make evaluations or draw conclusions relative to the integrity

,

or character of organisations, publications, or Individuals. I am
sure that you will appreciate the factors which preclude my
assisting you, and no Inference should be made either that we
do or that we do not lave the information which you requested.

Sincerely yours,

Eb’

E

dgar Hoover

r

r P.
,

op

NOTE: There is no record of correspondent in Bufiles. William Guy
Carr on 5-30-55 sent to the Director a copy of his book ’j^wns in the

Game, " requesting the Director’s opinion. He later wrote to various

individuals from Ontario, Canada, indicating that copies of the book
had been filed wi^ the^ROMP !and the FBI^ A review of the^tft^k,

sponsored by th^National Federation of Christian Laymen,,* indicated

that it had stroi^^nti-semitic ove^^tones.and in vie^opiacE of back-
ground info concerning Carr, reccipt-ef the book.wjis not acknoi

7
‘ •

CFMrwgl

Ioo^
(Note continued next page)



On 4-17-68 Carr wrote to the Director enclosii^ a 14-page pamphlet
"News Behind the News" from Clearwater,, Fla. The pamphlet bore
the caption "The Conspiracy to Destroy all Existing Govt, and
Religions, " was found to be of no particular interest to the Bureau
and was devoted more tn sex than anv other tonic. Carr^s letter

was not acknowledged. I

anti-semitic ideas and basic^ascist theories are expresse
in "Red Fog over America,

JhIFTST
;d also

\
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> , - OFFICE OF DIRECTOR
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Dear Sir:

T ^ B I ^ t I —
Mr. Boardman

Mr. Belmont

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Nease

Mr. parsons

RosenMr.

Mr. Tamm.

>lr. Trotter

^^^Mr. Jones

Mr. Claytoij

w Tele. Room* _ . _

Mr. Holloman

Miss Holmes —
I have considered you as one of
the greatest Americans of our era. Miss candy
I have read your ^’Masters of Deceit,”
and also I have read two other books dealing with
conspiracy in America.

If you have the time, (if, I receive no answer. I’ll

understand) would you give me your opinion on these
two booksr "Red Fog Over .America"
Pawns In The' Game by Wm. Guy Carr

' t

Sincerely,

COPY:bak
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SUBJUGATION THROUGH FLUORIDATION
or

THE TRUTH ABOUT FLUORINE

m. INFORMATION CONTAIN®

HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIED \
date 5'^3R> Ry

t£T<T2^l '

Having twenty seven grandchildren^ I decided to find out" if fluoridation would he bene-
ficial to them or not^ and^ having been closely connected with hospitals and medical research work-
ers since 19^5^ I bad ready access to men and women who are recognised as the greatest authorities
in the field of medical and nutritional research. What I learned about Fluorine and fluorine poi-
soning^ I pass on to the parents and doctors of America^ and challenge any fluoridationist to deny
the TRUTH of what I publish.

Fluorine is the most lethal poison known to man. -Its ’wildness’ and uncontrollability
are due to its intense affinities for so many other elements; its eagerness to form stable com-
pounds; its terrible lethal equalities and its peculiarities. It is odorless^ tasteless and color-
less, Scientists^ before the- era of the Roman Empire^ referred to it as "The Devil's Breath". In
the late 1700's Scheele called it "Chemistry’s Hell Cat". Moisson^ in l886^ first produced it in
gaseous form. It was first compounded with carbon by Joseph Simons^ in the mid 1930 ’s^ while doing
research work at Pennsylvania State College. German scientists discovered how to produce a pure,

essence of Fluorine which' is so deadly that if ONE SINGLE DROP comes in contact with the skin of
ANY living creature- animal or man- it will cause death. One of the strange peculiarities of Fluor-
ine is its ability to travel along the nerve trunks and paralyze the breathing apparatus^ like Po-

lio'.

Scientists in the University of Toronto proved that Fluorine ingested into the HUMAN body
is cumulative and harmful . (Professors M. P. Ham and Doreen Smithy .Dep't. of Food Chemistry wrote
"Fluorine Balance Studies on Foux Infants" and "Fluorine Balance Studies On Three Women" published
in the "Journal of Nutrition" (American) Vol. 53; No* 2^ June 195^* These studies proved conclu-
sively that the greater part of fluorine ingested by human beings in food and drink is retained in

the body, .

'

Despite the claims made by fluoridationi'sts^ there is a great difference between natural
Fluorine and Sodium Fluoride; . natioral Fluorine is found in the leaves and fruit of ALL members of

^ the vegetable kingdom. Sodium Fluoride is extracted from ore during the manufacture of Aluminum
and other metals.

The Creator caused Fluorine in the earth’s crust to combine with other elements^ thus con-

trolling its 'Wildness' . Small quantities are released into the soil and the waters of the earth
by erosion. Land and marine plants pick up minute quantities of this fluorine through their roots^

and^ after a miraculous process known as metabolism;, the fluorine is deposited in the leaves and
fruits of the plants. All creatures feeding on grasses^ leaves and fruits ingest this natural
fluorine

.

Living on a normal diet of 'Natural foods’ an adult human being ingests from 476 to ^06
milligrams of Fluorine per day. (Machle^ Scott and Largent_, '42; McClure^ '49; Ham and Smithy ’54)

Nature (God) intended fluorine to GRADUALLY harden the bony structure. When a himian

being eats a NATURAL Diet^ from infancy to maturity^ the balance of the trace element-fluorine-in
the growing body is PERFECT; the hardening of the bony structure of the body proceeds gradually^

and the person reaches normal size with strong bones and teeth. Lack of natural fluorine in the
body^ during the growing period^ results in soft bones which are vulnerable to attack by germs
which cause caries in the teeth, T.B._,- and other diseases of the bones. Too much fluorine, in-

gested too soon, causes the premature hardening and arrested growth femur or thigh-bones (known as

Legg- Perthes disease). The calcium of the bones is extracted by the fluorine.
According to research workers, visible, signs of fluorine poisoning are mottled teeth; mis-

placed and malformed teeth; enlarged and misshapen ^*0^ in ^cess of the trace intended
by nature, also causes malformation of the jaw eyeing the size^of the toothsockets . This

harmful effect can proceed to the stage where the^^^nt^ in the teeth close and shut off the

supply of blood to the nerve in the cusp. Th£Mfe4dMt?MnJ^teeth fuse with the jaw bone 'and ex-

traction becomes difficult without breaking off the dead teeth or chiseling them out. Dead teeth
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cause pyorrhea and gingivitis. (Note:- Dr. H. Trendley Dean^ former dental director of the U.S.

Public Health Service^ published a long series of reports on the poisonous effects of naturally
occurring fluorides on teeth 1933 to 19^9- Dr. Webster^ head of the Royal College of Dental Sur-

geons^ Toronto^ had previously discovered what Dr. Dean made the subject of his reports.)
Because human beings do not mature physically until their early twenties^ Nature (Cod) ar-

ranged we should grow two sets of 'teeth; the first to serve early childhood; the second set to
serve us the rest of our lives. Baby teeth are intended to fall out as the permanent teeth ma-

ture. This will not happen if too much fluorine has been ingested diiring infancy; that is why
manufacturers of toothpastes containing fluorides warn parents that children under six years of
age should not be permitted to use their brands.

Research workers in Departments of Food Chemistry have been doing research on thousands of
childrens teeth for the past fifteen years. According to my information^ the hardening. of the
enamel is only the FIRST effect of fluorine on the childrens teeth. As the poison accumulates^
the aforementioned damage occurs and dentists have to use braces and prolonged expensive treat-
ments to correct the misplaced and- damaged teeth. No person raised from infancy on a natiiral diet

of live foods iwhich have NOT been.denatirred by preservatives or manufacturing processes^, will be

affected by caries. Caries^ misplaced teeth and malformed jaws '^were'^ unknown among aboriginal
peoples until after' they departed from their natural diet^ due to contact with so-called civiliza-
tion. (l have the written assurance of practising dentists that ,even painting teeth with fluor-
ine causes them to become so brittle in five years time that it is impossible to use a drill on
them without shattering the tooth.

'

Scientists reasoned that if upsetting the balance of fluorine could have such drastic ef-
fects on the teeth^ jaws and thigh bones^ then it must surely have harmful effects on other parts
of the body because of its eagerness to combine and form stable compounds.

Recent basic scientific research indicates that flourides exert poisonous action by forming
insoluble compoxonds with the alkali earth elements^ especially calcium (lime) and magnesium that

are essential for. the processes of life. The trace element Magnesium plays a critical role in the

action of the vital enzymes essential to ALL life. Fluorine - even one part in fifteen million
parts of water - was proved by McClure to paralyze enzymes. Dr. E. M. Josephson says that when
enzymes cease to function MYASTHENIA GRAVIS^ diabetes and cancer in infants and children, result.

Another source of Fluorine is found in the use of alxmiinuiri utensils .
‘ Research workers ex-

plained to me that when foods are cooked in or stored in aluminum^, a chemical reaction takes
place which releases traces of fluorine which are absorbed by the food and then ingested by those

' who eat it. Directing their research along these lines^ hospital records proved, that since alu-

mimmi took the place of iron^ steely copper^ tin and earthenware for the preparation^ cooking and
storing of foods ^

and prepared baby foods have been put on the market^ there has been a steady in-

crease in the mmiber of people afflicted with the following diseases;
1. COLITIS (Disturbances in the intestines and alimentary tracts

.

)

2. COELIAC (Disturbances of organs in the area of the diaphragm)

3. LEGG- PERTHES DISEASE (Arrested development and prematxrre hardening of the femur and thigh and
knee joints in 'children approaching teen age. This disease was extremely rare prior to 19^5-
Since 195^ Dr. Alan Carrie of Toronto has treated between 120 and 1^0 cases a year.)
4. POLIO. (Paralysis of the muscles which control the breathing apparatus. Polio kills its vic-
tims in exactly the . same manner as Nerve Gas-Fluorine. Atropine as an antidote is reported ef-

fective in both’ cases.)

5. NEPHROSIS. Diseases of the kidneys^ both chronic and acute^ generally diagnosed as nephritis.
(Nephritis is now credited with killing more children under I 5 years of age than other more pub-
licized diseases^ including all forms of tuberculosis^ polio rheumatic fever and heart disease.)
6. MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (Seems related to polio.)

7 . CANCER in children (Practically unknown 30 years ago.)
8. MYASTHENIA GRAVIS^ Cystic fibrosis and Cerebral palsy ^ all of which attack infants and very
young children^, either before birth or soon after they are born. Approximately 10^000 babies are
born .each year with Cerebral palsy;. .7^000 with Cystic fibrosis^ and 100^000 infants develop
Myasthenia Gravis.

9 . BRONCHITIS and chronic ailments of the breathing apparatus.
Dr; Leo, Spira^ M.D.^ Ph.D._, M.R.C.S.^ London^ Vienna and New York - recognized as one of the

greatest living authorities on Fluorine - is author of the book "The Drama of Fluorine" - states
definitely that he has proved that thousands of people^ whose ailments have been diagnosed under
a great variety of medical terms are^ in actual fact^ suffering from fluorine poisoning^ having
ingested more fluorine than nature intended. He states positively that aluminum utensils do re -

I
lease fluorine into food, stating how he cured thousands of cases of eczema (which had defied
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treatment for years) by simply advising those afflicted to .discontinue using aluiiinum utensils in
their homes. He also names other symptoms of chronic fluorine poisoning.- constipation alternating
with diarrhea; ‘ chronic gastric and duodenal disturbances, gas^, etc,

^
.Boils and ulcers. Brittle fin-

ger a.nd toe nails. ' Bronchitis. (l am informed an reliable authority that those AT THE TOP per-

suaded the U.S.i Government to name Fluorine gas (as stockpiled for war purposes) "HERVE GAS"^ so the
lethal. . diabolical qualities of fluorine would not. become generally . known and spoil their chepices

of having fluoridation of the public water supplies being generally accepted. NERVE GAS will kill
ALL FL-ESH with which it comes' in contact if used as a spray for military purposes. The German mi-
litarists had tons of this gas stockpiled when they surrendered. Why they did not use it to ward
off defeat and unconditional surrender^- has never, been made public.)

Dr. Victor Vaughan^ for . thirty years head of the Medical. College of the University of Michi-
gan^, Ann .'Arbor^ and Dr. A. P. Matthews of the College of Medicine/ University of Cincinnati^ Ohio^
both confirm the harmful effects of fluorine even when' ingested in minute quantities regularly .

They explained to the U.S, Federal Trade Commission,, in detail;, HOW fluorine poiso.n works and HOW
it attacks the blood; tissues,, and bones of the human body: also that the degree of acute symptoms
and sudden -death depends on how much is ingested at one time;, and how cumulative quantities produce
chronic symptoms. (A condensation of their evidence can be obtained by sending for "Devil's Poison.
The Truth about Fluorine" as, published by the National Federation of Christian Laymen. "Pawns In
The -Game" and "The Red Fog Over America" also refer to this.)

.These research workers did not express opinions they stated proven FACTS. Dr. Victor Vau-
g.han says in regard to Fluorine; "

I say most of these poisons are carried by the blood and lymphs
to every part , of the body;, or to various parts of the body;, and they have the opportunity to . be
brought in contact with all features of the body... They have a selective action; they will combine
with certain tissues; others they will not combine with. They may add something foreign; -they' may
take something away;, or they may simply rearrange the structure of the living tissue. Then the body
bries to get rid of these things (Fluorides) and pours them back into the intestines,, and they may~

~

be absorbed and go roun.d agai.n. "
. .

This evidence explains why postmortems (performed on animals and human beings that died from,

chronic fluorine poisoning);, invariably disclose signs of serious deterioration in t.he intestinal
and alimentary tracts . The kidneys also become, diseased trying to eliminate the poison. -This

should explain to the* medical profession WHl Colitis* and Coeliac have become so common in children
under teen-age;, and WHf Nephrosis has become the killer of more children under teen-age than many of

the more widely publicized diseases.
Chitte.nden and Underhill,, internationally known research workers;, also discovered that Fluor-

ine ingested with food and drink destroyed their nutritional value by destroying the vitamins and
enzym.es. McClure^ another recognized authority o.n Fluorine^ reported^ between 1933 and 1936; that
bow-legS; hemophilia, crippling arthritis; pyorrhea; loss of teeth; diabeteS; kidney disease; steri-

lity; blindness due, to cataracts and cancer,, and other diseases, are traceable to fluorides naturally
occurring in water . His researches disclosed that the average adult eating a normal diet ingests
from 476 to 706 'milligrams of Fluorine per day

. ’

'

.

Doctors and Dentists who advocate fluoridation invariably state "Very little is known about
fluorine except that it is not harmful when ingested 1 PPM. in water". When they make this ^state--'

'

m.e.nt t.hey tell ,a half truth; 1 PPM. in water will not have immediate harmful effects; but McClure^
says:

"
0.ne part of fluoride in fifteen million parts of water inhibits; or paralyzes; the action of

enzymes upon which life depends."
,

•

_

.

Taking their cue from McClure's findings; research. workers in the University of _ Toronto; and
elsewhere; found that fluorine ingested with food; destroyed its nutritional values and caused pel-

lagra. which; in plain language; means vitamin., and other dietary deficiencies.. They also confirmed

the findings of Chittenden and Underhill.., Dr. Albert. P. Matthews explained how fluorine did this'

to the U. S. Federal Trade Commission; docket 5^0 records him as saying:- "Fluorine unites with the
various essential constituents of the food substances called FOOD ACG.ESS0RY SUBSTANG.ES OR VITAMINS
and then changes these substances so they no longer exert their usual beneficial action on the body'^

In other wordS; fluoridation would not only provide a'market for the- poisonous by-product of firms
manufacturing alimiinum and other metalS;' it would build .up the business of those who sell vitamin
pills. Dentists ' would lose business filling' cavities 'taused by carieS; but' would reap a much riche.r

harvest; financially; by treating misplaced- and deformed teeth in. children; treating pyorrhea and
gingivitis in people of middle age.; and extracting teeth and supplying dentures for people past -mid-

dle age. The medical profession would have more and' more patients to treat 'from the cradle to the

grave I
.

According to the authorities quoted; it would appear that every human being who drinks fluor-

inated water takes a sufficient quantity to make them invalids suffering from' Ine form of disease 01
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another after passing middle age .^fcreatment could prolong our livefP^ut would not cure us from* the
harmful cumulative effects of the fluorine! Doctors would reap a tremendous harvest keeping us
alive! These FACTS rather knock on the head the claims by dentists and medical men^ who promote
fluoridation^ ’’That

.

they act imselfishly” .

If your doctor does not know the TRUTH about Fluorine;, as stated in the medical encyclopedias
and publications we have referred to^ then 'he is obviously unable to diagnose acute and chronic
fluorosis when he sees it. He is therefore not qualified to act' as your family doctor. We urge the
mothers of America to ask their doctors the following questions; demand satisfactory answers and do

not let them put you off.

ONE. If medical research had not associated fluorine with cancer;, particularly as it is affecting
more and more children^ why have hospitals treating- cancer patients stopped using alxminum utensils
for preparing^ cooking and storing foods? If Fluorine (l PPM.) is hot harmful^ why do these same
institutions use.- PURE water even in fluoridated areas? '

TWO. If what we have published regarding the harmful effects of fluorine is not true why did the
British medical authorities warn the members of the medical profession in the mid 1930’s to stop
recommending "Pablum" for ^ use cby. mothers 1 about to wean their children^ and as a bland diet^for in-

valids- because of its high fluorine 'content?
THREE. Why did the British Government PROHIBIT fluorides in any form (including alum) to be used
as preservatives in foods and beverages manufactured for human consumption? Is it not true that to

comply with this .law the British Medical Association (or members of it) made up a special weaning
food of their. own which eliminated animal bone meal with a high fluorine content contained in the
original formulas?
FOUR. - If the fluorine content of Pablum (manufactured according to the original formula until 195^)
had not been proved harmful to infants^ children and teen-agerS;, then WHY was the formula changed .

and Tri Basic Calciimi Phosphate , substituted for the animal bone meal? That this was done is vouch-
ed for in a letter to your editor^ written by Mr, Menzies^ President of the firm manufacturing
" Pablxmi" y May

. 19 5^ •
.

FIVE. Ask your doctor if he -considers it advisable to give infants "Pablum”
^
even with its present

formula^ as Mr. Menzies letter states that the new product still contains 1.5 to 2.2 PPM. of Fluor-
ine .

SIX. Is it not true that the Pure Food Lawsc..ofotheuU.;S;A. -.andCCanada permit foods manufactured and
processed for human consumption to contain only .2 PPM. If so^ ^WHY is "Pablum" permitted to be
sold?
SEVEN. Why have the governments of the U.S.A. and Canada prohibited the use of bones of animals
over TWO YEARS OF AGE for the manufacture of bone meal; intended for human consumption; if the fluor
ine introduced into baby foods and invalid foods

;
has not been proved to be harmful to health due

to . its ciomulative poisonous effects?
EIGHT. ^ Is it not true that ColitiS; Coeliac/ NephrosiS; etc.; are only general terms to cover di-
seases- of the intestinal and alimentary tracts; the area of the diaphragm; and the kidneys ; which
could be acute and chronic forms of fluorine poisoning; particularly if the victims; while infants
were fed baby foods high in fluorine?

NINE. How can we find out; definitely, the fluorine content of the manufactured foods we feed our
children?
TEN, Last but NOT least -- If your family doctor knows what we write is the TRUTH; and admits it;

then ask him WHY in heaven's name he is not opposing those who advocate putting this 'devil's poi-
son ' into our drinking water? If he replies he does not "Know much about fluorine and fluorine
poisoning"; change your family doctor for one who does!

. We wish it to be clearly understood we only mention "Pablum" by name because we used this in-

ternationally advertised product in our researches. ANY; and ALL; baby and invalid foods are harm-
ful if they have a higher fluorine content than, that allowed by laW; i.e, .2 PPM.

FORTIFIED BREAD.

Make sure the .Fortified bread you feed YOUR children is not loaded with fluorine also! En-
quire of the firm which bakes the bread you eat if animal bone meal is, used in their formula. Our
information is that .because baby specialists introduced bone meal into their formulas; many bakers
did the same thing; feeling they were doing the right thing and improving their products.

. Fluorine Wastes - A Disposal Problem!

Long before the Roman Empire was firmly established; . smelting industries were plagued with
this problem. Quite recently the’ U.S. Steel Corporation ^ settled some 90C claims; at a cost of
$kyk^0y23k

,

y

to pay for cattle which research chemists PROVED had died from fluorine poison; con-
tained in the wastes from the U.S.S. plants located near ProvO; Utah, It had contaminated the
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fodder and water where the cattle had ranged. The company's cheirffsts never suspected that the

quantity of fluorine contained in the smoke and other waste material would prove lethal to cattle
grazing many miles away^, but it did - U.^ SV Steel had to pay for the mistake their chemists had
made. Before the cattle died they developed symptoms characteristic of the diseases previously
named^ which have killed more and more .people every year during the past thirty years. • THAT is the
really interesting feature of this easel

If what we claim- is not true why have Foundations been organized^ and permitted to appeal to

the public for funds to finance research work to find cures for the' diseases named? Many research
workers feel^ as I do^ and with whom I have discussed the matter^ that it would be a lot cheaper
and much better for humanity^ if the cause - Fluorine - was removed^ rather than continue expensive
research to find cures for the diseases it causes or aggravates.

The news behind the news about the ’Red Tide I - February issue of N.B.N. - (which has killed
millions of fish in the coastal waters off the West Coast of Florida)^ is that research chemists
are seriously considering the fact that fluorine wastes from industries established in the area
find their way into the waters chiefly affected^ could be a contributary cause if not the actual
cause of the wholesale slaughter of marine life. Investigating this angle_, I read the analytical
report on a ’Sheepshead' (a fish caught in Florida's coastal waters and highly regarded for its eat-

ing qualities). The report showed the fish had a fluorine content of 59-2 PPM. Despite this evi-
dence^, Fluoridationists are fighting hard to fluoridate St. Petersburg's drinking water again! The
practice was stopped last July! (Since writing the foregoing^ the move has been defeated and St.

Petersburg has natural ^ water to drink.)
In thiS' long article we^ have confined our remarks to telling how Fluorine has been proved to

injure the whole structure of the HUMAH body. While I was investigating what the fluorine content
actually was^ I found evidence which proved that EXPERTS in the field of animal nutrition had made
ghastly mistakes also. Because Baby Specialists^ and bread bakers had included animal bone meal' in
formulas for Baby foods^ invalid foods.^ and fortified breads^, those who manufactured and sold cer-
tain brands of prepared animal foods followed suitv What was claimed to be good for babies and
invalids MUST be good for Chinchillas. The story of how. Fluorine killed Mr. W. R. Cox's Chinchil-
laS; until medical research PROVED the cause was fluorine^ contained in their special diet^. can be
read in the book he published - "Hello Test Animals .. .Chinchillas . And You and your grand child-

ren"". See listing on back pages.

Your Druggist Can confirm the TRUTH!

If any reader still doubts the TRUTH of what I write about Fluorine^ just take a walk to the
nearest drug store and ask the dispensing chemist to let you look at his copy of "The Dispensatory
of the United States of America" 2kth edition. Turn to page 1A56 and you will read:- "Fluorides
are violent poisons to ALL LIVING TISSUE because of their precipitation of calcium. They cause
fall of blood pressure; respiratory failure and general paralysis. Continuous ingestion of non-
fatal doses (according to Sollman Pharmacol. I92IA7; 197jj ) cause general cachexia^ and permanent
inhibition of growth_, analogous changes in the teeth; bones become hard and fragile." When hum.an

beings grow really old^ they have ingested so much fluorine^ even with an ordinary diet^ that their
bones become' brittle and fragile. Due to this condition elderly people, break their thigh bones so

easily. It is because fluorine extracts the calcium from the boneS;, that those in elderly people
seldom knit after they are broken.

The United States Year Book 1939 "FOOD and LIFE"9 pages 212-213 state: "It is especially im-

portant that fluorine be avoided from birth to the age of twelve years". Why would such a speci-
fic warning be given if it was not for the reasons explained in this article?

ooooOOOOOOOOoooo

REV. KENNETH GOFF'S TESTIMONY

The Rev. K. Goff^ on the 26th March^ 1957^ the State of Colorado County of Arapahoe_, be-

fore Notary Public Joe R. Atancio^ signed this affidavit;
"To whom it may concern:
"I^ Oliver Kenneth Goff^ was a member of the Communist Party and the Young Communist League^

from May 2;, 193^^ to October 9 ^ 193,9* During this period of time^ I operated under the alias of
John Keats and the mmber l8-B2. My testimony before the Government is incorporated in Volume 9

of the Un-American Activities Report for the year 1939*
"While a member of the Communist Party I attended Communist underground training schools out-

side the city of New York; in the Bues Hall; .and II3 East Wells Street; Milwaukee; Wisconsin. - The
East Wells Street School operated uinder the name of the Eugene Debs School; here; under the tutor-

ing of Eugene DenniS; M. SparkS; Morris , Childs; Jack King and otherS;'We were schooled in the art
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revolutionary .overthrow of the ^^tablished Government.
'

were trained on how to dismantle and assemble mimeograph machines^ to use for propaganda
purposes during the revolution; how to work on guide wirjes and fuel lines of airplanes so that they
/ould either burst into flames or crash to the ground be|cause of lack of control; how to work on
:ies 'and rails .to wreck trains; and also the art of poisbning water supplies.

"WE DISCUSSED ’QUIIE THOROUGHLY THE ELUORIDATIOH OP WATER SUPPLIES AHD HOW WE WERE USIHG IT M
RUSSIA AS A TRANQUILIZER IN THE PRISON CAMPS.

.

(Emphasis added-Ed.) The leaders of our school felt
that if it could be induced (introduced) into the American water supply^ it would bring about a
spirit of .lethargy in the nation; where it would keep the general public docile during a steady en-

croachment .of., Communism. We also discussed the fact- that keeping a store of deadly fluoride- near
bhe water reservoir, would be advantageous during the time of the-- revolution^ as it would '•‘give us an
cpportunity . to dump this poison into the water supply and either kill off the populace 'or ^ threaten
bhem with liquidation^ so they would surrender to obtain fresh water.

"We discussed, in these schools the complete art of revolution^ the seizure of the main utilities
such' as lights' power ^ gas^ and water; but it was felt by the leadership that if a programme of fluo-
ridation of -the water could be carried out in the nation^ it wodld go a long way toward the advance-
nent of the revolution." ******** ...

THE ILLUMINATI AND PUBLIC OPINION
The Illuminati realize that the FORCE of united Public Opinion^ if properly informed^, can defeat

theirtplan .even if their conspiracy has entered the final sbage . Therefore^ they plot to prevent
those they intend to subjugate from being united in the common Cause of establishing God's plan for
the Rule of the Universe upon this earth. Dealing with this important problem^ the Illuminati's
lecturer told the Agentur; "For a time we might be successfully dealt with by a coalition of the
Goyim of all the world; but from this danger we are secured by the discord existing among them...
We. have set one against another^ the personal and national reckonings of the Goyim; religious and
race ' hatreds^ which we fostered into a huge growth in the course of the past twenty centuries .. .We

are too strong .. .there is no evading oirr. power. The nations cannot come to an even inconsiderable
private agreement without our secretly having a hand in it." So afraid are the Illuminati of the
FORCE of united publmc ' opinion that the lectiarer went on to explain;- "The principal object of our
directorate consists in this - to debilitate the public mind by criticism; to lead it away from
serious reflections ' calculated to arouse resistance; to distract the forces of the mind towards a

sham fight of ernpty eloquence." ' (Listen to some politicians!
/
Is this not excatly what they - have

succeeded, in doing?) The lecturer , continues : "In order that the 'masses' themselves may not guess
what they

.

(the Illuminati )’ are about^ we further distract them with amusements^ games ^
pastimes^

passions^ people's palaces....’ Soon we' shall begin^ through the press

^

to propose competitions in

art; in sports of all kinds. These interests will finally distract their minds from questions in

which we should have to oppose them. Growing more and more disaccustomed to reflect and form opin-

ions of their own^ people will begin to talk in the same tone as we^ because we alone shall^;be . of-

fering them new directions of thought... of coiirse .through such persons as ;will not be suspected of
solidarity with us."

N.B.N. does not have to name the people in Britain^ France^ the ''United States -and Canada who ;

have served the purpose of the Illuminati from ITT^ to date - those who ; kerve them have been built
up to positions of prominence and power as a reward for their services! Our parliaments havebeto-
turned into “talkeries" . The minds of -the 'masses' have been subjugated until the majority think of

little else than Horse RaceS;, Numbers^ Dog Races^ Professional Sports^ etc. etc. Have not the press

promoted competitions in the arts until all those who try to uphold the ideals of Christianity and

morals are ridiculed and pushed into the background^ while those :who promote Luciferianism are made
into Stars and public idols? Do not the newspapers^ radio stations;, ;and T.V. programmes do the
thinking for the vast majority of people. Control of the publishing houses has made it almost im-

possible to make known the existence of the Luciferian conspiracy!
We* have exchanged our God-giyen rights of FREEDOM for LIBERALISM. We have swallowed the bait of

Social Security and surrendered our PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE. We accepted the United Nations Organi-
zation and surrendered our National Sovereignty. We became slaves of the Illuminati. Don't blame
GOD; let us remember^ WE and WE ALONE are to blame! He warned us personally^ and through His pro-
phets;, down through the Ages of Time

^ but we have succumbed to the wiles and deceits of Satan - dir-

ector of the Luciferian conspiracy against God and the Human Race on this earth. We are now ac-

cepting the idea of a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT; little realizing that "THE NEW ORDER" will be' a Luci-
ferian Totalitarian -Dictatorship enforced by Satanic despotism. Do we ever stop to, ask ourselves
how the- Godless tribe who now control the U.N.O. would wish to establish a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT op-

erated in accordance with GOD'S plan for the rule of the universe? Are we both blind and deaf? It

is time to take action! The hour is late!



THE NATIONAL FEDERATION CHRISTIAN LAYMEN
RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING BOOKS

'^

PAWNS IN THE GAME^ ^ by William Guy Carr R.D. Comdr * R.C.N.(R) Ret^d $ I .50
'Thejibistoryand ramifications of the International Conspiracy. 6 copies $ 7.50

^'THE RED FOG OVER AMERICA" by William Guy Carr R.D $1-50
Tells how the conspiracy was introduced and developed in America 6 copies $ 7*50
NEW EDITION paper back - $2.00 Hard back - $3-00

^^THE PROTOCOLS^^ by Victor Marsden $ 1.00
Exposes details of plot by which Illuminati plan to obtain world power.

^^BRAINWASHING" or "PSYCHOPOLITICS*' by Rev. Kenneth Goff $ 1.00
Explains how the Illuminati intend to obtain control of the minds of men.

”THE FEDERAL RESERVE CONSPIRACY ^'' by Eustace Mullins $ 1.00
Explains the role international bankers play in the conspiracy.

"ROCKEFELLER INTERNATIONALIST“ by E'. M. Josephson, M.D $ 4.00
Explains the part 'Charitable' Foundations play in thought control.

“YOUR LIFE IS THEIR TOY" by E. M. Josephson, M.D $ 3*50
Tells how Illuminati control Medical & Mental Health Organizations.

“ROOSEVELT'S COMMUNIST MANIFESTO" by E. M. Josephson, M.D $ 3 .00

Proves that F.D.R. 's ancestors, served the Illuminati as he did.
J

"THE DRi^ OF FLUORINE" by Leo Spira, M.D., Ph.D.' (Med.) $ 2.00
An international authority tells the effects of fluorine poisoning.

"SECRET SOCIETIES & SUBVERSIVE MOVEMENTS" by Nesta Webster $ 1^.00

A historian explains the part they play in the international conspiracy.

"FR.OM ADMIRAL TO CABIN -BOY", by Admiral Sir Barry Domvile, K.B.E., C.B., C.M.G. ... $ 3 . 00
Tells what happens to patriots who try to prevent' wars & revolutions,.

"THE NAMELESS WAR" by Capt. A. H. Ramsay, M.P $1.50
Tells the TRUE story of Tyler Kent 8c exposes political intrigue.

"HIDDEN GOVERNMENT" by Col. J. Creagh Scott, D.S.O., O.B.E. . . . . $ I .50
Throws more light on "The Secret Powers" operating behind the scenes.

"THE IRON CURTAIN OVER AMERICA " by John Beaty. $ 4.00
Tells how the conspiracy has been conducted in 'America.

"THE PALESTINE PLOT" by B. Jensen ' $ 1.00
The chronological account of the development of Political Zionism.

The above named books are MUST reading for those who wish to help defeat the Luciferian
conspiracy which prevents God's plan for the rule of Creation being put into effect. Truth-
fully informed PUBLIC OPINION directed properly into constitutional channels is the ONLY force
which can defeat the plans of the conspirators. You owe it as a duty to your country, your
families, and yourselves to become fully informed regarding this all important matter, •
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"THE DEVIL'S POISON" This has helped defeat Fluoridation in many places

"THE ILLUMINATI & THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" A reprint from "American Press"

"THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" & "WHAT THE N.F.C.L. STAND FOR"
"THE MENACE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT" By A.K. Chesterton
"THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" Tells how Scriptures expose the conspiracy
"LOOK UP ISRAEL" a message of hope. Explains WHY Devil's days are numbered
"THE DRAGON WAS WRATH WITH THE WOMAN" Further Scriptural q_uotations

"PERSONAL INCOME & CORPORATION ' TAXES UNCONSTITUTIONAL" 40^ discount allowed on quantity
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PERIODICALS
"News BEHIND THE NEWS" Monthly news-letter of N.F.C.L. Editor Wm. Guy Carr
Tells of the causes which produce t^ie Effects reported in the Press $ 2.00

"CANADIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICE" .Ron Gostickj]- Editor
An informative independent news-letter well worth reading 12 issues

^*D0N BELL REPORTS" by Don Bell 52 issues

-"CLOSER UP" Time for Truth Press
Fearless and accurate reports on subversion in America. Both papers yearly.

$ 2.00

$10.00

$15-00
$25.00

ANY AND ALL THE LITERATURE LISTED ON THIS AND THE PRECEDING PAGE MAY BE OBTAINED THROUGH:

Publications Committee^
National Federation Christian Laymen^
c/o 77 Otter Crescent^
Toronto 12;, Ontario.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

CANADIANS Please send^mohey order or order,C.O.D. If checks used please allow for bank
charges. Registration costs 200 %xtra.

AMERICAN CITIZENS Please send money order. 0.0. D. orders not permitted by Postal authorities.
If checks are used please allow enough for bank charges and existing rate of
exchange. 200 extra ensures registration.

" S P E C A L NOTICE

"RED FOG ,OVER AMERICA" NEW EDITION. NOW AVAILABLE .

f

00000000

The new edition of "RED FOG" will have an index. It has been enlarged so the details of
the continuing Luciferian Conspiracy have been brought up to date. i.e. October 15th;, 1957- The
story of the Secret Meeting on St. Simon's Island February l4th to 17th^ 1957 - The details of E.

H. Norman's subversive activities 1939 "to 1957;» sind the suspicious circumstances surrounding the
death of Senator J. McCarthy have also been included.

Cloth bound copies - $ 3-00
Paper backed copies - - - - $ 2.00

NEWS_BEHIND THE NEWS_ _ _VERY IMPORTMT N0TICE_T0 SUBSCRKERS

Extra copies of N.B.N'. may be had for $3*00 for 50;, and $5-00 for 100 copies^ WHILE THEY

LAST. If orders justify our doing so an extra edition will be run at the end of the month. The
circulation of the May and June issues went over 35^000 copies.
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The Hon. James T, Robertson, Attomey-at-Law, Louisville, Ky., has offered to devote

half his time for a fee of ONE DOLLAR a-^.eaiL,to orgariizing Christian CivicJLeagiies in

America providing enough people prove they are interested. The idea of the Christian

Civic Leagues is to UNITE good Americans {regardless of Color, Race or Creed) politically

so they can use their collective power to elect men and women to the various levels of gov-

ernment who have proved themselves loyal Americans, and God-fearing citizens.

This isn*t a NEW, or untested, idea. Mr, Robertson (Jim-Tom as he is known to his

friends) organized Christian Civic Leaguemcre than ten
-

years ago. He helped clean up;^

a dirty p<ditical mess in and around Kentucky. He wants to organize on a National scale

but he heeds help. No one man can, cari^ such a tmific load.

Mr. Robertson feels, as does Commander Carr, that 90% of our citizens wish to be good,

honest, law abiding citizens, but in order to take control of politics, finance and economics put

of the hands of. the Illuminati, who usurped the powers of the people, we must first educate the

electbrateV and^those Aey nominate: for' office; regarding the Illuminati, and how they finance;

and use, All subversive orgariizations and hate groups to further their own secret plaris to usurp

the powers of the first World Government to be established. Trouble, Racial differences, dissat-

isfaction over legislative action, gangsterism, illegal traffic and. trade, Political Zionism and anti-

semitism. Communism arid anti-Commuiiisiri are all being used by the ILLUMINATI to bring

about Military Dictatorshijps in what we are proud to terin “The remaining Free Nations of the

World”. ^ : :

just contemplate this TRUTH. All representative forms of gpverrimerits must be de-

stroyed before Aiey can be subjugated to the authority of an International government be it

Fascist, Communist, World Federalist, Bilderburger, or under the auspices of the United Nations,

N.B.N. urges all those interested in the preservation of constitutional government based on

nationalistic concepts, to write Mr. Robertson. His address is 1926 Kentucky Home Life Build.,

Louisville, KY., U.S.A.

He will serid you details of his plan and tell you how it succeeded locally a few years

CvetmiA On *UtA AWt C’Chit
//

The so-called Free and Independent Press has
filled its pages with so many speculative rumours
and contradictory reports concerning the events in

the Near and Middle East that the average citizen

doesn't know what to think; N.B.N. gives a
,
brief

review of the PACTS.

The military blue-print for wars and revolutions
drawn up ^ Albert Pike, 1869-1871 *was i designed
to further Weishaupt's plan to give the Illuminati
undisput^ domination of the world ' during this

NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS

present century. Pike's plan requires those who
direct the Luciferian conspiracy to use the dif-
ferences between Political Zionists and the Moslems
to enable them to foment World War Three. Since
1871 his prog^mme has destroyed the Russian and
German Empires, and reduced Britain, Francei Hol-
land, Italy, etc., to THIRD CLASS world powers.

Communism has been built up until it equals in
strength the rest of the so-called Free Nations.
Its destructive force is now being CONTAINED,
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exactly ag Pike said was to be done, until it is

nade to destroy itself in the all-out revolutionai^
var planned to destroy Christianity also. This
greatest of all social cataclysms is intended to be
he final phase of The Luciferian conspiracy.

( When analyzing the purpose of the intrigue

iresently going on in the Near and Middle East*
t is important to remember that those who direct

he Luciferian conspiracy AT THE TOP intend to

estroy ALL existing Governments and religions,

’heir over-all plan therefore requires that the

loslem world, and the Mohammedan religion, be
estroyed before they (the Illuminati) provoke the

INAL social cataclysm between the masses con-
olled by Atheistic Communism and those who
•ofess, Christianity.

,

Before World War Three could be used to de-
:roy the Moslem world it was essential that the

any Arab States be united, and then turned into

formidable force, and provoked until they became
threat to western investors and those wno creat-

I the State of Israel.

Those who direct the conspiracy helped Nasser
^erthrow the Egyptian Government. His task was
t organize the r eOeration of Arab Rejpublics. But
asser wasn't popular with the majority of the
rab Rulers- he was head of the Grand Orient
odges which have been the secret headquarters .

;r illuminists who directed the international con-
piracy since 1776. He is not a TRUE Moslem as
*r as religion is concerned.

In order to make Nasser's plan, for the Federa-
on of Arab States, acceptable to the majority
t Arab Rulers, those directing >the conspiracy,

T THE TOP, arranged matters so that the West-
n Powers first proffered friendship to Nasser,

is treason and treachery to his King were re-

)gnized as justified. He was next promised un-
aiimited financial aid to develop the Aswan Dam
id irrigation projects so necessary to improve
gypt's economy. But shortly after the conspira-

>rs used Mr. John Foster Duiles to dash the hopes
t the Egyptian people to the ground. Knowingly,
f unknowingly, John Foster Dulles furthered the
luminati's purpose by insulting Nasser in a boor-

:h and uncalled-for manner. The promised finan-

lal aid was then withdrawn. Other events took

lace which diminished what friendly relations still

xisted between the Moslem and Western worlds,

he manner in which Nasser was treated created
^elings of sympathy for him. This

,
caused other

.rab leaders to become interested in his ideas for

Federation of Arab States. Those who direct

le Luciferian conspiracy AT THE TOP, issued

rders that Arab Rulers who refused to fail into

ne were to be assassinated, and their “Kingdoms"
irned into Republics. What happened m Iraq illus-

rates what we mean.
'

We explained this plot in the December issue

956. What has happened since is EXACTLY as
redicted. The original suggestion of a Federation
f Arab States is now being developed into a
’ederation of Arab Republics. Treason and murder
re being used to remove rulers who wish to re-

lain friendly to Britain, France and Italy. Political

ecognition is being given those who directed the
reasonable conspiracies and political murders. On

^age 2

August 6th the Press informed us: “The New
Iraqi Republic will be seated at the U.N. Security
Council".

When Britain and France moved into Suez to
prevent Nasser from accomplishing his purpose,
those Illuminists, who control the U.N. made them
withdraw, because those who plan World War Three
must unite the Moslem world before they can
destroy it as a world power in politics and religion.
There is no other logical explanation.

N.B.N. has tried to warn the Arab representa-
tives attending the U.N. regarding what is going
on. It would appear however that those who are
appointed to the U.N. organization in any capacity,
are dyed-in-the-wool Internationalists; call them
Communists, World Federalists, Bilderburgers, Il-

luminists or what have you. They do not give
loyalty to the Rulers, and the nations, to which
they have sworn allegiance.

If the present intrigue is permitted to develop
into World War Three, it will be followed by a
conflict which will involve everybody under Com-
munist domination against everybody not under
Communist domination. By this we mean that the
final social cataclysm between Communists and
Non-Communists will be on a National as well as
an International scale. That is the only reason why
Communism is being tolerated, and CONTAINED,
in the remaining so-called Free, and Christian
Nations.

The masses, (Goyim), will be made to slaughter
each other

,

by the tens of millions, and made to
commit the worst possible atrocities upon men,
women and children, until both sides are utterly
exhausted. Then, and not until then, will the
Agentur of the Illuminati move under the excuse
that they do so to restore Law and Order. They
will move in the name of the Proletariat, but they
will impose a military dictatorship. They will or-
ganize a One World Government under the excuse
that it will prevent further wars. But the Illumin-
ati will usurp the powers of that government.
At this point the Illuminati will crown “A MAN
OF THE BLOOD OF ZION head of the first World
Government. As predicted in the Protocols of the
Luciferian Conspiracy, this man will be a puppet
ruler. Then those who directed the conspiracy,
AT THE TOP, will usurp the powers of the gov-
ernment and crown THEIR LEADER King-despot
of the entire World. According to Pike's plan the
TRUE LIGHT OF THE PURE DOCTRINE OF
LUCIFER will then be made known to the masses
FOR THE FIRST TIME, The above plot was ex-
plained by Pike to Mazzini in the letter he wrote
to him August 16, 1871. This document is cata-
logued in the Library of the British Museum,
London.

It is at this point that Satanic despotism, (as
expounded in the Freudian science known as Psy-
chopolitics, or Brainwashing), will be used to en-
force the Luciferian ideologry upon what remains
of the Human Race. 'Then “The Synagogue of
Satan", who control the Illuminati AT THE TOP,
intend to enslave the Goyim, (Human Cattle)
physically, mentally and spiritually.

NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS



Those who constitute the Synagogue of Satan,

and their Agentur will survive the Social Cata-
clysm in sanctuaries already established. The only
reason World War Three did not break out Christ-

mas, 1957, is because those who direct the con-

spiracy found out as the result of atomic bomb
explosions in October, 1957, that the sanctuaries

they had established in Southern Florida, the West
Indies and Islands of the Caribbean Sea were NOT
safe from the danger of atomic fall-out and drift-

ing nerve Gas, as their Scientists had stated m
1955. Now, those, who direct the conspiracy AT
THE TOP, seek time to develop a “CLEAN
BOMB”. The only people a CLEAN ATOMIC
BOMB can benefit are those intending to use the

sanctuaries to escape the wholesale destruction in

which it is intended the rest of the human race

are to be involved.

We must pull the wool from over our eyes
before it is too late. ONLY by informing the

public regarding these TRUTHS can they be per-

suaded to offer “passive resistance” to those who
are determined to involve us in further wars and
revolutions. We, God's children, are to be made
to weaken ourselves to the point when subjuga-
tion will offer only a minor problem to those
who intend to impose Satanic Despotism. The sug-
gested United Nations Police Force, will be turned
into an instrument to enforce the WILL of the
King-Despot.

Remember! Adam Weishaupt, when head of the
ILLUMINATI, worked out every detail of this
conspiracy between 1770 and 1776. This fact was
vouched for by the Bavarian Government in 1786.
This TRUTH was confirmed by Prof. John Robison
in 1789 in his book entitled, “Conspiracy to Destroy
ALL Governments and Rel^ions”. General Albert
Pike drew up the Military Blue-print to put Weis-
haupt's plans into effect between 1869 and 1871,
What is going on is premeditated murder on an
International scale.

*JUe OlUimmcii *7Ua A. A. A. Q. P. ?
N.B.N. has previously explained how Agentur-

of the Illuminati use Anti-Semitism, and integra-

tion to stir up hatred and cause bloody strife

between various, classes of American and Canadian
Society. We told how hatred between opposing
groups was being developed into Civil war or revo-

lution. Since then the editors have received infor-

mation, from very reliable sources that truckloads

of arms and ammunition are being delivered to

the leaders of BOTH SIDES involved in these

disputes.

Comdr. Carr explained how we are ALL being
used as “Pawns in the Game|’. He has warned us

that if differences are permitted to develop into

armed strife, the Illuminati will use this aa an
excuse to advise the Heads of our governments to

declare a state of emergency, and impose a Military

Dictatorship upon the citizens.

What is now allegedly going on in Canada, and
the U.S.A., follows the same pattern which preceded
the outbreak of every revolution since 1789. The
Illuminati have had the money, the necessary polit-

ical influence and the power to arm BOTH sides

in every national issue. Their Agentur commit
the murders, provide the incidents, or pass unjust
laws, which make us whom they divide, fight and
kill each other. Where would the Goyim (Human
Cattle) gf^t the arms and ammunition, if not from
the Illuminati’s agents? Even if they had the
money, how could plain, ordinary, people obtain

the arms without interference from the Police, the

F.B.I., the R.C.M.P., etc.?

N.B.N, has said that the leaders of the Anti-

Semitic and Anti-Integrationists south of the

Mason-Dixon Line have allegedly been supplied

with arms. Now we have been told that arms are

allegedly being supplied to LEADERS of the
NAACP and political Zionists in Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land, Chicago and Detroit! We are informed that
THREE such shipments were confiscated recently
by police, or other Government Agencies. If this
report is true why haven’t the so-called Free and
Independent Press reported news of such national
importance ?

EXACTLY the same sort of thing went on in
Egypt, Iraq, and other countries whose constitu-
tional governments have recently been overthrowr
by FORCE. It would appear that the policy of the
U.N. is to justify violent overthrow of govern-
ments. Its “Observers” can't find evidence of gun-
running. But they support the rebels provided the
coup is successful.

N.B.N. suggests that readers request that their
elected representatives look into this matter and
demand that the proper Government Officials give
them full details of this underground activity
Prevention is better than cure, particularly whei
prevention will save, thousands of lives from beinj
needlessly slaughtered. The trouble is that thost
who foment wars and revolutions consider al)

Goyim (Human Cattle they plot to subjugate), ex-
pendable. Lenin claimed that it matters not at at
if three quarters of the world’s population is madf
to slaughter each other providing the Illuminat
have ABSOLUTE control over the 25% who survive

Wake up before it is too late! An informed
public, not revolutionary or counter-revolutionary
action, is the only solution to our many and varied
problems. N.B.N.’s policy is to try to prevent
trouble, not CAUSE it.

BatoM, omA Cue
Some ministers of religion don’t seem to realize

that the Human Race is once again being pitch-

forked into another Global War. To some it seems
more important to argue whether or not Satan
possessed Eve physically. Letters received chal-

lenge the statement made in April issue of N.B.N.

regarding this matter. Once again may we poini
out that what we published, is not Cmdr. Carr’i
personal opinion. He quoted the Luciferian doctrint
as exposed by Cardinal Rodriguez, and severa
other authorities, on Grand Orient Masonry, an<
Pike’s New Palladian Rite.
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Cardinal Rodriguez stated in 1926 that Belen
de Sarrago of Iquique, who headed the Illuminati,

in Chile, stated that Satan came on earth to teach
Eve the secrets of procreation, in order that hunian
beings could be equal in power to God. According
to the Cardinal, Belen de Sarrago claimed that

Satan possessed Eve physically, and that this

union eaused her to conceive Cain. Belen de Sar-

rago was a member of the Grand Orient Lodge
of Chile. He also claimed that Satan introduced
Eve to the pleasures of sexual behaviour, a know-
ledge which she shared afterwards with Adam,
and passed on to their descendents. Many NON-
CATHOLIC Theologians also claim this is what con-

istituted Original SIN. Thus ALL Human Beings
became “children of the flesh”, with one or two
notable exceptions, Jesus and Mary.

According to authorities on Grand Orient Mason-
ry such as Benoit, Preuss, Serra Causa and Espasa,
Hiram is presented to those being initiated into

the lower degrees as being the founder of Free-
masonry, but those admitted to the Full secret

are told that Cain, the son of Satan, and Eve,
originated masonry as exemplified in the Lodges
of the Grand Orient and Councils of the New and
Reformed Rite. Copin-Albancelli also confirms that

the Illuminati teach that Cain is the son of Satan
and Eve. Satan is sometimes referred to as “Eblis”.

One ordained minister of the Christian faith

has this to say in defence of what N.B.N. published.

EVE^S PROVEN SEX SIN”

“Where did the seed of the Serpent come from?”
He answers his own question in these words: “Paul
said, in 2 Cor., that Eve had been unchaste with
the Serpent. Right here is the origin pf the
SEED of the Serpent.” (Editor’s Comment: The
word Serpent can mean Lucifer, the Devil, and/or
Satan. Lucifer is generally known as “Prince of
the Dawn”. To-day his earthly followers hail Luci-

fer as ‘God of the New Order’. Satan is known
as ‘The Holder of the Light' . . , Whose light, If

not Lucifer’s ? Satan is worshipped by the Illum-

inati as “Prince of this World”. His supernatural
relationship to Lucifer, according to the Luciferian

doctrine, is similar to that of Christ to God. Often
Christ is referred to as Adonay, (or Adoni) in

the v;ritings of top level members of the Order
and Sect of the Illuminati. According to Pike,

Lucifer and Adonay are equal as Gods, each ruling

His own section of the Universe. According to

Revelations; the" day will come when a final and
definite division will be made, and will last for

ALL eternity. The “Sheep’, the Elect of God, will

be separated from the “Goats”. The “Goats’” are
those who have been deceived into accepting the
Luciferian ideology. The “Goats” think that totali-

tarianism is the “Perfect” plan for the control
ALL Lesser Beings. Their Hell will result when

they realize their mistake, and find out that
under the Luciferian rule all is confusion and dis-

order. In Hell alLwill be equal, but only in misery
find despair. Resentment, hatred, jealousy, envy,
and mutual detestation and distrust, coupled with
a clear understanding that they have lost the
Love of God for all eternity will make their Hell
Misery and despair will be the fuel of the fires

of Hell “which burn but do not consume”.) We
will now return to what the Protestant Minister

has to say. He next calls attention to the fact
that:

“In Gen. 3; 16 God Said: “I will put enmity
between thee and the woman, and between thy
seed and her seed.” In saying this God stated that
the Serpent, Lucifer, the Devil, or call him what
you want, had a seed just as physical as Eve’s
seed.

This Minister goes on to say; “According to
Gen. 3:16 God said to Eve: “and thy desire shalt
be to thy husband”, which indicated plainly that
her desire had previously been to another.

He next calls attention to the fact that when
Paul urged the Corinthians to be “as a CHASTE
virgin to Christ”, he said in the very next verse:
“But I fear, lest by any means, as the Serpent
beguiled Eve through His subtlety, so your mind
should be corrupted from the simplicity that is

in Christ”. This Minister adds: “Paul here affirmed
that EVE did not present herself a CHASTE
virgin to Adam.” He adds: “Remember that there
is only one way for a virgin to lose her chastity”.

He next states that Cain was the son of Satan,
and Abel the son of Adam, and that Cain killed
Abel, and Cain’s seed, serving the Luciferian
Cause, have been the killers of those who tried
to establish the Rule of God on this earth ever
since. He points out that Christ said those who
comprised “The Synagogue of Satan” are sons
of the Devil, murderers from the beginning, whose
lusts they will do, etc. What is lust, if it is not
the practice of perverted and unnatural sexual Re-
lationship? This preacher ends by saying, “Luci-
fer begat a SEED, as God said He would”. He
claims that John confirms this fact when he says
“Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one”.

As far as N.B.N. is concerned, all w^e need
concern ourselves with is the FACT, the TRUTH,
that we are victims of the continuing Luciferian
conspiracy. It started in that part of the Uni-
verse we call Heaven, It was transferred to this
earth in the Garden of Eden. It has been directed
by supernatural Beings who defected from God at
the time of the Heavenly revolution. If Christ
was conceived of the Holy Ghost and born of Mary,
(a Virgin), so that He could come on earth in
human form to oxpose the Luciferian conspiracy,
then why is it not reasonable to suppose that Luci-
fer placed Satan on earth to seduce EVE so as
to establish the Luciferian conspiracy on this
EARTH ?

A Minister in England asks, “How can the
‘Synagogue of Satan’ be descendants of the Seed
of Cain?” He claims that ALL the Human Race
except Noah and those he took into the Ark, were
destroyed at the time of the FLOOD. V/e ask
in return: Is it not possible that the FLOOD did
not cover the whole earth, but only a part of it?
There have been other floods. Atlantis disappeared
into the sea. To the people of Atlantis it must
have appeared like the end of the world. When
the earth tipped on its axis centuries ago, those
caught in the avalanches of ice must have thought
the whole earth was affected. What happened,
happened with such suddenness, that undigested
tropical food has been found in the preserved
bodies of pre-historic animals which died at that
time.
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Even if all the human race was destroyed by
the Great Flood, it is quite evident that, because
the struggle in which we are involved is not

against flesh and blood, but against the Spiritual

forces of wickedness on high, the Seed of Lucifer
or Satan was again made fruitful on this earth.

Those who comprise “The Synagogue of Satan"
are demons in human form. They are possessed
by the Devil. Call him Lucifer or Satan or any
of the other names given to him by various au-
thorities and people. What the majority of people
seem to forget is the TRUTH that these demons
in human form don't breathe brimstone. They don’t

grow horns. They don't have cloven hoofs and
forked tails. Instead, like Lucifer, they are men
and women of great personal and physical charm.
They have been gifted with great mental capa-
city, cunning and guile. They are at the TOP of

their professions. But they use their wealth, their

power and their influence for destructive, rather
than constructive purposes. They are the false

pi'iests and prophets. They are the Anti-Christs.

They deceive all but the very elect. They work
night and day to make us destroy ourselves in

blood-baths which they foment on an ever-increas-

ing scale. They are Devils incarnate. The only
way to defeat them is to accept God's plan and
offer “passive resistance". They can't foment
more wars if we refuse to fight their battles and
further their secret plans leading to world domina-
tion. We must insist that our elected representa-

tives deal with them according to the LAW as

based on the Commandments of God. It is our
duty to make this truth known both sides of the
Iron and Bamboo Curtains. The success of the

Luciferian plot depends on the ability of the Il-

luminati to make us continue to destroy ourselves,
our governments, and religious institutions in all-

out wars and revolutions. This being so, the
obvious thing to do is to refuse to allow ourselves
to become involved in further wars and revolutions.
Commander Carr published in 1930, that the thing
to do was to make those who foment the wars
fight them. He suggested that those who head
our governments, should,, if they cannot reach
amicable agreements among themselves, be placed
on an island and made to fight it out among
themselves. They should not be allowed to involve
the whole human race. To-day it would seem to
be more necessary than ever that all those in HIGH
PLACES be given this treatment. This plan would
involve the loss of a comparatively few number
of lives.' It would limit the destruction of property
to a minimum. It would provide T.V’ with Inter-
esting broadcasting material. Then if there did
happen to be any survivors they could be confined
in a Mental Health Colony, for their own good,
and the good of Humanity.

No war fought since 1776 has benefitted the
victors either financially or terrestially. Wars have
failed to decide the issue over which both sides
fought. They have, however, always advanced the
Luciferian conspiracy designed to obtain absolute
world domination. It is time we told the general
public THE TRUTH. Help us tell them how they
are being used as “Pawns in the Game" as it

is played by the Illuminati. Help us lead them
out of “The Red Fog” of propaganda which the
Illuminati have spread over America and other
countries.

RelaiioHiiJufi ^
Letters haVe been received from Ministers of

various religions who protest the idea that Lucifer

and Satan are different supernatural beings. In

reply to these good people Comdr. Carr points

out that he only quoted from the Luciferian doc-

trine as expounded by the High Priests of the

Luciferian Creed when they admit members of the

“Synagogue of Satan” into the FULL or FINAL
SECRET of the highest degree in the Lodges of

the Grand Orient and New Palladian Rite. Ac-

cording to the secret writings of Weishaupt and

Pike, (which fell into hands other than those in-

tended), Lucifer is God. He is equal in power,

and majesty, to the God we worship, whom the

Luciferians call Adonay. Pike explained in a letter

he wrote to the heads of his councils of the New
Palladian Rite on July 14th, 1889, that Lucifer and
Satan are two different identities. He says: “The
worship of Satan, as practiced in the lower degrees,

is a heresy”.

It is the Luciferian doctrine which says that

Satan is the eldest son of God, (Adonay); and
that he defected from his father at the time of
the Heavenly revolution because he recognized the

Luciferian plan for the Rule of the Universe to

be more efficient and practical than that of his

Heavenly Father. It is the Luciferian doctrine

which says that St. Michael, the Archangel, is

the brother of Satan and the younger son of God.

It is the Luciferian Creed which says that God,
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(Adonay), sent St. Michael to earth in the form
of Jesus Christ to try to defeat the Luciferian
conspiracy here as he had done in Heaven. The
Luciferians claim that Lucifer made Satan “Prince
of this World”. Christ confirmed that “Satan is

Prince of this World”. He told us that Satan
controls “ALL those in HIGH PLACES”. Some
whom Satan control realize that TRUTH. Others
do not.

It would seem logical to suppose that if Satan
is “Prince of this World”, (which is only an infini-
tesimal part of the Universe), then Lucifer is very
much occupied with ruling that part of the Universe
we refer to as Hell. It is the Holy Scriptures, not
Cmdr, Carr, which say that after the final judgment
Lucifer will rule in Hell for all eternity, and will
enslave ALL who have failed to prove that they
are sincere in their desire to love and serve God
willingly and voluntarily, for all eternity. It is
Christ, not Cmdr. Carr, who told us that in order
to prove our SINCERITY, we must be “Doers”
of the Word of God, and not Hearers only”.

If the above statements are not TRUE, then
it is hard to explain why the age-old Luciferian
conspiracy has, since 1776, progressed to its semi-
final stage. May 1st, 1776, was the day that Adam
Weishaupt announced to the Illuminati that he
had finished revising and modernizing their con-
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^piracy so that *‘The Synagogues of Satan” could

take full advantage of the progress being made
in applied science, and the rapidly changing social,

economical and political conditions.

Can any person truthfully say that Satan does

not control ALL THOSE IN HIGH PLACES in

the various fields of human endeavour, such as
politics, economics, scientific research, the Arts
and Letters, Labour, Industry, Education, Com-
merce, (on the inteimational level), the Social

Sciences, and, in some cases, even religion? If

Christ were on this earth in human form to-day,
would He not be correcting the errors in the teach^

ing of religion as He did in the Temple when only
twelve years of age? If this were not the “TRUTH”
how would it be possible for the Forces of Evil
to be able to keep on dividing the Human Race
into opposing camps, and making us fight, and
destroy ourselves, in all-out wars and revolutions?

General conditions have steadily deteriorated
since Christ, “The Prince of Peace”, left this earth,

because the majority of those who say they are
Christians, are not, and do lie. Most of us have
rejected the warnings, and teachings, of Jesus
Christ. We have permitted those of “The S3ma-
gogue of Satan” to develop the Luciferian con-
spiracy since Christ's coming as they did before
His advent.

The ordained Ministers of the Christian denom-
inations should stop quibbling over HOW we should
worship God, and concern themselves with the

TRUTH, that it is the Luciferian conspiracy which
prevents the Human Race doing the Will of God
here as it is done in Heaven. If this isn't sound
logic then why did Christ give us “The Lord's
Prayer?” Our trouble is due to the fact that

millions mumble the words daily, but only a few
of us even TRY to put the words into effect. We
Christian laymen feel that the ordained Ministers
of the Christian denominations should explain to

the people how the Illuminati use lies and deceits

to make us kill each other off in ever-increasing
aumbers, so that those who survive these social

cataclysms can be enslaved physically, mentally
and spiritually, under a Luciferian type of totali-

tarian dictatorship enforced by Satanic despotism.
We feel that if they united in this common pur-
pose, it wouldn't he TOO LATE to defeat the

Spiritual Forces of Evil who control those in High
Places. Thus we could escape the diabolical fate

they are preparing for us. Only one of two things
2an happen. Either informed public opinion forces
our elected representatives to establish God's plan
for the Rule of the Universe, and put it into effect

on this earth, or we shall be enslaved under a
Luciferian dictaiiM^hip.

The Charter, and policies of the U.N.O. do NOT
comply with God’s plan for the Rule of the Uni-
verse as explained in the Holy Scriptures. The
U.N. organizations, W.H.O., and UNESCO, do not
conform to the teachings of Jesus Christ. Other
prophets, and holy men such as Mohammed, Bud-
dha, Confucius, etc., warned us centuries ago to

prevent those who challenge the Supremacy of God
from developing their conspiracy to where it stands
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There isn't a sane person who wants to be again
employed killing men, women and children by the
millions, so that the Devil, (Lucifer), can continue
to re^ his big harvests of souls. If the TRUTH,
regarding the existence and purpose of the Luci-
ferian conspiracy, is rnade known to ALL the
people, of ail nations, then those people would offer
passive resistance and refuse to fight. The propa-
ganda used by the Illumitiati to make us destroy
each other would fail to accomplish its hideous
pUKpose. Christ admonished us to teach the
WHOLE TRUTH to all the people of all nations.
He promised that if we did this, the (knowledge
of) the TRUTH would set us free from the bonds
with which we are being bound by those who
direct the Luciferian conspiracy upon this earth.

There is one point about which Cmdr. Carr is

very convinced. He stated in his books, published
as early as 1930, that wars and revolutions are a
self-inflicted curse suffered by the Human Race
because we obstinately refuse to obey the Com-
mandments of Ggd and put into effect the teach-
ings of Jesus Christ. He considers that those Who
claim that our God uses wars and revolutions to
punish the guilty and innocent alike, commit the
sin of presumption. He claims that God did not
want our first parents to defect from Him when
lied to and deceived by Satan. God sent Jesus
Christ to warn us what “The Synagogue of Satan”
are doing to us on this earth. It is therefore our
ow'n fault if we continue to believe the lying
propaganda of the Illuminati, and allow our elected
governments to be FORCED into policies of self-
destruction. Cmdr. Carr says that God wants to
be the Heavenly Father to ALL Lesser Beings.
But He will be Father to only those who prove, of
their own FREE WILL and volition, that they
honestly want to love Him and serve Him willingly
and voluntarily for all eternity. Those who are
only “Hearers” of the Word, and not “Doer-s”,
bring punishment upon themselves, and others, in
this world and eternal damnation to themselves and
others in the next.

Comdr. Carr believes that our God is ALL that
is GOOD. God gave us our intellects to use to
make our own decisions. He gave us our free WILL
so we could put the decisions we make, into effect.
There is no reason WHY God should interfere
with what we do until wc die. He told our first
parents that because they accepted the lies of
Satan, they would know both GOOD and EVIL;
they would suffer physically, and die. The decisions
of our minds are written indelibly in the Book of
Life by the actions performed by our bodies. We
inflict our earthly sufferings upon ourselves be-
cause we don’t use the brains God gave us. God
simply passes judgment. The TRUTH is that if

we don't ^tart to obey the Commandments of God;
if we don't insist that His plan for the Rule of
the Universe be put into effect on this earth, we
will suffer in the future as we have in the past,
only on an EVER INCREASING SCALE. The
wages of sin is DEATH, spiritual death as well
as physical. God is not our enemy. We are our
own worst enemies. Lucifer takes advantage of
our disloyalty to God.
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WUa Belong *1o. *Ute ^edvuUioH. 0^ QiiA>Utia*t Jleufme^t ?
Many letters are received asking the above this work being completed at an earlier date. Bu,

question. Others demand to know froin whom we even now, we can study any information received
obtain the information published in N.B.N. We and check its relationship to the international con
don’t intend to answer these letters. _We took a spiracy, and prove whether it is authentic or seni
leaf out of the Illuminati's own book. The agentur in as a "Bum Steer",
of the Illuminati cannot attack an enemy they
cannot see, locate and identify. They fear an enemy The policy of N.B.N. is to guard the identity oi

whose strength they can’t estimate. ALL those who help us in our work unless we have

, .
their permission to use their names. The Hon

Since 1954 we have made friends with, sincere jas. T. Robertson, Attorney, of Louisville, Ky.,' ii

people in MOST countries of the world. Our litera- willing to stand in the open and organize Christiar
ture has awakened many men and women to the Civic Leagues,
fact that they were being used as “Pawns in the

Game" by the agentur of the Illuminati. The By respecting the confidence of those who gave
information we have made known has caused quite him truthful information, Comdr. Carr was enabler
a number of people IN HIGH PLACES to realize to obtain the material for ten books of Non-fiction,
that they were being controlled by Satan. They the last two of which were “Pawns" and “The
still hold their positions, but they are no longer Red Fog". In each book he revealed “News Stories’

controlled by the Illuminati. They are now deter- which had escaped the Vigilance of the World’s
mined that God’s plan for the rule of the Universe ' newspaper reporters, or had been suppressed by
will be established and put into effect upon this the Agentur of the Illuminati, who sit at the
earth. News editor’s desks in most newspaper offices.

We are building up one of the most complete In 1776 Weishaupt boasted that the Illuminati
reference libraries in existence. Duplicates of would obtain control of the Daily Press and Pub-
documents concerning all phases of the conspiracy lishing Houses. Those engaged in newspaper work,
are being placed in strong, well-guarded premises and writing books, know that his boast has been
in various locations. Only lack of funds prevented made good.

/I Wond *7a ^OdiJUitUf *7Uom(Ue4.
Every day we receive letters “Demanding" that

w^e quote chapter and verse to confirm the authen-
ticity of what Comdr, Carr has published under
the auspices of the Federation of Christian Laymen.

To these we say that before the F.O.C.L. spon-

sored him, we satisfied ourselves that Comdr. Carr
had references dating back to January, 1911, which
established an unbroken record of service to his

fellow men, loyalty to his country, and honesty and
integrity in his dealings with the public, both pro-

fessionally and socially. He has letters of appreci-

ation from high ranking officials in the govern-

ments of several nations which vouch for his physi-

cal and moral courage in the face of extreme dan-

ger. Those who have given Comdr. Carr creden-

tials include Newspaper Editors, Chiefs of Police,

Crown Attorneys, high ranking officers in the

Armed Forces of several countries allied in both

World Wars. Ministers of several religions, Mini-

ters of Federal and Provincial Governments, and
those who employed him in Civilian life to con-

duct highly secret and confidential investigations.

Those who smear and attack him are definitely

agentur of the Illuminati.

The fact that Comdr. Carr has written, and had
published, ten books of non-fiction, and has never
as yet been proved to be a “liar", should convince

his readers that he is a stickler for the TRUTH.
The further fact that the predictions he has made
regarding the trend of international affairs invari-

ably come true, should give his readers confidence.

He bases his predictions solely on his knowledge
of the Luciferian conspiracy, and its objectives.

Highest ranking Intelligence Officers, in more than
one country, consider him one of the greatest au-

thorities on international ufiairs living to-day.

The Illuminati hate Comdr. Carr because he
revealed the TRUTH regarding their secret plans
and diabolical ambitions. They expressed their
hatred by having the first eight books he had
published taken* out of circulation when he went
ahead and arranged for publication of “Pawns"
and “The Red Fog". Every effort was made to
stop the circulation of “Pawns" and “The Red
Fog". The frantic efforts to discredit Comdr. Carr’s
writings have been such as to produce the opposite
effect to that intended. In many cases, people In
High Places became curious to find out for them-
selves WHY such bitter attacks were levelled
against a man, who worked quietly, avoided pub-
licity, and rejected public acclaim and honours, and
refused to accept financial rewards.

We wish to assure our readers that Comdr.
Carr has promised that, as long as he lives, he
will help us to the limit of his ability. He will
advise the Editors of N.B.N. what is “Behind the
News" as published in the World Press.

The TRUTH to remember is this; The struggle
going on in this world to-day, as always, is for
the eternal possession of the souls of the human
race. The souls of Whites, Blacks, Reds and Yel-
low; Jews and Gentiles, all are acceptable to our
God. Lucifer wants them also. Christ told us
that Lucifer is the Father of Lies. The Scriptures
tell us that many are called but few are chosen.
Men rich in the material aspects of this world
find it very difficult to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. They place more importance upon material
gains than on spiritual values. Th?^ Hlarninati
own, (control), the whole world* bu. .ii-v huv.£- lost
their immortal souls,
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^eatU Ojf /^GXf4f and CfiU&U

When the abortive revolt broke out in Hungary
1956 “News Behind the News” published the FACT
that the revolt had been organized and financed by

the Illuminati located in America for the purpose of

testing out, in actual practice, Pike’s theory that

the FINAL SOCIAL CATACLYSM could be brought
about by making the masses controlled by Atheistic-

Communists fight a war of extermination with the

masses living in the so-called Christian countries.

N.B.N. explained how “The Voice of America”
had been used to further this devilish plot. We told

how the details of the plot and its direction was
conducted by a group of Western Internationalists

housed in , one of the largest and most palatial

homes in Vienna. We told how an underground
system, an escape route, and lines of communication,
had been established between Vienna and the Hun-
garian capital. We told how members of the Illum-

inati had chartered planes waiting to fly their

agentur to America, Canada, and other countries

just as soon as they escaped after completing their

diabolical task in Hungary. Th£ expense was then
charged to the tax-payers. Those who engineered
this diabolical plot entered our FREE WORLD as

refugees while their fellow countrymen were en-
gaged in the terrible blood-hath organized to prove
Pike’s plans as worked out between 1859 and 1871
for the final social cataclysm are practical.

But what is more important, N.B.N. told HOW
nnd WHY Kadar (an Illuminist) ..took over , from
Nagy who had been used as a “Pawn In The Game”
by the Illuminati.

Comdr, Carr, in “Pawns In The Game” and “The
Red Fog Over America”, has proved that the events
of history leading To the destruction of ALL exist-
ing Governments and organized religions don’t, like

Topsy, just happen. He proved that ever since 1776
every historical event has been carefully planned so
that it furthered the secret plans of the Illuminati
to usurp the powers of the first world government
to be established regardless of by whom it is estab-
lished.

Nobody can disprove the FACT that the details
of Adam Weishaupt's plot which he finished, May
1st, 1776 have developed since then EXACTLY as
he intended. N.B.N. had no doubts regarding what
would hanpen to Nagy and his colleagues. They had
been used as “Pawns In The Game” by the Western
Illuminists. They, knew too much about the intrigue
which went on BEFORE they started the revolt.
Because they knew too much they had to be liqui-
dated as happens to ALL the Illuminati use as their
tools. This uolicy is clearly laid down in the Proto-
cols of the Luciferian Creed as revised and modern-
ized by Weishaupt between 1770 and 1776 when he
was leader of the High Priests of the Luciferian
ideology.

Never since N.B.N. started publication in Octo-
ber, 1956 have we failed to make public “The News
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Behind The News”, which appears in the so-called

Free and Independent Press. The Editors do not

pretend to have prophetic powers. We do claim to

know the details of the plot by which the Illuminati

plan to win ultimate world domination. We also

have correspondents located ALL OVER THE
WORLD who have their finger on the pulse of

human relations and their ears tuned in on secret

so-called diplomacy. We know that unless stopped

by pressure of properly informed public opinion the

Luciferian plot must develop to its logical conclusion

which is the enslavement of what remains of the

human race, body, mind and soul.

N.B.N. knows that many of the high level so-

calied diplomats who protested Nagy’s political

murder were and still are unmitigated hypocrites.

They have been given detailed information regard-

ing the Order and Sect of the Illuminati. They
have been fully informed regarding their plot and
their determination to usurp world domination. They
cannot have been ignorant of the intrigue going on
between internationalists inAmerica, France, Britain,

Vienna and Hungary prior to the outbreak of what
was doomed to be an abortive revolt before ever it

started. They are international gangsters and should
be dealt with as War Criminals.

DUTY OF ORDAINED MINISTERS

OF RELIGION

What happened in Hungary in 1956 will happen
on an international scale in the very near future if

informed public opinion isn’t developed into a strong
enough force to prevent it. The ordained ministers
of the Christian religion will be proved to be false
Priests and teachers and cowardly shepherds of
their flocks if they don’t make the WHOLE TRUTH
regarding the existence of the continuing Lucifer-
ian conspiracy, and its ultimate purpose, known to

ALL people of ALL nations as they were com-
manded to do by Christ Himself. They must make
the TRUTH known BOTH sides of the Iron and
Bamboo curtains. If they fail to do this they svill

have failed in their duty to God, their countries,
and their fellow men. They will not be true soldiers
of Jesus Christ.

If issuing this warning makes us Anti-Christians
it will only be to those whom the TRUTH hurts.
We know the TRUTH hurts a great many wolves
in sheep’s clothing. But our purpose in making the
TRUTH regarding the Luciferian conspiracy known
as widely as possible is to try to prevent further
blood-baths on a national and international scale.
Don’t think or say “It can’t happen here”. It has
happened in many countries twice in the past half
century. If we don’t put an end to the plot it will
happen twice again before the end of the 20th
century. It is up to you the people. You must
deprive the internationalists of the powers they
have usurped from the people.
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, “PAWNS IN THE GAME”^New Indexed Edition $1.50
^By William Guy Carr, R.D., Comdr, R.C.N.(R) Ret’d. The history of the International World Revolu-
tionary Movement. The story of its ramifications, secret plans and purposes. This is the book which
made such an impact upon thinking people that its, circulation reached world-wide proportions in less

I
than two years.

/‘THE RED FOG OVER AMERICA”—
New revised up-to-date edition, soft cover, indexed $2.00

^ New revised up-to-date edition, hard cover, indexed $3.00
^ By William Guy Carr. The story, confirmed by documented evidence and historical events, which tells
1 how the direction of the World Revolutionary Movement was transferred to America in. the late 1700’s
after the Bavarian Government exposed that it was being directed AT THE TOP by the members of
the Order and Sect of the Illuminati. The author explains chronologically how the Luciferian con-
spiracy has been developed here ever since until it is pow in its semi-final stage. The fearless man-
ner in which the Author has named names, and told the TRUTH, regardless of consequences, has had
a greater impact upon American society than did “Uncle Tom's Cabin" when it was first published,'
One person ordered 400 copies of each of the above books to help waken his friends and neighbours '

“BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE”.
Ministers of many religions, Intelligence Officers, Admirals, Generals, heads of Seminaries, school
teachers and just plain, ordinary working-class people have written in thanking the Author for the

'

service he has rendered humanity by enabling them to understand, for the first time, what goes on
behind the scenes of governments that lead us into wars and revolutions,

“NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS”—12 issues (single subscriptions) $ 3.00
FIVE subscriptions from one person to different addresses $10.00
Extra copies 10c; 50 for $4,00; 100 for $7.50. <

f Exactly what the name implies. This monthly News-sheet explains the CAUSES which produce the I

EFFECTS we read about in the Daily Press. Published first October, 1956, it has predicted accur-i,
ately how political and economic intrigue would lead to a THIRD WORLD WAR between the Western
and Moslem worlds unless stopped by the pressure of informed public opinion, K

Back numbers still available: March (Fluoridation) April (The Plot To enslave mankind, body, mind,
I

and soul) May (Explains what is behind World Government) June (Mackenzie King's treachery ex-
posed) July/August (Reports work accomplished by P.O.C.L. since 1954).

HANDY PAMPHLETS <

‘^THE DEVIL'S POISON”—The TRUTH about Fluorine 15c
“THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY” and what the F.O.C.L. stand for 10c
“THE MENACE OF WORLD GOVERNMENT” 10c.
“THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN”—Tells how the Scriptures expose the conspiracy 10c i

“LOOK UP ISRAEL”—Scriptural nroof that the Devil’s days on earth are numbered 10c
“THE DRAGON WAS WRATH WITH THE WOMAN” 10c

FEDERATION OF CHRISTIAN LAYMEN
C/o Willowdole P.O. - Willowdale, Ontario

1. In the interests of freedom

2. Books as per “News Behind the News” list

a. Pawns in the Game.... $1.50

b. Red Fog Over America $2.00

c. “News Behind The News” $3.00

d
'

$

$.

%

I

?

TOTAL $

NAME ' ADDRESS
Please type or print

CITY STATE or PROV

PLEASE SEND MONEY ORURS TO SAVE BANK CHARGES AND DEDUCTIONS FOR RATE OF EXCHANGE

\/ NEWS BEHIND THE NEWSA . . ::
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Dear Hr. Hoover: .
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Cno hesitates to place further da-mands on' 'vo'ar schedule-, bat ib
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.t'(i birtment from mj'' former profession, 1- no longer! havo 'the, same
I kind of freedom in ny physical (V'orld o'; Hp'!.''/ev;er, the i.imitations

i
of physical 'fraeddm a'nd .rinancial .stress can not be sxcus’.es for
Ui-.ilura to' accept oth^r kinds of responsibili tie's ^

'

.. ’.
.

.

Ycur reply Virill be warmly •'•/elp'oraeJ. .

- .
. .

•

:

.

jihc.i'"'!'ly ^hj'i'rs.j
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Ann Nursing Home
2020 South Muskego Avenue
Milwaukee 4, WMcohsin.

' Dear. Miss Lanigun:'

. ; ;..October - IS,
_

-lOl

•’
•
Aiii tBFcfejiAsioH' 'COisali’sa)'

,
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the interest which prompted you to write to me.
;

‘

In response to your mquirles/ i would like to point

:

out that this Bureau in its capacity as a fact*»^thering agehby does

. :so
'

'

CD
-

.
rri CD

^ - 'o; *'

'pa

' rfr

M \
-T?

\ :
• :xi

7 'r^
•3:

‘ ' o

C ,

— 5^1 C4,

^ i>- o

or character of orgam^ations, publications or hidividuals. l am
y '

you,

'a si'

UJ

you comfort and happiness in years to come. l am enclosmg seveial
items you may -like .to readi'., \

^
' ,

T'
, .

' 'Sincerely youre,'
.

mailed 20

OCT 181961

eOMM-FBl

y
,
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.
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\ Iv-

*ToIson'-_

BeJm on t' .

Mohr

Caiiahan-

.

,'Conrad
' DeLpach .

Evans

Malone

Rosen.
• Sullivan

Tdvei'

'
. Trotter

p Deinaeratic
i

Jhe Deadly Contest ^ ^ *

Director's ^tai^ent Re Internal Security, 4-17-61
The Cg^munisb?nrt^^

,r"

h- -

JRS :lcW

,(S) /

A:

Tele. Room .

Ingram,

Gandy MAIL ROOM'a TELE.tYPE-UNIT I
'

1

NOTE ON iffiXT PAGE

Jj



(NOTE)
Bufiles contain ho informatioi identifiable wit

William Guy Carr sent the Director a copy of his book^' ’’Pawnsin the Game, ”

on 5-30-55, requesting the Director’s opinion. Carr later wrote to various
individuals from Ontario, Canada, indicating that copies of the book had been
filed at the RCMP and FBI. A review of the book, sponsored by the National

Federation of Christian La3mien, indicated that it had strong hnU-Semitic

Over America.
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REC- 124
December 15, 1961

.
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:xim
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I have received tiie letter which you and
sent dated December 12, 1961, and the interest which prompted
you to write is appreciated.

Although I would like to be of service, the FBI is

strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as
such, does not make evaluations nor draw conclusions as to the

character or Integrity of any organization, publication or individual.

1 regret I am unable to help you and hope you will not infer in this

connection either that we do or do not have data in our files relating

to the subjects of your inquiry.

:xim
pp I
hH O

o

r >

un

cll\

p

wish to read.

Enclosed is some literature on communism you may

mailed ^
OEC 15

COMM-FBI

Ml INFORMATION COMTAlf®

herein is UNCLASSIFSES

by/

Sincerely yours,

j. Edgar Hoovee

John Edgar Hoover
Director , .

.M.

Tolson .

Belmont

Mohr

Conrad^
DeLoac^^
Evans .

Rosen
Sullivan "*<0^

f Corresponderit and her

Enclosures (5)

Faith in God- -Our Answer To Communism
Internal :Security Statement 4-17-61

The Faith To Be Free (Criss Award speech 12-7-61)

The Communist Party Line
e Nation's Response To Communism

Trotter

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

Christian Lay
MAIL ROOMn

O vDFP 90

TELETYPE UNIT

P

%ufiles.
^grorontol2,

firF
Iff
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Ontario, Canada, is the subject of Bufile 105-38603. This group has not,

been investigated by the Bureau; however, its official publication, "News ,

. Behind the News," has been brought to the. Bureau's attention previously.
This publication is largely anti-Semitic in nature. The editor of this

publication, William Guy Carr, has furnished us with copies of this official

publication and asked for comments concerning it. His letters have not -

been acknowledged. "TJie Canadian Intelligence Service, " published at ^

Flesherton. Ontario. Canada, formerly at Walters Falls. Ontario, is
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Dec. 12, 1961

RE: National Federation of Christian

Laymen "

and
Canadian Intelligence Publications
Flesherton, Ontario

Dear Mr. Hoover,

Please inform us of your opinion Of

the above.

appreciated.

Your early reply would be much

Sincerely,

REG- 124

25 DEC 19 1961

r^co^ed

copy

filed

in

/3

7
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Mr J Edgar Hover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, £). C.

Dear Sir;

I aiE writing to find out of a ^jook I have resenti^ been
given is the product ^^the communistsT The title ig^t^ns in .The Game
wE4Htrt-an': bj:. Will lam ‘3-u;^^4rr. It is sponsored by t he^at'fbnal 'TederiitTbn
of.^Chr ip,t.i.arp Laymen 77 Otter Crescent Toronto, Ontario, Canada^.
( ref’eFrnn^t^ia^^^^^ page)

The rea.son I am curious is because the book maintains that
all the strife- in the last few centuries is the result of a conspirlcy
of Jewish banking Interests and' refers to a small group of people
as Illuminati and Includes Thomas Jefferson and John Adams as members
of this group.

I may be unnecessarily concerned an-d may be making more out of
this than is warrented -but would appreciate it if you c-an tell me any
thing about the source. One reading this book might get the impression
that communists and ' capitalists alike have a common enemy and. ’would
be tempted to put the blame on the Jev;s and Sa^in,lf they go along with the
author, for t-he present world tensions, -^'he cover pictures both communists
and Qhristia'na being moved on the world chess board. "—

-

Thank you for your time and trouble.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

ji
__

1^0

J^EQ-

/oS-3^(^05-



February 19, 1962

6^5^B Snow Road ' » -ri

Fort Slli“Oldahoma . S ®
• - - -

'
;*JL information CONTAINED d TZ

I -
00 S ^

Your letter o^February 11, 1962, hafU^^n «*

received, and the interest viiieh prompted you to write is a
appreciated. q cr

oQ cr»* r%»

Although 1 would like to be of service, the FBI
is an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as
such, does not make evaluations nor draw conclusions as to the

character or integrity of any organization, publication or
individual. I regret that I am unable to help you and hqpe you
will not infer in this connection either that we do or do not have
data in our files relatir^ to the subject of your inquiry.

'

i ; Enclosed is some literature dealing with the

g^eral subject of communism vihich I hope will be of interest.

t-F8*-3i

Sincerely yours.

j, Edgar Hootfsr

John Edgar Hoover^'
Director

Enclosures (5) Let’s Fight Communism Sa^lyl
The Deadly Contest^'^ • n. ..

ufiles contain no record identifiable with’correspondent. The

^
r^ftional Federation of Christian Laymen, 77 Otter Crescent, Toronto 12,

^ntario,; [^a^ada, is the subject of Bufile 105-38603. This group has not

beferii in^iillsttigated by the-Bureau; however, its official publication, "News
NOTE CONTINUED NEXT PAGE .

EFT:lc*^^(3) -
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NOTE CONTINUED .

BeMnd the News/’ has been brought to the Bureau’s attention

previously. This publication is largely anti-Semitic in nature.

The editor Of this publication, William Guy Carr, has furnished

us with copies of thiSrpfficial publication and asked for comments
concerning it. His letters have not been acknowledged.

.

-2 -



I listen to every week and think he is a real American*

If more people were more 3like him the U.S. wouldn't be in such a fix

I have heard that he once worked with you, andyou and he are good

friends? Could you supply me with some information on him?

I know that you are doing everything in your power to fight against

the Reds, even thoxigh it is a tough battle I know that you will

UT<»fe00RSED

20*Y

U

^

1
y
y,

^
yT
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June 19, 1962

Your letter postmarked June 11, 1962, has been
received, and I want to thank you for your generous observations
concerning my work. I

In response to your inquiry, I would like to point

out that the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal
Government and, as such, does not make^evaluations nor draw
conclusions as to the character or integrity of any organization,

publication or individual. In view of this, I am sure you will

understand why I cannot comment in the manner you suggested.

I I
was employed by the FBI as a Special

Agent from March, 1942, until June, 1

9

51 . when he voluntarily
resigned. I am not fully acquainted with i lactivities

since he left the FBI, and his opinions and comments are strictly

his own and do not reflect those of the FBI in any manner.

t

Trotter .

In view of your interest in communism, I am
enclosing some material which I hope you will find of interest.

Enclosures (5) V

Sincerely yours,

a. Edgar Hoover.

John Edgar Hoover
Dlrectbr

Enclosures and Note on Next Pagers

CJJ:cjk'

(3) yu/

7 •

.

Gandy MAIL ROOMi I TELETYPE UNIT ( J
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Enclosures (5) > .

Communism and The Knowledge To Combat It!

Let's Fight Communism Sanely!

ShalUt Be Law or Tyranny?
Faith in God—Oiir Answer To Communism

'

Deadly Duel

NOTE: BiKiles contain no record identifiable with correspondent.
William Guy Carr, author of "Red Fog Over America'^ which coni

many anti-Semitic ideas and basic fascist theories, aiid|

are well known to the Bureau^
:

^

tr

tr



BOARD OF TRUSTEES:Superintendent:

I^OBERT H. JERRY

Principal;*

WILBURN H. ROWE WORTHINGTON-JEFFERSON
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL CORPORATION

WORTHINGTON, INDIANA

FRED SPARKS, Pkes.

HOMER SYLVESTER, Sec t.

MERLE JEAN, Jr. Treas.

October 1, 1962

Office of the Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Justice Department
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir,

all information contained

herein is unclassified m

I am a social studies teacher at a small high school in Ind-
iana and in the performance of my duties I asked a question andd
got some rather surprising comment from one of my better students
Upon inquiry as to her source she bought to me a book that vould
be considered rather ridiculous if it were not for the seriousness
of the situation and the villification of some of our leading
figures.

I am writing to ask if you have any information concernlng^^*®

the book, its authot or,Ltop<^rganl8atioB which publ^^^=^i;tjSS^^*^
The book isr^titledi^i^wna in the Game by Wmt Gu^6ai^ and

Dublisheciny"the^Jatio1wirT^e2F]eratf6n~or'Chrir§’UlrawE^^,
77 Otter Cresdent, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

It was quite astonishing to fln^ affiliation^ with' such
an organisation in a small community like this and am quite

interested in finding out more about this outfit. I know that
if yofl can help me in any way I will be very grateful.

Thank you for your, trouble and I am

v)
' '2-'W6rthington-Jefferson High .School

2̂ Worthington,' Indiana

f|,V'
''.V /-3

1.1196'^'

c=i0> /
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[iTele. Room %

I Holmes
''Ondy

October 5, 1®62

r y

SX) , CTD..-
tt\ .

CO
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;

«iiisCtt*i’-'.oscflat

Your letter of October 1, 1062, has been received

' being an-investigative agency of the Federal government neither

makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to character i

or integrity of any organization, publication or individual. X

regret that l.am. unable to help you and hope- you.wiE,not infer'
'

in this' €dnnecb.dh eihier that we do or do not teye 'data in our ...
••.

files relating- to the.si^jects.of your inquiries. :

'

.

Enclosed is some Uterature which I hope will

-be of interest.

-

: mincerely your®, V
^

S5K
f v peKfe-a _ j

-
-•

John Edgar
IhreCtor

Enclosures (5)

The Course of Free Men 2-22-62
4-17-62 Internal Secisri^ Statement
Youn People Can Help Defeat Communism
FBI JiiriSdiction Does Not Cover MaMiig Evaluations
My Answer to Communism and Crime 6IEC»0

rn Br O^.
I'^ CO <

; ^ CO ^
I
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tBI.
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,v SEE note next page
ils (3)
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NOTE: Bufiles contain no record identifiable with correspondent.

William Guy Garr is also author of ’’Red Fog over America:” Bureau
has conducted no invdstigation concerning him

^ He sent Director a copy fS)
of ’’Pawns in the Game” 5-30-55; requesting the Director’s opinion. The '

review of the book indicates it has strong anti-Semitic overtones and in

view of the lark nf harkcrrnnnH rnnrprnino- C.arr rprpinf nf hnnif wa« nnf

acknowledged. I
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. DO-6 '

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR
^ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

MR. TOLSON

MR. BELMONT

MR. MOHR

August 8, 1963

MR. CASPER

AttachedJjuDokj '^awns in theJGrama
by William Guv Carr, was sent to

thft PirftctoFb^

MR. CALLAHAN

MR. CONRAcJ

yiR, DELOA

EVANS

MR. GALE

Z

MR. ROSEN

MR, SULLIVAN

MR. TAVEL

emm Mi INFORMATION CONTAll®
^

herein tS

MR. TROTTER

MR.'jONES

^MRS. METCALF
MISS GANDY

Note in front of book reads as
follows: M

'Mr. Hoover, ^
. .

What is your Iftarn fid nninidri 15^^?

'5 0 ''”'y
V

tv
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August 12, 1963
bl
b6
b7C

l^fu<

aASSSFIED BV
DECLASSIPC ON: 25X 6
|£<?S'S"AS'/

I received the copy of '*Pawns in the Game**
containing your note asking for my opinion of it.

Although 1 would like to be of service, the

FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal
Government and, as such, does not make evaluations nor
draw conclusions as to the character or integrity of any
publication, organization or individual. In view of this

policy, I trust you will understand why it would not be
appropriate for me to comment as you requested.

The book you sent me is being returned.

XTmo
o

m
CP|

X'oo

391

Tolson _
Belmont _

Mohr
Casper

Callahan .

Conrad

Sincerely yours,

Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

A)
/

Enclosure
NOTE: Bufiles indicate that correspondent has. previously sent us copies of

his 4'ettfers to mh'er’individuals which favor the John Birch Society. The
Director answered one of his communications 10/24/62 and no derogatory
or other identifying information was located in Bufiles concerning him.

UEC.ot’Vr
"Pawns in the Game" was received rfromrit^^^ Commander

William Guy Carr in 1955. It was reviewed by the' feureali-^d indicated

strong anti-Senaitic overtones. Commander Carr has not been investigated
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TRUE COPY

July 31, 1965

Dear Mr. Hoover,

on ^ Would you please tell me if you have any information
ef the National Federation of Christian Laymen. Are they a subversive
organization ? Have they ever been investigated ?

Also, do you write a monthly law enforcement paper ?

If so, how could one obtain them ?

Thank you for sparing your valuable time.

Sincerely
, />

s/
I

1 Jy

all information a . .

REC-w 105 ' IS

loAUG s> 11965

^ /S"0, /



August 6, 1965

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

I received your letter of July 31st and want to thank
you for your interest in writing.

With respect to your inquiry, information contained
in our files must be maintained as confidential in accordance with,

regulations of the Department of Justice. I trust you will under-
stand the necessary reasons for this policy and vdiy I cannot comment
as you su^ested.

This Bureau does prepare an FBI Law Enforcement
Bulletin; however, it is restricted in distribution and I am unable to

furnish you copies. 1 regret I cannot be of help in this instance.

Tolson

Belmont _

Mohr

DeLoach .

Casper
Callahan .

Conrad
Felt

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
G,

Enclosed is other materM I h(^e you e^oy jading.

Sincerely yours.

Enclosures (2)

”Our Heritage of Greatness”
Communism and The Knowledge To Combat It!

NOTE: We have had one prior outgoii^ to^

mo
o cr->

m
03 g

ro

o y

oo
St
1 ^
Bated 7/6/65

in which she was furnished the list of organizations cited as subversive
by the Department of Justice.

DFCrdls (3)

cLQy
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Tolson —
DeLoach .

Mohr

Wick

Casper .

December 5. 1966

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

1 have received the letter of November 29th sighed
you and l I and I want to thank you for the generous
comments expressed regarding my work. It is a pleasure to learn'

you have read ’’Masters of Deceit. ’’ Perhaps you will also want to

read another of my books^ "A Study of Communism, ” which contains

an analysis of international communist practices and contrasts total-

itarian methods with life in a free country. A copy may be available
,

at your school or local library.

In response to your inquiry, information contained in

our files must be maintained as confidential in accordance with regu-
lations of the Deimrtment of Justice. I am sure you will understand
the reason for this policy. Further, this Bureau is strictly an
investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, neither
makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or
integrity of any organization, publication or individual.

It has been my long-established policy not to comment
on material not prepared by personnel of this Bureau. In view of

this, it nr^tjygsible for me to be of help in this instance.
JLED. a

DEC 51966

COMM-FBI

Sincerely yours,

QL Edgar Hoo\?er

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles and our files contain no
record of | 1whose middle name is illegible. Our files reveal

William Guy^^ai^ is the author of the book, "Pawns in the Game. " The
author sent a copy of this book to the Dii^dtOpibi^o -30-55 requesting his

(NOTE continued page 2.)JRPijah (3)

TELETYPE UNIT

t r,
'1 IrJ J
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opinion. Carr is a retired Commander from the Canadian Navy, and
his writings are recognized as Fascist and predominantly anti-Semitic.

In view of this, no receipt of this book was acknowledged. The other
books mentioned as having been written by Carr are not identifiable

in Bufiles. Bufiles contain no indicatioh the House Committee on Un-
American Activities would have data in their files pertaining to

William Guy Carr or his books.
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November 29, 1966

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investiigation

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

AR INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

We are two Chicago college students (Southeast

Junior College), who are intrested in obtaining some answers
from a reliable source. We, my fiaend and I, both decided to -

write"you have proven your competency as director of the F.B.I.

,

and also because we want to receive some right answers from the

right people.

My 2 1 year old friend works in a gas station and
recently came into contact with a delivery man who has offered

him a book to read; My friend asked me to look it over and make
an opinion about it. I gave one, but puzzling questions arose about
its author. This is when we decided to write you.

The name of the book is Pawns in the Game . It’s

author is William Guy Carr.

As you well know, there are myriads of paper backs
on the market, some of which are wholesome, many of which are
scandalous to the half-informed. We are part of this half-informed
group, and from this realization must;try all the harder to keep on
our toes and not succomb to attractive lures that ’’look” intresting

and "sound" right.

We, as all the youth of this country, have an obligation

not only of becoming well informed, but educated.

How come we thought of you? Our parents for one.

Another equally important reason - Masters of Deceit. From studying

it, we know you well, and from it and you, we have progressed one step
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Our questions are

:

1

.

Can you give us a cursory history of William Guy
Carr?

1

a. Was or is he a U.S. citizoP
^

b. Has he ever been investigated by the House on
Un-American Activities Committee?

c. Would you consider him a reliable and trustworthy

individual?

2.

Some previous books he has written include By
Guess and By God, High and Dry, Good Hunting, Out
of the Mists, Checkmate in the North, and the one my
friend received Pawns in the Game ,

a. Are these books worth reading?
b. Are they the truth, or just opinions and critiques?

c. Do you personally recommend them as good reading
material? If so, for whom?

d. What kind of people read his books and put stock
in them ?

3.

If it should be that your answers are in the negative,

can we share what you consider some "ought to be read"
books ?

We realize you are a busy man. If you cannot reply we
will regretfully understand.

Whatever the case, we more than appreciate your time
in reading this. Thank you for your cooperation, and good book.

- 2 -
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